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Abstract
We develop the basic theory of quasi-categories (a.k.a. weak Kan complexes or (oo, 1)-
categories as in [BV73], [Joy], [Lur06]) from first principles, i.e. without reference to model
categories or other ideas from algebraic topology. Starting from the definition of a quasi-
category as a simplicial set satisfying the inner horn-filling condition, we define and prove
various properties of quasi-categories which are direct generalizations of categorial ana-
logues. In particular, we look at functor quasi-categories, Hom-spaces, isomorphisms, equiv-
alences between quasi-categories, and limits. In doing so, we employ exclusively combina-
torial methods, as well as adapting an idea of Makkai's ("very surjective morphisms," what
turn out in this case to be simply trivial Kan fibrations) to get a handle on various notions
of equivalence.
We then begin to discuss a new approach to the theory of left (or right) fibrations,
wherein the quasi-category of all left fibrations over a given base S is described simply as
the large simplicial set whose n-simplices consist of all left fibrations over S x A' . We
conjecture that this large simplicial set is a quasi-category, and moreover that the case
S = * gives an equivalent quasi-category to the commonly-held quasi-category of spaces;
we offer some steps towards proving this. Finally, assuming the conjecture true, we apply
it to give simple descriptions of limits in this quasi-category, as well as a straightforward
construction of a Yoneda fimnctor for quasi-categories which we then prove is fully faithful.
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Chapter 0
Introduction
0.1 Stacks in Geometry
Moduli problems and the question of their representability have in the past century become
a central focus of study in algebraic geometry. Originally, the problem of finding universal
parameter spaces was limited to explicit constructions (e.g. geometric invariant theory
LMFK94]), but after Deligne, Mumford and Artin ([DM69], [Art74]) a new tool, that of
algebraic stacks, came to bear on the theory.
Stacks are more complicated objects than schemes; they have isolated "stabilizer groups"
which manifest somehow orthogonally to the algebraic structure (at least in the Deligne-
Mumford case). On the other hand, stacks have the distinct advantage of retaining formally
useful properties like smoothness when the underlying scheme or algebraic space would not.
For this reason, stabilizer groups are sometimes referred to as "singularities," although the
author prefers to think of these singularities as arising more from the destructive process of
taking the course moduli space.
There are some moduli problems wherein the use of stacks transforms a "collapsing"
situation into one where there is actually interesting information to be had. Perhaps the
simplest example of such a case is the moduli stack of genus 0 curves with no marked points,
say over C. The coarse moduli space of such curves is simply a single point, as there is
only one isomorphism class of such curves over C. The moduli stack, however, takes into
account the automorphisms of this curve, and so is the stack [Spec C/PGL2], the moduli
stack of PGL 2-torsors, something much less trivial. As another example of their formal
usefulness, using stacks here allows the formula dim Mg = 3g - 3 to actually have meaning
for small values of g; in the case g = 0, the dimension of the Artin stack [Spec C/PGL2] is
dim Spec C - dim PGL2 = -3. This is only the tip of the iceberg, of course.
Another advantage to using stacks is that after [DM69] we have had a natural way to
write down a stack in terms of the moduli problem itself, so that we might analyze the
representability question purely in terms of the moduli problem. Specifically, we think
of a stack as being a category fibred in groupoids over a base category (usually schemes)
satisfying descent and certain representability conditions. After [Art74], representability
can be investigated almost purely in terms of internal properties of functors arising from
this situation, and so this perspective embeds geometry into a rich network of categorial
ideas. We find ourselves in a situation reminiscent of formal logic, wherein the writing of a
moduli problem entails the question of its geometric representability.
Once algebraic stacks have been identified as useful objects of geometric study in their
own right, it is not hard to conclude that looking at moduli of algebraic stacks might carry
interesting information itself. We run up against the same problem as for moduli of schemes,
however; a moduli problem in algebraic stacks naturally takes the form of a 2-groupoid-
valued pseudofunctor, or some kind of 2-category fibred in 2-groupoids, and so in order
to generally attack these questions in the most natural of ways, we must look for a good
notion of algebraic 2-stack. Simpson has a preprint ([Sim96]) in which he works with a
notion algebraic n-stacks assuming the existence of a good category theory of n-stacks, and
in fact his work has been adapted by Toen and Vezzosi ([TV]), using presheaves in spaces
as the chosen model of stacks. Nonetheless, it is the understanding of the author that the
question of what constitutes the "best" model for higher algebraic stacks is more or less
still open.
0.2 Fibred Quasi-categories
It is the main aim of this dissertation to point to another model of the categorial idea of
n-stacks, namely fibred n-quasi-categories, and to suggest that this may be a model which
more closely adheres to the conventions of extant algebro-geoemtric theory. First, we say a
few words about quasi-categories themselves.
The notion of a quasi-category was originally written down by Boardman and Vogt in
[BV73], who used the term "weak Kan complex" to refer to the fact that a quasi-category is
a simplicial set all of whose inner horns can be filled. In [Joy02], Joyal extended their work,
proving amongst other things an essential theorem characterizing isomorphisms in a quasi-
category (and also coining the term). This paved the way to an understanding of limits in
a quasi-category, and ultimately led to Lurie's adoption of quasi-categories as a model of
(oo, 1)-categories, higher categories all of whose n-morphisms are invertible for n > 1, for his
seminal [Lur06]. Finally, in [JT], Joyal and Teirney proved that a certain model structure
on simplicial sets such that the fibrant cofibrant objects are quasi-categories is Quillen
equivalent to the the model category of complete Segal spaces, allowing the somewhat
nonrigorous statement "quasi-categories are models of homotopy theories."
This work had one distinct disadvantage, however, from the perspective of algebraic ge-
ometry. Despite Joyal's statement that "most concepts and results of category theory can
be extended to quasi-categories" (from [Joy02], referring to [Joy]), the developments which
were around when the author began to work on this document were peppered through with
references to the theory of model categories and simplicially enriched categories, neither
of which being familiar languages to most algebraic geometers. The first half of this dis-
sertation, therefore, is concerned with reconstructing much of the theory which exists in
[Joy02], [Lur06], and[Joy], only trying to minimize the tangential terminology and theory.
The proofs, therefore, wind up being somewhat combinatorially involved, but the author
has tried to keep the proposition statements as compact as possible, so as to maximize their
believability and applicability with a minimum of background.
To understand what purpose quasi-categories serve with respect to stacks, it helps to
understand the 2-category of ordinary stacks (modelled say as groupoid-fibred categories
over a fixed base category S). Morphisms in this category are functors between such cate-
gories strictly over S. Transformations between such functors, therefore, are always natural
isomorphisms, for they respect fibres and the fibres are groupoids. If we use the nonrigorous
terminology that a (m, n)-category is a weak m-category with invertible k-morphisms for
all k > n, we conclude that the 2-category of stacks over S is actually a (2, 1)-category.
Intuitively, this ought to be the same thing as a 2-quasi-category, and in fact we produce a
result or two along these lines in Section 1.3. The idea in general is that the collection of all
n-stacks should naturally form an (n + 1)-quasi-category. Using quasi-categories to realize
this idea is oddly convenient; as soon as noninvertible morphisms are introduced even in
dimension 2, the combinatorics of describing such categories becomes much more complex.
Another use that quasi-categories have in the world of stacks is their "weakness." Com-
position of morphisms in a quasi-cateogry is usually not well-defined; it is only defined up
to a contractible space of choices. For this reason, there is only one notion of limit in a
quasi-category, and it is the weak one, what in a strict 2-category would be referred to as
a 2-limit. These types of limits are the only limits which make sense for stacks, as we only
consider stacks up to equivalence, and so we should allow the weakest kind of limit when
computing for example fibre products. Weakness also means that quasi-categories do not
involve a lot of data, and in fact no structure beyond the underlying simplicial set. This
means we avoid the messy combinatorics of stricter definitions of higher category; even the
definition of a weak 2-category can get a bit involved.
Finally, we do some work towards producing a natural quasi-category of fibred quasi-
categories, what are known in [Joy02] and [Lur06] as right fibrations. We attempt to
produce this explicitly, so that the n-simplices consist of all right fibrations over S x (An)op;
unfortunately we were not able to complete the proof in time that this large simplicial set is
in fact a quasi-category (Conjecture 2.3.1). We nonetheless strongly suspect that the proof
can be completed, and so produce a number of results which follow from it. Specifically, we
show that limits of diagrams of fibred quasi-categories and the Yoneda functor for quasi-
categories both have simple descriptions in this mode. As both of these are essential for
the theory of algebraic n-stacks, we see the compactness of these constructions as further
advantages that this approach enjoys.
0.3 Finishing the Job
We believe the work here goes a long way towards filling out the foundations necessary to
apply this language to Simpson's machinery of algebraic n-stacks. There are, of course,
things yet to be discussed, even beyond completing the proof of Conjecture 2.3.1.
First and foremost is descent. Algebraic topologists have ways of understanding descent
for higher stacks which are useful from a formal perspective, but which would be a nightmare
to verify in practice for an example which did not arise from topology. For example, even
in the world of 1-stacks, geometers typically break up descent into two or more separate
checks (a sheaf condition on Hom-presheaves and descent on objects) as opposed to verifying
directly the homotopy limit condition from algebraic topology. One next step would be to
adapt the natural notion of descent for higher stacks to this "piecemeal" description; the
author has a few ideas of how to get this part done, but there was not enough time to add
these to the document at hand.
The other major component would be verifying that indeed this machinery is sufficient
to substantiate the proofs in [Sim96]. This is a monumental task, but the author believes
that it is essential to do this for some simple theory of n-stacks if the theory of higher
algebraic stacks is to gain its deserved footing in the world of algebraic geometry.

Chapter 1
Quasi-Categories
1.1 Simplicial Sets and Quasi-Categories
1.1.1 Initial Definitions
In the following, A will denote as usual the category of nonempty finite ordinals, with the
element [n] E A representing the ordinal {0, 1, ... , n}.
Definition 1.1.1. A simplicial set is a presheaf on A, i.e. a functor Aop --+ Sets. The image
of [n] under such a functor is called the set of n-simplices. The function from n-simplices
to (n - 1)-simplices corresponding to the morphism [n - 1] -- [n] in A whose image is all
of [n] except k is called the kth boundary map Ok; the image of an n-simplex x under 9 k
is called its kth face. The function from n-simplices to (n + 1)-simplices corresponding to
the surjection [n + 1] -- [n] in A which contracts k and k + 1 onto k E [n] is called the kth
degeneracy map ak-
For future use, we name a few simplicial sets. For a nonnegative integer n, let A n be the
presheaf represented by [n]. This simplicial set has a single nondegenerate n-simplex and
the n + 1 faces of this n-simplex are its only nondegenerate n - 1-simplices. If we omit the
nondegenerate n-simplex, we obtain a simplicial set aA n, the boundary of A n , also called
an n-shell. If we omit in addition its kth face we obtain a simplicial set which we will call
the kth n-horn An. If k < n, then An is called a left n-horn; if k > 0, then it is called a
,right n-horn; and if a horn is both a left and right horn, it will be called inner. We are now
prepared to define a quasi-category (or weak Kan complex as in [BV73]; our terminology
follows [Joy02]).
Definition 1.1.2. Let C be a simplicial set. We say that C is a quasi-category if for every
m > 1 and every k with 0 < k < m, every morphism A' -* C can be extended to a full
m-simplex A m -- C (in short, every inner horn can be filled). If in addition 0 < n < 00
and whenever k > n there is only one filler of inner k-horns as above, we say that C is an
n-quasi-category (so that an oc-quasi-category is just a quasi-category). If all horns (not
just inner ones) have fillers, we say that C is a quasi-groupoid, and if all horns of dimension
m > n have unique fillers, we say that C is an n-quasi-groupoid.
In the sequel, we define the oo-skeleton of a simplicial set X to just be X itself.
The 0-simplices of a quasi-category are often denoted objects, and the 1-simplices 1-
morphisms, or simply morphisms if there is no ambiguity. Given an m-simplex, its Oth
and m th faces (the faces which always are present in an inner horn) are denoted the target
and source faces, respectively. More generally, the nondegenerate m-simplex whose ver-
tices are minimal will be referred to as the source m-simplex, and the nondegenerate face
whose vertices are maximal will be referred to as the target m-simplex. We note that the
automorphism op : A -- A which takes a finite ordinal to its opposite order type induces
an automorphism op : SSets -* SSets which clearly fixes the classes of n-quasi-categories
and n-quasi-groupoids. In the sequel, given a quasi-category X, its image under op will be
denoted Xop and referred to as the opposite quasi-category of X.
1.1.2 Characterizations From Less Data
We provide a criterion for producing an n-quasi-category or n-quasi-groupoid from a finite
chunk of data, when n is finite. Recall that for a simplicial set X, the n-skeleton Xn of X
is the smallest subfunctor of X which contains all n-simplices of X (including degenerate
ones, so it also contains all m-simplices with m < n).
Proposition 1.1.3. Let n < o00 be a positive integer. Every n-quasi-category X is deter-
mined by its (n + 1)-skeleton. An n-skeleton Y,,+ is the (n + 1)-skeleton of an n-quasi-
groupoid (n-quasi-category) if and only if it satisfies the (resp. inner) horn-filling conditions
up to dimension n + 1 and also has the property that every (resp. inner) (n + 2)-horn can
be completed to an (n + 2)-shell.
Proof. For the first part, we prove that given two n-quasi-categories X and Y and an
isomorphism X+l 1 -- Yn+1, the isomorphism can be extended to Xn+2 -- Yn+2; this will
establish the result by induction, since n-quasi-categories are m-quasi-categories for each
m > n. To wit, given an (n + 2)-simplex x in X, consider the A,+ 2 part h of the (n + 2)-
simplex x. The inner (n + 2)-horn h (because it is comprised of (n + 1)-simplices in X)
maps to an inner (n + 2)-horn in Y under the given isomorphism; this horn has a unique
filler y in Y, and we declare this y to be the image of x.
To see that this respects the simplicial set structure, we must check that the remaining
face &1x maps to 0 1y under the given isomorphism. But the boundary of 01x is contained
in h, and so the boundary of a1y is the image of the boundary of 01x. Since (n + 1)-shells
can be filled in at most one way in both X and Y, this establishes that 01x must map to
Oly.
Since this map is in fact canonically defined, we may also produce a map Yn+2 --+ Xn+2,
and these two maps must be inverse to one another.
We first do the case of an n-quasi-category. The only if direction is immediate, so
let X,+1 be an (n + 1)-skeleton satisfying the conditions in the proposition. We show by
induction on m that there is an extension of Xn+1 to an m-skeleton Xm (m > n) with the
inner horn-filling conditions holding uniquely in dimensions n + 1 through m, and also such
that every inner (m + 1)-horn can be completed to an (m + 1)-shell.
The base is clear, so assume we have the result for m - 1. We adjoin to Xm-1 one
m-simplex for every m-shell (with the obvious boundary maps); call this m-skeleton Xm. I
claim that Xm has the property that each inner m-horn has a unique filler. Indeed, given
an inner m-horn h, it can be completed to a shell in Xm-1, whence has at least one filler in
Xm. But any two such fillers would agree on the boundary of the face omitted in h (since
that boundary is contained in h) and so by the unique horn-filling condition in dimension
m - 1, those two fillers must have the same shell, whence must be the same. Finally, given
an inner (m + 1)-horn in Xm, the boundary of the omitted face is an m-shell, and thus is
fillable by the tautological m-simplex, so that the inner (m + 1)-horn we started with can
in fact be completed to an (m + 1)-shell as we wanted.
The n-quasi-groupoid case follows by the same argument; just omit all occurrences of
the word "inner." 0
This proposition amounts to saying that to define an n-quasi-category one need only give
data up to dimension n + 1 (objects, morphisms, and "weak composition laws") and have
this data satisfy an axiom in dimension n + 2 ("associativity"). That this characterization
is not more complicated is an advantage of this system as compared with other frameworks
for higher category theory; we of course are taking advantage of the fact that all our higher
morphisms will be invertible.
We further note a corollary of the proof:
Corollary 1.1.4. If X is an n-quasi-category and E -+ 0- is a monomorphism of simplicial
sets which is an isomorphism on (n + 1)-skeleta, any map E -ý X can be extended uniquely
to O.
Proof. Immediate. El
1.1.3 Categories as Quasi-categories
Recall that given a small ordinary category C we may produce a simplicial set N(C) (the
nerve of C) whose 0-simplices are the objects of C, and whose n-simplices for n > 0 are
composable sequences of morphisms
XO -- X X2 Xn.
The kth boundary map is given by eliminating the object Xk from a sequence as above, either
by composing the two incident morphisms or omitting the one incident morphism. The kth
degeneracy is given by inserting an identity morphism at the kth place. This assignment of
sets and functions is functorial because of the associativity of morphism composition.
It is not hard to see from the proof of the last proposition that the simplicial set N(C)
is actually the 1-quasi-category associated to the 2-skeleton where the 0-simplices are the
objects of C, the 1-simplices are the morphisms, and the 2-simplices are commutative trian-
gles. This satisfies the condition from the proposition because e.g. a A3 has edges f, g, h,
gf, hg, (hg)f (where f, g, and h are morphisms); the missing face in the shell has edges gf,
h, and (hg)f, and so that it is fillable says that morphism composition in C is associative
(similarly for A3). The fact that N(C) is just this 1-quasi-category follows upon noticing
that in the nerve, every compatible configuration of the 2-skeleton of an m-simplices is the
2-skeleton of an m-simplex in the nerve.
Conversely, the same argument in reverse produces a category from a 1-quasi-category.
The 0- and 1-simplices give the objects and morphisms with source, target, and identity
maps. The 2-simplices define composition, in that a composable pair of morphisms is noth-
ing more than a A1, and so has a unique filler, defining a composite. That the identities
respect composition follows from basic facts about degeneracy maps, namely that a degen-
erate 2-simplex consists of two identical 1-simplices (sharing a source or a target) and a
degenerate 1-simplex between them.
Summarizing this discussion, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.1.5. A simplicial set X is isomorphic to some N(C) where C is a small category
if and only if X is a 1-quasi-category.
An analogous statement is true for groupoids and 1-quasi-groupoids.
Corollary 1.1.6. A simplicial set X is isomorphic to one of the form N(9) where Q is a
small groupoid if and only if X is a 1-quasi-groupoid.
Proof. First suppose that X = N(g), where g is a groupoid. By the preceding corollary,
X is a 1-quasi-category, so by the proposition we need only verify that non-inner horns are
fillable in dimensions 2, and that non-inner 3-horns can be completed to shells. Suppose we
are given a A2 whose zeroth face is f and whose first face is g; then this is filled by making
the second face f-lg. Similar remarks apply for a A2 . Now suppose we are given aA3; we
will for simplicity let fij (i < j) denote the morphism in this horn from i to j. We wish to
show that fl2fol = fo02. But fl3fOl = f03, f23f12 = f13, and f23f02 = f03, SO
f2f0ol = (ff3) (f- 1f03)= ffoV03 = fo02
Similar remarks apply to a A3.
Now suppose that X is a 1-quasi-groupoid. X is a 1-quasi-category, and so is of the
form N(C) for some category C. I claim that C is a groupoid. Indeed, if f : x --+ y is any
morphism in C, then we can produce a (non-inner) 2-horn which has f as its zeroth face
and idy as its first face; the filler will give a left inverse. Similar remarks produce a right
inverse, so we are done. []
We also clearly have that N(Cop) = N(C)OP.
1.2 Some Composable Shapes in a Quasi-Category
In an ordinary category, composition is a relatively simple business, as it only happens
in one dimension (at the morphism level). In higher categories, the higher dimensional
morphisms can be composed as well, and so it will be useful for us to have a cornucopia of
shapes which can be composed. We first produce a small class of shapes which are useful
for all quasi-categories, then a much broader class which is useful for 2-quasi-categories.
To accompany these shapes, we will occasionally utilize some notation. In the m-simplex
Am, whose vertices are labelled 0 through m, we will use (aoal - ar) for 0 < a0 < ... <
ar _ m to denote the r-simplex in Am with vertices ao,..., ar. For the purpose of the
following definition, we set Faces(a) for a simplex a E A m to be the set of indices i for
which a is contained in the ith face of Am .
Definition 1.2.1. Let m > 0 be an integer, S C [m] a subset. Define the partial horn
Am to be the simplicial set which is Am minus every simplex a for which Faces(a) C S.
Equivalently,
* it is the subfunctor of A m consisting of all simplices which do not include all of [m] - S,
or
* it consists of the faces of Am whose indices are in [m] - S, or
* it is Am minus all simplices whose boundary contains (or which is) the (m - |SI)-
simplex corresponding to [m] - S.
Lemma 1.2.2. Let m > 0 be an integer and S C [ m] a subset. Then:
(i) If [m] - S is not a string of consecutive integers, then Am can be filled out to Am
by a sequence of inner horn fillings where the horns all have dimension greater than
m- IS1.
(ii) If [m] - S is not a string of consecutive integers containing 0, then Am can be filled out
to Am by a sequence of left horn fillings where the horns all have dimension greater
than m - ISI.
(iii) If [m] - S is not a string of consecutive integers containing m, then A' can be filled
out to Am by a sequence of right horn fillings where the horns all have dimension
greater than m - ISI.
(iv) If S is arbitrary then A' can be filled out to A m by a sequence of arbitrary horn
fillings.
Proof. Notice that all statements are vacuously true if S = 0. We thus assume henceforth
that ISI > 0.
For part (i), we induct on ISf. For ISI = 1, the statement follows from the definition of
inner horn. Suppose ISI > 1 and we've proven the statement for ISI - 1; let a E S be such
that a = 0 or a = m if 0 or m is in S; otherwise a can be anything. The set S' = S - {a}
then satisfies the hypotheses both as a subset of the ordinal [m] - {a} and as a subset of
[m].
Consider simplices in A m which do not include all of [m] - S' but which do include
all of [m] - S (i.e., simplices we must fill to reduce to the inductive hypothesis). These
are precisely the simplices which do not contain a but which contain all of [m] - S, and
in fact these are the simplices missing in Am-1, where here we consider S' to be a set of
0-simplices in the (m - 1)-simplex a,.A m . Since this last is dimension m - 1, IS'I = ISI - 1
and (m - 1) - IS'I = m - ISI, the inductive hypothesis gives us a filling to our liking.
We conclude that we can partially fill in the original Am to a Atm , where S' is a set of
size ISI - 1 in [m]. Applying the inductive hypothesis a second time, we get a filling over
all of Am (by simplices of dimension greater than m - ISI + 1, so we're still fine).
For part (ii), notice that as inner horns are right horns it is enough to treat the case
where [m] - S is a string of consecutive integers which does not contain 0. Again, we induct
on |SI. If ISI = 1, the horn Am = A' and is itself a left m-horn. Assume the statement
proven for all smaller sets than S. Let a be the greatest element of S, so that as ISI > 1,
a > 0 and hence S' = S - {a} satisfies the hypotheses both as a subset of [m] and as a
subset of [m] - {a}.
Proceeding as before, the difference between Am and Am consists of the simplices missing
in Am - 1, but this last can be filled by the induction hypothesis, so that we fill Am to Ams
and fill this last to A m , again by the induction hypothesis.
Part (iii) is argued similarly to part (ii).
For part (iv), since S is nonempty, the complement [m] - S will either be nonconsecutive
or consist of a consecutive string of integers which cannot contain both 0 and m, so that
either (ii) or (iii) apply. E
Corollary 1.2.3. Let X be a n-quasi-category, and let S C [m] be a subset such that [m]- S
is not a sequence of consecutive integers. Then any morphism Ar' -- X can be filled to all of
A m , and uniquely if m- IS > n. Moreover, if X is an n-quasi-groupoid, then the statement
is true for arbitrary proper subsets S of [m].
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.2.2. OE
This corollary also of course has a strengthened version (following Corollary 1.1.4):
Corollary 1.2.4. Let X be an n-quasi-category, and (Am)n+1 the (n + 1)-skeleton of Am
(where here again [m] - S is not a string of consecutive integers). Then a morphism
(A)4n+l -- X may be extended to Am , uniquely if m - ISI > n.
Proof. Any (n + 2)-simplex in A' will have all of its boundary (n + 1)-simplices in (AY)n+1 ,
and so we may extend the given morphism uniquely to (Am)n+ 2 by Corollary 1.1.4. Induct-
ing, we fill out the morphism uniquely to Am, and then finish the proof with Lemma
1.2.2. O
In the next two lemmas, we will be considering subcomplexes of a product of simplices
such as A' x A"', and will need to identify specific simplices. A j-simplex Ai -A' x Am
consists of an order-preserving map [j] -- [r] and an order-preserving map [j] - [m].
Lemma 1.2.5. Let m and r be nonnegative integers. There is a sequence of inner horn
fillings in A m x A r which will fill out the simplicial complex OA m x A r U A m x aA r to all
of Ar x Am except for a, where a is the (m + r)-simplex of corresponding to the unique
order-preserving maps s : [m + r] -- [m] and t : [m + r] - [r] with s(i) = i for i < m and
t(i) = i - m for i > m.
Proof. As remarked above, a j-simplex of Am x A' is just a pair (s, t) where s: [j] - [m-1]
and t : [j] - [r]. We only should consider nondegenerate j-simplices. In general, s and t
might be degenerate as simplices in Am and Ar , as long as they are not degenerate at the
same index of [j] (in which case they would be degenerate in Am x Ar). In a nondegenerate
j-simplex, therefore, we see that for each i either s(i) < s(i + 1) or t(i) < t(i + 1), and so j
is at most m + r (as we would expect).
Notice moreover that a simplex (s, t) is in the boundary OA m x Ar U A m x &Ar of
Am x A r if and only if s or t is not surjective. We are assuming that the boundary (and
only the boundary) has been filled in by the induction hypothesis, and so the simplices (s, t)
we wish to fill are precisely those which are nondegenerate with s and t surjective; call these
interior simplices, and the others boundary simplices.
Let (s, t) be a nondegenerate interior j-simplex, and let i be such that 0 < i < j. We
call i a pivot if s(i - 1) = s(i) and t(i) = t(i + 1) (so that by surjectivity and nondegeneracy
s(i + 1) = s(i) + 1 and t(i) = t(i - 1) + 1); if the roles of s and t are reversed, call i an
antipivot. It is immediate that &i(s, t) is an interior (j - 1)-simplex if and only if i is a pivot
or an antipivot. Moreover, if (s, t) has a pivot i (and we think of s and t as j-tuples), then
it looks like:
s ..- s(i) s(i) s(i) + 1 ...
t ... t(i) - 1 t(i) t(i) ...
and so there is a unique j-simplex sharing the ith face of (s, t), namely the following one:
s ... s(i) s(i) + 1 s(i) + 1
t t(i) - 1 t(i) - 1 t(i)
We refer to this process as moving along a pivot, and analogously define it for antipivots.
Let (s, t) be a nondegenerate (m + r)-simplex (a nondegenerate simplex of maximal
dimension in A m x A r . necessarily interior). We know that for each i with 0 < i < m + r,
either s(i) = s(i + 1) and t(i) + 1 = t(i + 1) or vice versa (by the maximality of dimension
combined with nondegeneracy). Therefore, since both s and t must increase at some point,
there is only one (m + r)-simplex without a pivot, namely the following one, described in
the statement of the lemma as the unique simplex we will not fill, and which henceforth we
call 7:
s 0 1 2 ... m-1 m m ... m
t 0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 ... r
For an (m + r)-simplex (s, t), define the level of (s, t) to be
m+r ) (m 
- 1)
i=o
We see immediately that levels range from 0 to rm, and moving along a pivot (antipivot)
increases (decreases) the level by 1. Moreover, 7 has level rm, and in fact is the only simplex
with that level. Furthermore, there is only one simplex P of level 0, namely
s 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 ..- m
t 0 1 2 r-1 r r ... r
we observe that 3 has one pivot and no antipivots.
By induction on e < rm, we fill in all nondegenerate (m + r)-simplices at levels < £.
I claim this will fill in all of Am x A r except for T. Indeed, the only interior face of 7 is
the one it shares with the unique (m + r)-simplex at level rm - 1; thus all faces of T will
be filled. Since every nondegenerate j-simplex in Am x A r , j < m + r, is contained in
the boundary of some nondegenerate (m + r)-simplex, we conclude that T will be the only
simplex missing from the filling.
For the base case f = 0, we need only fill in 3. But r is the only pivot of 0, so its
only interior face is 0/3; the rest is boundary, and so has been filled. Applying the inner
horn-filling axiom on Y, we can fill in / (and its interior face).
Now suppose we have filled in all (m + r)-simplices at levels < e, and let a = (s, t) be at
level f. Consider the ith face of a. If i is an antipivot, then aia has been filled in (moving
along i gives an (m + r)-simplex of level e- 1 whose ith face is Oai). If i is neither a pivot
nor an antipivot, then aia is a boundary simplex, and so is filled in. Therefore, any unfilled
faces must be at the pivots of a.
Let ii < i2 < ... < ij be the pivots of a; we know that j > 1 because f < rm.
Notice that for any p < j, we actually have ip+1 > ip + 2; this is just because if ip is a
pivot, then s(ip) # s(ip + 1), and so ip + 1 cannot be a pivot. But this means that any
other (m + r)-simplex agreeing with a away from ii,..., ij must have a greater level: since
S(ip- 1) = s(ip) and s(ip)+ 1 = s(ip + 1), we can only put s(ip) or s(ip) + 1 at the i th place,
thereby increasing the level altogether. We conclude that any simplex (of any dimension)
in a which contains all non-pivots of a is unfilled, as such simplices are interior and not
contained in any (m + r)-sinmplex of level < e except for a.
Applying Lemma 1.2.2, we find a filling of a by inner horns (as the non-pivots include
0 and m + r). The induction is complete. O
Lemma 1.2.6. Let m be a positive integer, k an integer with 0 < k < m, and r a nonneg-
ative integer. Then there is a filling of the subcomplex
Am x OAr U A' x A r
of A m x A r to all of Am x A r where all fillings but (possibly) the last are inner horn fillings,
and where the last is a filling of a A'mr, unless k = m in which case the last horn filling is
a filling of a A'+m'
.
Proof. To begin with, assume k < m. Notice that the intersection of the shape we are given
with kAtm x A r is a OAm- 1 x A r U Am - 1 U OA r , and so Lemma 1.2.5 applies. We are left
with one unfilled simplex which we again name 7.
Note that (in the terminology of the proof of Lemma 1.2.5) the simplex 7 is a boundary
simplex in A'm x Ar , in fact the only boundary simplex not now filled. The boundary
simplex 7 is not, however, contained in any interior (m + r)-simplex in A m x Ar except the
one of maximal level (again using the terminology from before). This follows upon noticing
that there is only one place to insert k into the values of s : [m + r - 1] -k [m] (this is
because k < m; otherwise, the unique such (m + r)-simplex would not be maximal).
But then (since missing T will be no obstruction) we may apply Lemma 1.2.5 again to
conclude that we may fill all simplices of A m x A r except the maximal interior (m + r)-
simplex. Finally, we observe that this last missing simplex together with r make for a Am+r
which of course is what we wanted.
If k = m, we may apply the op functor to produce a situation where k = 0; applying op
to go back, we see that the last horn to fill is a Am+r
Thus we obtain a number of shapes which are fillable in any quasi-category.
Remark 1.2.7. The preceding proposition is probably more properly subsumed by a theory
of anodyne extensions (cf. e.g. [GJ99] 1.4) suitably adapted to this context.
The following shapes will only really assist us in working with 2-quasi-categories.
Lemma 1.2.8. Let II C A n be a simplicial complex obtained from a single vertex by succes-
sive (not necessarily inner) horn fillings of horns of dimension 1 or higher. Then a sequence
of horn fillings will enlarge H to contain the 1-skeleton of A n .
Proof. Clearly it is enough to produce a horn filling which adds at least one missing simplex
in the 1-skeleton of A n . If one of the vertices of An is missing, we may fill any 1-horn whose
missing vertex is this one and whose given vertex is any vertex in HI (such exists since II is
nonempty). If all the vertices have been filled, choose a missing 1-simplex (ab) of A n such
that the shortest sequence of 1-simplices travelling from a to b is of minimal length amongst
all missing 1-simplices; choose in addition such a minimal path. I claim that this minimal
path has exactly two 1-simplices, making it a 2-horn, and fillable to complete the proof.
Indeed, if it were longer then any proper subpath of length at least 2 would also have to be
minimal amongst all paths from its head to its target, and so it would be a minimal path
shorter than the given one. Thus, we have what we want. O
Proposition 1.2.9. Let X be a 2-quasi-category, m > 0 an integer, [I C A m a subcomplex,
and H -- X a diagram with shape I. Suppose moreover that II has the property that it can
be assembled out of successive fillings of inner horns, starting with the string of 1-simplices
which moves consecutively from 0 to m in Am. Then the morphism II -- X can be extended
to A m , and uniquely if H contains all 1-simplices of Am .
Proof. We will show that H can be filled by means of inner horn filling to the 3-skeleton of
H, which will obtain what we want by Corollary 1.1.4.
Let us prove this by induction on m. The case m = 1 is immediate. For an m > 1, we
may then assume that the Oth and mth faces of Am have intersection with H which contains
the 3-skeleta of these faces, as the intersections of these (m - 1)-dimensional simplices with
H satisfy the same hypotheses and being in the filling of an inner horn in one of these faces
is the same thing as being in the filling of an inner horn in all of Am .
Notice that by assumption (and by the previous paragraph) all of the inner horn filling
that we must do concerns horns of dimension 2 or higher which contain the vertices 0
and m, and moreover all outer faces of such horns have been filled. Define a subcomplex
H' C A` - 2 to have as k-simplices all the k + 2-simplices of II which contain 0 and m (this
is a subcomplex of Am- 2 as one can associate to a simplex a of II' the simplex of Am
- 2
whose vertices are those of a minus 0 and m, and shifted down 1).
I claim that II' has the property that a filling of an arbitrary horn in [I' is the same
thing as filling an inner horn in II. This is because horns in H' give rise to inner horns in H
by adding the vertices 0 and m (and all incident simplices, which are present in IH by the
previous paragraph); the reverse procedure is valid since we have filled all inner horns in II
except these. Notice that if the 1-simplex (Om) is not present, we may fill say (01m) to put
it there, and then H' will be obtained by a sequence of horn fillings off a single vertex.
Therefore a filling of H' to the 1-skeleton by arbitrary horns gives rise to a filling of
[1 by inner horns. Since the former exists by Proposition 1.2.8, we have the filling to the
3-skeleton, hence the filling in our 2-quasi-category. The uniqueness statement is clear as
all we can ever fill in this case are inner horns of dimension 3 or higher. O
1.3 Comparing (2,1)-Categories and 2-Quasi-Categories
We may also consider (weak) (2,1)-categories (defined below; a special case of weak 2-
categories) to be quasi-categories in a natural way.
Definition 1.3.1. A (2,1)-category C consists of the data of a set of objects ICI and for
every pair of objects X, Y E ICI a groupoid Hom(X, Y) together with an "identity" functor
for each X
1 - Hom(X, X),
the image being called 1x, and for each X, Y, Z E ICl composition functors
Hom(Y, Z) x Hom(X, Y) -- Hom(X, Z)
which take (g, f) to something we will denote (g f). We also have the data of natural
isomorphisms ("left and right unitors" and "associators") which relate the following functors
respectively (where f E Hom(X, Y), g E Hom(Y, Z), and h E Hom(Z, W)):
[f (fix)] = [(f f)]
[(h,g, f ) (h(gf))] J [(h,g, f ) ((hg)f)]
Abbreviating notation a bit, these natural isomorphisms are required to satisfy the "triangle
identity:"
(g(lyf)) > (gf) = (g(lyf)) * ((gly)f) > (gf)
as well as the "Stasheff pentagon identity:"
(i(h(gf))) = (i((hg)f)) = ((i(hg))f) => (((ih)g)f) = (i(h(gf))) =>. ((ih)(gf)) > (((ih)g)f).
This definition differs from the usual notion of weak 2-category (cf. e.g. [Lei02]) only
insofar as the Hom-categories here are actually groupoids. It should also be noted that a
strict 2-category with all 2-morphisms isomorphisms is a special case of a (2,1)-category; in
a strict 2-category, the unitors and associators are just identities, and so the triangle identity
and the Stasheff pentagon are satisfied automatically. Moreover, every weak 2-category is
in fact weakly equivalent (in a sense to be discussed below) to a strict 2-category.
Notice that in a (2, 1)-category there are two other "triangle identities" which are always
satisfied:
Lemma 1.3.2. Let f : X -- Y and g : Y -- Z be composable 1-morphisms in a (2,1)-
category. The following two identities then always hold (where all 2-morphisms are obtained
from associators and unitors in the obvious way):
((gf)lx) (gf)
(z(gf)) (gf)
= ((gf)lx) 4 (g(flx)) = (9f)
= (1z(gf)) -# ((lzg)f) 4 (gf).
Proof. To see why this is so, we will compute the first identity (the second is dual). We
abbreviate 1x to simply "1." By naturality of right unitors, it is enough to check that
(((gf )1)1) =* ((gf )1) = (((gf )1)1) = ((g(f 0))1) = ((gf )1).
But the triangle identity gives us:
(((gf)1)1) 4 ((gf)1) = (((gf)1)1) 4 ((gf)(11)) 4 ((gf)1),
so that by naturality of the associator we can conclude:
(((gf) ) ((f)) = (((g f) ) ((g f)(11)) (g(f(11))) ((f)) above ((geessio).
Now, applying the triangle identity again, the above expression
= (((gf)1)1) =4 ((gf)(11)) =:> (g(f(11))) = (g((f 1)1)) => (g(fl)) => ((gf)1).
By the Stasheff pentagon, this is
= (((gf )1)1) = ((g(fl))1) = (g((fl)1) =. (g(fl)) = ((gf)1).
Finally, by naturality of the associator again, this
= ((gf)1)1 =ý ((g(fl))1) =* ((g f)1).
which of course is what we wanted. O
1.3.1 From (2,1)-Categories to 2-Quasi-Categories
Let C be a (2, 1)-category. We construct from C a 2-quasicategory N(C) by means of the
method which follows.
The 0-simplices of N(C) are the objects |CI of C; the 1-simplices are the objects of the
groupoids Hom(X, Y) (letting X and Y vary) with the obvious boundary maps. The 2-
simplices are (iso)morphisms (gf) =. h, and the 3-simplices are tetrahedra with edges fij,
O < i < j < 3 and faces from the 2-simplices so that
(f23(f12f01)) =" ((f23f12)f01) = (f301) = f03 - (f23(f12f01)) =: (f23f02) = f03-
Again, boundary maps are clear. Degeneracies of 0-simplices are given by the identity
functors. Degeneracies of 1-simplices are given by the left and right unitors. Degeneracies
of 2-simplices are given by the (axiomatic and proven) triangle identities in the sense that
for a 2-simplex (gf) =* h whose vertices are X, Y, Z, the following equations are satisfied:
(g(flx)) = (gf) = h = (g(flx)) > ((gf)lx) - (gf) = h
(g(1yf)) - (gf) = h = (g(1yf)) 4 ((gly)f) = (gf) = h
(1z(gf)) • (gf) . h = (lz(gf)) = ((lzg)f) (gf) h;
each of these then guarantees a (unique) 3-simplex with the required boundary maps for a
corresponding degeneracy of the original 2-simplex.
Given this construction, we can state a proposition.
Proposition 1.3.3. The data for N(C) described above characterizes a 2-quasicategory
(which we also denote N(C)).
Proof. We need to check that this data characterizes a 2-quasicategory. To see this, first note
that the inner horn-filling conditions hold for 2-horns, as every two composable 1-morphisms
can be, well, composed. The inner horn-filling conditions for 3-horns hold because given
(say) the first 3-horn of a tetrahedron with edges labelled as above, we may fill it with the
isomorphism
(f23fo2) =: (f23(f12f01)) = ((f23f12)f01) = (f13fol) =. f03,
and similarly for the second 3-horns.
Finally, consider the condition that inner 4-horns should be completable to 4-shells. Fix
the 2-skeleton of a 4-simplex (all 4-horns will contain the 2-skeleton of the desired 4-shell);
we enumerate its 0-simplices xi, 0 < i < 4, its 1-simplices fij, 0 < i < j < 4, and note that
as this is a 4-horn, we also have for each i < j < k a given morphism (fjkfij) = fik-
The fact of a face of this 4-simplex being (uniquely) fillable is expressed as an equation
(we have defined it so). We thus have five equations, corresponding to the faces (in order
from source to target):
[(f23(f2fOl)) = ((f23f12)f01)
[(f24(f12f01)) ~ ((f24f12)fo1)
[(f34(f3fl)) ((f34f13)fl01)
[(f34(f23fo2)) ((f34f23)f02)
[(f34(f23f12)) ((f34f23)f12)
= [(f23(f2f01))
= [(f24(f12fo01))
U (fl3f01)
S(f14 f01) 4
(f14f01)
S(f24f02)
=• (f24f12) =
f03]
f04]
f04]
f041
f14]
= [(f34(fl3fol)) = (f34f03)
= [(f34(f23f02))
[(f34(f23f12))
We may as well assume that the source and
matter which inner 4-horn we look at.
target expressions hold, as this will happen no
Let us simplify notation a bit by writing aijke for the associator isomorphism
(fke(fjkfij)) ((fkefjk)fij),
writing Pijk for the given morphism (fikfij) = fik. Moreover, given g, h : xi -- xj and a
morphism y : g =* h, 7k shall denote the morphism obtained by acting on the left by fjk or
(f23f02)
4(f 02) 4
fo03]
fo41
f04]
f04]
f14]
(f34f03)
S(f34 1f3)
on the right by fk2 , whichever makes sense. The five equations above then become:
1013 0123ao123
3014 3124Q0124
00143134 0134
,3024 2'034 aO2 34
312432134 a1234
=- 30230312
- )30243012
=- 10341013
=- 00340023
- 134 123
The Stasheff pentagon will provide the relation amongst these that we desire. The
Stasheff pentagon, however, contains the following three morphisms:
(f34(f23(f12f01))) = ((f34f23)(fl2f01))
((f34f23)(f12f01)) (((f34f23)f12)ol0)
(f34((f23f12)fo1)) = ((f 34 (f 2 3f 12 ))f01)
which do not occur in the c's and p's alone. To represent these, we need to use the naturality
of the associator transformations. Using the usual relation for naturality, the first morphism
above can be represented as
f34(f23(f12f01)) = f34(f23f02) = (34f23)f02 = (f3423)(fl2f01).
The first two arrows here are just a0234(30312)4; leave the third aside for a moment. The
second arrow above can be represented (by naturality) as
(f34f23)(fl2f1) = f24(f12f01) = (f24f12)f01 = ((f34f23)f12)f01;
here the second and third arrows are [(12134)0]-10012 4 . Finally, notice that again by natu-
rality
[(34f23)fo2 --- ( 3 4 f 2 3 )(1 2fol) =: f24(f1fol)] = [(f34f23)fo2 = f24fo02 fi24(f12ol)]
so that in fact the composition of the first two Stasheff arrows above is
[(P034)0]- 1 0124 10412]-1f 2034 aO0234 (0
312) 4
The third Stasheff arrow above can be handled similarly, as it is just
[f34 23f12)fO) = fd34(fi3fl) (f34f13)f01 => (f34(f23f12))f01 4] 0-101 0 4
Putting this all together, we see that the Stasheff pentagon relation is "just"
0 [(3)4o]-4a4 
=4a1234 423)0]-10134 0)3 4~0123  [(3234)0 -1 0124[ 012 1 034a0234( 12)
Rearranging this expression a bit, we can write it as
[(P0234)1234 (P123) -1]0~0134[01230l23 (10312) -1 0124[P0/12 -/3234 0234-
Now, on the left-hand side, the two bracketed expressions can be replaced by equivalent
expressions by means of the source and target 3-simplex expressions above (both of which
hold no matter which inner 4-horn we are looking at), so we obtain
[(,124)-1134134]oQ 034(3013)-1 023]4 = Q0124[104121 -1 034Q0234-
But this last expression can be written
[ 4P024 P 0 1 2 0 124( 024 -1)01  041 04 -134 014( 013 -1 03 24 a 3 4 (0234 ) 2-13'-13
Each bracketed expression here corresponds to an inner 3-simplex, in that it is null if
and only the corresponding 3-shell can be filled. This last relation thus expresses that
every inner 4-horn can be completed to a 4-shell, and we conclude that the data of N(C)
characterize a 2-quasicategory, as we wished to show. Alternatively, the above discussion
can be understood in terms of the following diagram:
f04
02 03 f 4f2J02 a
f24(f12f01) (f34f23)f02
f14f01 4 (f24f12)f01 (f34f23)(f12f01) f34(f23f02) > f34f03
(0o)fo1 ((f34f23)12 01 f34 (f23(f12
(f34(f23f12))01 f34((f23f12)
4U 4I
(f3413)fol 01 f34(fl3f01)
Here O9 refers to the relation corresponding to the ith boundary of a 4-simplex, and ®
refers to the Stasheff pentagon identity; the other squares always commute by naturality
and functoriality, as above. O
1.3.2 From 2-Quasi-Categories to (2,1)-Categories
For the other direction, suppose we are given a 2-quasicategory C. We will make (nonuniquely)
a (2, 1)-category C from this.
The objects of C are the 0-simplices Co. Given two objects X and Y, we may define
a category Hom(X, Y) whose objects are the 1-simplices with source and target X and Y
respectively, and whose morphisms are the 2-simplices whose three vertices are X, Y, Y (in
that order) and whose zeroth face is ly.
We have a composition law on this collection of objects and morphisms because given
two composable morphisms ýo and b in Hom(X, Y), we may form a 3-horn whose filled
faces are pý, 7, and the degeneracy of Y; the unique filler to this horn gives the composition
(call it "(zo/)") on the remaining side. Moreover, this composition law is associative; given
composable ýp, 4, and X, we may form a 4-horn whose four filled 3-simplices are the 3-
simplex witnessing the composition of ýp and 4, the 3-simplex witnessing the composition
of 4 and X, the 3-simplex witnessing the composition of ('po) and X, and the degenerate 3-
simplex over Y. When this 4-horn is filled, the new 3-simplex has as faces (Xo), ýo, (x(C)oP)),
and the degeneracy over Y; by uniqueness, then, X(,O/) must be the composition of pO and
(X4'). Identity morphisms are just the first degeneracies of 1-cells.
Notice that this construction of Hom(X, Y) would go through just as well if we made
the morphisms in this category be 2-simplices with vertices X, X, Y and second face 1x.
Call this latter category Hom'(X, Y).
Lemma 1.3.4. Let p : f --+ g and V : f -- g be morphisms (2-simplices) in Hom(X, Y)
and Hom'(X, Y) respectively. The following are equivalent:
(i) There is a 3-simplex with faces p, 4, and the zeroth and first degeneracy of f.
(ii) There is a 3-simplex with faces p, 4, and the zeroth and first degeneracy of g.
Proof. Assume that the first condition holds. Consider the 4-horn with vertices X, X, Y, Y, Y
and whose zeroth 3-simplex is the first degeneracy of ýp, whose first 3-simplex is the second
degeneracy of ý, whose third 3-simplex is the zeroth degeneracy of 'p, and whose fourth
3-simplex is the 3-simplex we are assuming exists. Filling the horn, we obtain a 3-simplex
as in the second condition.
By using a 4-horn with vertices X, X, X, Y, Y we may more or less reverse the roles of
ýp and 0 in the above argument, obtaining the other direction. O
Notice that for a given p as in the lemma, there is exactly one 4 such that the conditions
of the lemma hold (by uniqueness of 3-horn fillers). In the sequel, we shall refer to p and '
as twin to one another. Witnesses to twinness as in the first condition will be called simply
"witnesses," if they are as in the second condition we will call them witnesses of the second
type.
Proposition 1.3.5. There is a canonical isomorphism Hom(X,Y) -+ Hom'(X, Y) which
acts identically on objects and sends a morphism to its twin.
Proof. We need only check that the operation described in the statement of the proposition
is in fact a functor.
Identities are clearly sent to identities. Let p : f -- g and 4 : g - h be composable
morphisms in Hom(X, Y). We wish to show that (O(p)' = 4'p'. We will form a A5,4 whose
vertices are X, XX, Y, Y, Y. The zeroth face is the third degeneracy of the 3-simplex
witnessing that 'p and p' are twins, and the fifth face is the zeroth degeneracy of this same
3-simplex. To produce the second and third faces we perform some auxiliary horn-fillings.
To wit, consider the 4-horn whose vertices are X, X, Y, Y, Y and whose zeroth, first, second,
and fourth faces are the second degeneracy of o, the witness to the composition of 'p and
,0, the witness to the twinness of b and 0', and the zeroth degeneracy of ',; the unique filler
of this horn will be the second face of our A5,4. The third face is obtained analogously.
Now, this A54 has a unique filler (because 5 - 2 > 2). Let us look at the (only) filled
3-simplex: a quick check reveals that its faces (in order) are the first degeneracy of f, Vbp,
'0p', and the zeroth degeneracy of f. Thus this 3-simplex witnesses that Cop and 'ýOp' are
twins, which is what we wanted. OE
From now on we identify Hom(X, Y) and Hom'(X, Y); when passing from morphisms
in Hom(X, Y) to 2-simplices, we will say explicitly whether we are thinking of a morphism
as living in Hom(X, Y) or Hom'(X, Y).
Corollary 1.3.6. The category Hom(X, Y) is a groupoid.
Proof. Given a morphism ý : f --+ g, we first think of it as in Hom(X, Y), and we may form
a 3-horn whose zeroth face is the degeneracy of Y, whose second face is the first degeneracy
of f, and whose third is p itself. Filling the horn, we find a morphism (in the sense of
Hom(X, Y)) which is a left inverse of 'p. Repeating the discussion, this time thinking of 'p
as a morphism in Hom'(X, Y), we find that p has a right inverse as well. O
Now, once and for all, choose a subset C2 of C2 with the property that every inner
2-horn (i.e. pair of composable 1-morphisms) is the inner 2-horn of exactly one 2-simplex
in C2. This da~ta will give us enough information to force a (2,1)-category.
For two composable 1-morphisms f and g, we will denote by (gf) ("the composition of
f and g") the third side of the unique 2-simplex in C2 with f and g comprising its inner
horn. If X is an object of C, 1 x will just denote the (zeroth) degeneracy of X.
To define the composition law, our "composition" notation above gives us a map at the
object level
Hom(Y, Z) x Hom(X, Y) --+ Hom(X, Z).
This in fact extends naturally to a map on morphisms. Given a morphism 'p : f -
f' E Hom(X, Y) and an object g E Hom(Y, Z), we can produce naturally a morphism in
Hom(X, Z), by considering the 3-horn whose faces are p (considered in Hom') and the
witnesses (in C2) to the compositions of (gf) and (gf'). The unique filler will give a
morphism (g f) -+ (gf') E Hom(X, Z). Similarly, we may switch the roles of X and Z to
obtain maps on morphisms in Hom(Y, Z).
Proposition 1.3.7. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 2-simplices with a fixed
boundary (g, h, f) (where g E Hom(Y, Z), h E Hom(X, Z), and f E Hom(X, Y)) and
morphisms (gf) -- h in Hom(X, Z).
Proof. Suppose we are given a 2-simplex with boundary as in the proposition. Form a
3-horn whose vertices are X, Y, Z, Z and whose zeroth, second, and third faces are the first
degeneracy of g, the given 2-simplex, and the witness to (gf) being the composition of f
and g, respectively. Then, filling this (uniquely), we obtain a 2-simplex which is the same
thing as a morphism (gf) --+ h, as we've defined things.
Conversely, the same shape works; fill in the zeroth, first, and third faces, and the
filled-in second gives the desired 2-simplex. O
Notice that in particular this gives us left and right unitors from the first and zeroth
degeneracies of a 1-morphism f, respectively.
Lemma 1.3.8. Consider a 3-shell with vertices Xi, i ranging from 0 to 3, and 1-simplices
fij : Xi -- Xj. Suppose, moreover, that Xo = X 1 and fo1 is the degenerate 1-simplex. Then
this 3-shell can be filled to a 3-simplex if and only if:
(f23f12) - f13 - f03 ~= f23 o [f12- f021 -- f03,
where f23o refers to the action of f23 on Hom(Xo, X 2), and all morphisms are as in Lemma
1.3.7. Analogous statements hold if X 2 - X 3 and f23 is degenerate.
In particular, if both fol and f23 are degenerate, then the shell fills if and only if the
associated square of morphisms in Hom(Xi, X 2) commutes.
Proof. For the first statement, first assume that the shell fills. We will form a A', 2,4. The
vertices will be Xo, Xo, X 1, X1, X 2, X 3 . The first face is formed from a A 4,3, whose zeroth
3-simplex is the witness to the composition (f23f12) --+ f13 as in Lemma 1.3.7, whose second
3-simplex is the given one, and whose fourth 3-simplex is the first degeneracy of the given
witness to f12 - f02. The third face is formed from the A,3 whose first face is the given
3-simplex, whose second face is the witness to (f23f02 -- f03 from the lemma, and whose
fourth face is the zeroth degeneracy of the given f12 --+ f02. The fifth face is given by the
zeroth degeneracy of the first degeneracy of the witness to f12 --+ fo2.
Filling this (uniquely, as 5 - 3 > 2) to a 5-simplex, we find inside two 3-simplices,
one witnessing the morphism (f23f12) - f1+3 -- f03, the other witnessing the morphism
(f23f12) - (f23f02) ` f03, and which share the 2-simplex which witnesses both composi-
tions. This proves that both compositions are equal, as desired.
For the other direction, we will form a A5,3 which will fill to the same 5-simplex (so
that, e.g., its vertices will also be Xo, Xo, X 1, X 1, X 2, X3). The zeroth face will be formed
from a A', whose zeroth 3-simplex is the witness to (f23f12) - f13 as in the lemma, whose
first 3-simplex witnesses the action of f23 on f12 -- f02, and whose fourth 3-simplex is the
first degeneracy of f12 - f2. The second face will be formed from a A4,3, one whose zeroth
face witnesses the action of f23 on f12 - f02, whose second face witnesses the morphism
(f23f02) -+ f03 (as in Lemma 1.3.7), and whose fourth face is just the zeroth degeneracy of
the 2-simplex f12 -* fo2.
The fourth face will be formed from a A4, whose first face is the witness to the
composition (f23f12) f3  -- f03, whose second face is the witness to the composition
(f23f12) -- (f23f02) - f03 (these agree on their shared face by assumption), and whose
fourth face is the degenerate 3-simplex on Xo = X1. Finally, the fifth face as before is the
zeroth degeneracy of the first degeneracy of the witness to f12 --+ f02. Filling this to a full
5-simplex, we recover (as the unique filled 3-simplex) the 3-simplex we desire.
The second case in the statement of the lemma follows analogously. O
Proposition 1.3.9. The data C2 and structures on the Hom-categories described above
may be extended (necessarily uniquely) to a functor
Hom(Y, Z) x Hom(X, Y) -- Hom(X, Z).
Proof. Let us first prove functoriality on separate factors. Indeed, that identities map to
identities is a consequence of uniquness of fillers of 3-horns. Without loss of generality, if
• : f -- f' and p' : f' --, f" are morphisms in Hom(X, Y), g an object of Hom(Y, Z),
then we may assemble a A4,3 whose objects are X, X, X, Y, Z whose 3-face with 0-simplices
X, X, X, Y (the fourth) is the witness to composition of p and op' and whose zeroth and
second 3-simplices witness the application of g to op' and ýo, respectively. Filling this A1 3
in the unique way, we obtain as its first face the witness to application of g to op'p and as
its third face the witness to composition of the applications of g to ýo and to W'. These two
(uniquely characterized) 3-simplices share the 2-simplex which witnesses that both processes
yield the same result, so that we have functoriality on separate factors.
Note that if the above data are to be a part of a functor, a morphism (0, cp) : (g, f) -
(g', f') in Hom(Y, Z) x Hom(X, Y) must map to
(gf) -+ (gf') - (&'f') = (Wf) - (g'f) - (g'f'),
where the morphisms here are as defined above, so that the above identity must be verified
in addition to functoriality in both factors. This is in fact enough, for the map will then be
defined on all morphisms and functoriality for all morphisms follows easily from functoriality
on both factors and the above commutativity.
For the commutativity statement, we use Lemma 1.3.8. Indeed, let p : f -- f' and
: g -- g' be morphisms in Hom(X, Y) and Hom(Y, Z), respectively. Form a 4-horn whose
0-simplices are X, X, Y, Z, Z, whose zeroth and first face witness the applications of f and
f' respectively to b, and whose third and fourth faces witness the applications of g and
g' respectively to p. Filling the horn, we obtain a 3-simplex which (according to Lemma
1.3.8) witnesses the commutativity desired. O
We should check that left and right unitors are natural transformations.
Proposition 1.3.10. Unitors (right and left) are natural transformations of functors.
Proof. Let us first show that right unitors as described above are natural in f; left unitors
are treated analogously. To wit, let W : f -4 f' be a morphism in Hom(X, Y), considered
as a 2-simplex in Hom (as opposed to Hom'). The zeroth degeneracy of Vp is a 3-simplex
which (after Lemma 1.3.8) witnesses that
(flx) -+ f -- f' = (flx) - (f'ix) -- f',
showing that right unitors are natural transformations, as desired. O
Now let f, g, and h be objects in Hom(X, Y), Hom(Y, Z), and Hom(Z, W). Form
a 3-horn whose vertices are X, Y, Z, W and whose zeroth, second and third faces witness
the compositions (hg), ((hg)f), and (gf); after filling, the filled face will be a morphism
(h(gf)) -- ((hg)f), which will be our associator.
Notice that we might have performed the operations in the above paragraph in the other
order, producing a morphism ((hg)f) -- (h(gf)). Our first task will be to show that these
two are in fact inverse to one another.
Lemma 1.3.11. The two methods for producing an associator, descibed above, are inverse
to one another.
Proof. Let f, g, h be as in the definition of these associators. Form a A ,4 with vertices
x. x, x, Y, Z, W.
The zeroth face witnesses the associator (h(gf)) -+ ((hg)f) as a 2-simplex in Hom'(X, W),
the first face is the zeroth degeneracy of the 3-simplex from which the alternate associator
((hg)f) -+ (h(gf)) is derived, the second face witnesses the alternate associator ((hg)f) --+
(h(gf)) as a 2-simplex in Hom', and the fifth face is the zeroth degeneracy of the zeroth
degeneracy of the 2-simplex which composes f and g. Filling this to a 5-simplex, we see
that the filled 3-simplex witnesses that the composition of the two associator candidates is
the identity, as desired. EO
Proposition 1.3.12. The associators are natural in all three variables.
Proof. First let us prove naturality in h. Let h -- h' be a morphism in Hom(Z, W), seen
as a 2-simplex in Hom(Z, W). We form a 4-horn with objects X, Y, Z, W, W whose zeroth
faces witnesses application of g to h -- h', whose second face witnesses the application of f
to (hg) - (h'g), and whose third and fourth faces witness the associators of (f, g, h') and
(f, g, h), respectively. Filling this, the first face witnesses (after Lemma 1.3.8) that
h(gf) -+ h'(gf) -+ (h'g)f = h(gf) -4 (hg)f -+ (h'g)f,
as desired. The same argument applies to naturality in f, as the argument would give
naturality in the "alternate" associator, which as we proved in Lemma 1.3.11, is just inverse
to the usual associator.
We are left with proving naturality in g. Fix a morphism g -+ g', considered as in Hom'.
Let us form a composition diagram with vertices X, X, Y, Y, Z, W, labelled 0 through 5.
We fill the 3-simplex (0123) with the fitting degeneracy of f, and then fill (234) with the
morphism g -- g', (345) with the composition of g and h, (245) with the composition of
g' and h, (134) with the composition of g and f, (024) with the composition of g' and f.
Finally, put the composition of (hg) and f in (135) and the composition of (hg') and f in
(025). Composing this diagram, we find that (0145) witnesses (after Lemma 1.3.8) that
(h(gf)) --+ (h(g'f)) -- ((hg')f) = (h(gf)) -- ((hg)f) - ((hg')f),
as we wanted. O
Proposition 1.3.13. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 3-simplices in our 2-
quasi-category C and families of 1-morphisms
(X i  X J O<i<j<3
together with morphisms
{ (fjkfij) 3- fik o<i<j<k<3
such that
(f23(f2fol01)) f230o12 (f23fo02)
W 'P023
((f23f12)fo01) 01230f01 (f3f01) l13 'f03
commutes.
Proof. In either case (i.e. given all four faces of the 3-simplex), we concoct a monumental
composition diagram, with nine vertices
Xo, X1, X2, X2, X3, X3, X3, 3, X X3,
labelled as usual 0 through 8.
The 2-simplex (012) is the composition of fol and f12; the 6-simplex (2345678) is the
fitting degeneracy of f23. The remaining 1-simplices are the those whose first vertex is 0 or
I (and which have not yet been filled). Moving along, the 2-simplex (123) is the degeneracy
of f12, (013) is the morphism (fl2fol) -* f02, and (124) will be the composition of f12 and
f23. The 2-simplex (024) is the composition of (f2fol01) and f23. The simplex (125) is the
composition of f12 and f23; the simplex (015) is the composition of fo1 and (f23f12). The
simplex (126) is the morphism (f23f12) - f13; the simplex (016) is the composition of fol
and f13. The simplex (137) is the composition of f12 and f23; the simplex (037) is the
composition of fo2 and f23. Finally, the simplex (138) is the morphism (f23f12) --* f13, and
the simplex (068) is the morphism (fl3fol) -- f03.
Fill this (uniquely).
To prove <=, we see that we obtain a 5-simplex (045678) which contains (in (078), as
an element of Hom) a morphism (f23f02) -+ f0 3 that satisfies the same identity as in the
statement of the proposition, so that it must be the same morphism as given by the data,
and thus also be witnessed by (038). But then (0138) is evidently the 3-simplex we were
looking for.
Conversely, by uniqueness of fillers of 3-simplices, we know that (0138) must agree with
our given 3-simplex, so that (038) and thus (078) correspond to the given (f23f02) -- f03-
But then the identity holds in (045678). O
We now have the main result.
Proposition 1.3.14. The data for C define a (2,1)-category.
Proof. All that remains is to show that the triangle and pentagon identities hold.
For the triangle identity, let f : X --+ Y and g : Y -+ Z be 1-morphisms. Notice that
the 3-simplex which is the first degeneracy of the composition of f and g actually witnesses
(according to Proposition 1.3.13) that
g(lf) -* gf -* gf = g(lf) -+ (gl)f -* gf --+ gf,
where gf -- gf is the identity, so that we have the triangle identity.
For the pentagon, we suppose that we are given 1-morphisms f : X --* Y, g : Y --, Z,
h : Z -- W, and i : W -+ V, and we concoct a 9-simplex, this one with vertices
x, Y, Z, W, W, V, V, V, V, V.
The 2-simplex (012) will be the composition of f and g, while the 7-simplex (23456789) will
be the degeneracy of the composition of h and i. The simplices (123) and (124) will both
be the composition of g and h (so that (1234) is the a degeneracy of this composition). Let
(023) and (024) be the compositions of (gf) and h and of f and (hg), respectively. Let (125)
be the composition of g and (ih), and (035) be the composition of (h(gf)) and i. Let (126)
be the composition of g and (ih), and (046) the composition of ((hg)f) and i. Let (137)
be the composition of (hg) and i, and (017) the composition of f and (i(hg)). Let (128)
be the composition of g and (ih), with (028) the composition of (gf) and (ih). Finally, let
(129) be the composition of g and (ih), with (019) the composition of f and ((ih)g).
Filling the diagram, we obtain a 6-simplex (056789) which witnesses the pentagon iden-
tity. [O
1.4 Morphisms of Quasi-Categories
1.4.1 Quasi-Functors
The elegance of the following definition is another reason why the simplicial sets approach
to higher category theory is pedagogically useful.
Definition 1.4.1. Let X and Y be quasi-categories. A quasi-functor (sometimes a (1)-
morphism) f : X - Y is a morphism of simplicial sets.
We define the categories nQCat, and nQGpd to be the categories of n-quasi-categories,
and n-quasi-groupoids respectively. Define QCat = ooQCat and QGpd = ooQGpd.
It will be useful to have a finite characterization of what the data of a morphism entails
for n-quasi-categories.
Proposition 1.4.2. Let X be a quasi-category, Y an n-quasi-category. A quasi-functor
f : X -+ Y is determined by what it does on the n-skeleton of X. Moreover, a morphism
of simplicial sets g : X, -- Y extends to a quasi-functor X -- Y if and only if for each
(n + 1)-simplex x in X, g takes the boundary of x to a fillable shell in Y.
Proof. Given a morphism f : Xn -- Y, we first show that this has at most one extension to
X,n+; this shows the first part of the proposition by induction (because Y is an m-category
for each m > n). So let x be an (n + 1)-simplex in X. The boundary of x maps to an
(n + 1)-shell in Y; such an (n + 1)-shell has at most one filler since Y is an n-quasi-category.
Therefore, there is at most one place x can map, and we are done with the first part.
For the second part, we show that we may extend any g as in the proposition statement
to X,+l in such a way that each boundary of an (n + 2)-simplex in X maps to a fillable
(n + 2)-shell in Y; this will prove the result by induction. To wit, the condition in the
proposition immediately gives us an extension to X,+ 1. Suppose that x is an (n + 2)-
simplex in X; consider the (inner) horn of type An+ 2 in the boundary of x. This maps to
an inner horn in Y, which has a filler y. But aly, being an (n + 1)-simplex in the n-quasi-
category Y sharing a boundary with the image of O1x, must actually be the image of 91x,
so that the image of the boundary of x is fillable (by y). O
Notice what the preceding proposition says about quasi-functors between nerves of cat-
egories. A quasi-functor consists of the data of a map on objects and a map on morphisms
which respects the source, target, and identity maps and which takes commutative triangles
to commutative triangles. This is of course the definition of a functor between categories,
and so we conclude (combining with the corollary above):
Corollary 1.4.3. There is a functor (of categories) N : Cat -- SSets which takes a category
to its nerve and a functor to its corresponding quasi-functor. This is a full embedding of
categories, and it is essentially surjective onto the (full) subcategory of SSets consisting of
the 1-quasi-categories.
Recall that if X and Y are simplicial sets, then the (categorial) product X x Y is just
the simplicial set whose m-simplices are defined
(X x Y)m= Xm x Ym.
It is immediate from the definition that if X and Y are n-quasi-categories or n-quasi-
groupoids respectively, that X x Y is also an n-quasi-category or an n-quasi-groupoid.
Thus because nQCat and nQGpd are full subcategories of SSets, these products in SSets
are also products in nQCat and nQGpd, respectively.
Finally, note that there are forgetful functors nQCat -+ mQCat and nQGpd -4 mQGpd
whenever n < m.
1.4.2 Quasi-Functor Quasi-Categories
We first make a rather general definition:
Definition 1.4.4. Suppose X and Y are simplicial sets. The simplicial set (X, Y] is defined
to have as its set m-simplices [X, Y]m the set of morphisms X x A m - Y, with boundary
and degeneracy maps induced from those on the Ak.
This definition is clearly fimctorial in X and Y (contravariantly and covariantly, respec-
tively). The following property characterizes the simplicial set [X, Y].
Proposition 1.4.5. For any simplicial set X, the functor [X, -] is right adjoint to the
functor (-) x X as endofunctors of SSets.
Proof. Let Y and Z be simplicial sets; we wish to produce a natural bijection between
Hom(Y x X, Z) and Hom(Y, [X, Z]). Indeed, given a morphism f : Y x X -- Z and an
m-simplex y : A m -- Y of Y, the composition f o (y x idx) defines an m-simplex in [X, Z],
and the correspondence y - f o (y x idx) is a morphism of simplicial sets. Conversely,
given a morphism g : Y -- [X, Z] we may produce a morphism Y x X --- Z by taking an
m-simplex (y, x) to g(y)(x, Sm) where sm is the unique m-simplex in Am. These operations
are clearly inverse to one another, and functorial, so we have what we want. O
The operation [X, Y] is thus an "internal Hom" in SSets. Moreover, we see that the 0-
simplices of [X, Y] are just the morphisms X -+ Y, and the 1-simplices are just homotopies
of morphisms, in the obvious sense.
We now relate this notion to quasi-categories.
Lemma 1.4.6. Let X be a simplicial set and Y an object of nQCat (resp. nQGpd). Then
the simplicial set [X, Y] is an object of nQCat (resp. nQGpd).
Proof. Suppose we are given a horn of [X, Y], i.e. a morphism A"' --+ [X, Y], or equivalently
a morphism h : A' x X -- Y. We would like to extend this to a morphism g : A m x X -- Y
(uniquely, if m > n). We will build a morphism gr : A m x Xr --4 Y for each r so that the
g,'s form a chain of extensions and such that each agrees with h as far as it goes; their
union will be the g we want.
The base case go is simple. Xo consists of a set of points, and so for each p : * - X
we need only map p to a filler of the horn h o (id x p) : An -- Y; such a filler is unique if
m > n. Now suppose that we have defined gr 1. Given an r-simplex s : A' -+ X in Xr, we
have already defined the map
g' = gr-1 o (id x slOA ) : A m x A' -- Y,
as well as wanting the map
h' = ho (id x s) : A• x Ar - Y
to agree with the g, we will construct; both g' and h' already agree on the (r - 1)-skeleton of
X by the induction hypothesis. We endeavor to extend the union of these maps to A m x Ar;
this will finish the proof by induction on r.
But now we have reduced to the case of filling a morphism
Am x A' UA m x OAr - Y
to Am x Ar. According to Lemma 1.2.6, we may fill this by a succession of inner horn
fillings followed by a filling of a Am +r (or a A+ if k = m). Thus, the diagram fills (in
the case of quasi-groupoids and quasi-categories both). Moreover, the diagram as given
already has all simplices of dimension max(r - 1, m - 2) (as all such simplices either have a
Am-component in the (m - 2)-skeleton or a A'-component in the boundary). Therefore, if
m > n, all n - 1-simplices were given already, and so all the horns we fill must fill uniquely.
We thus finish the induction, and the proof. O
Using again the fact that QCat, nQCat, QGpd, and nQGpd are full subcategories of
SSets, we see that the adjunction between (-) x X and [X, -] holds in these categories as
well; it therefore makes sense to refer to [X, Y] as an internal Hom in these categories.
1.5 Equivalence
There are two major notions of equivalence which concern us: that of equivalence of objects
in a quasi-category, and equivalence of quasi-categories themselves. We deal with both in
turn, but first we look at the key new notion for this discussion, what we will call very
surjective morphisms (also known as trivial Kan fibrations).
1.5.1 Very Surjective Morphisms
A very surjective morphism will serve for us to be a prototypical equivalence of quasi-
categories. That trivial Kan fibrations serve this purpose is an adaptation of the "main
new concept" in [Mak97]. We use the terminology from this paper, to point to the "logical"
(as opposed to "topological") source of inspiration.
Definition 1.5.1. Let f : X - Y be a map of simplicial sets and 0 < n < 0c. We say
that f is n-very surjective if for every m-simplex Am -- Y and every lift of its boundary
to a shell a : OA m -- X in X, there is an extension of a to an m-simplex A m -+ X, and
moreover that these extensions are unique whenever m > n.
In the sequel, we may abbreviate "oo-very surjective" to "very surjective." Notice that
a very surjective map of categories is the same thing as a functor which is fully faithful and
surjective on objects. Also, a very surjective map of simplicial sets is known in the literature
as a "trivial Kan fibration." We use the terminology from [Mak97] mainly because it is in
Makkai's work that the connection of these maps to equivalences of categories is fleshed
out.
We have the following "nicer" characterization of n-very surjective maps which subsumes
the topological notion that a trivial Kan fibration is a morphism that possesses the right
lifting property with respect to cofibrations.
Proposition 1.5.2. Let f : X -- Y be a morphism of simplicial sets. Then f is very
surjective if and only if for every monomorphism of simplicial sets E L- 0 together with
compatible morphisms E --+ X and ) -- Y, there is a compatible lift a -- X. The map
f is n-very surjective if and only if in addition whenever E -- E is an isomorphism on
(n- 1)-skeleta, then there is only one lift (this is also of course vacuously true when n = oo).
Proof. As OAm -- A m is a monomorphism which is an isomorphism on (n - 1)-skeleta for
all n < m, one direction is clear in both parts of the proposition statement.
For the other direction, assume that f :X - Y is very surjective. We prove inductively
that we may extend the map E -+ X to E U Om, where Om is the m-skeleton of O and the
union is taken in R. Indeed, since the very surjective condition allows us to lift vertices (as
WA .= 0 and Ao is a point), we may extend to E U Oo. Now, suppose we are given a map
on E U Om-1. Any missing m-simplex has its boundary already there, so we are given a
map OAm -- X with a filler Am -- Y downstairs; the very surjective condition allows us
to lift this (freely, as we have already lifted the (m - 1)-skeleton of 8). This completes the
induction, and so the union of these extensions to E U Om gives us the extension to C that
we wanted.
For the n-very surjective condition, notice that every lift of O -+ Y to X arises in the
way described in the previous paragraph, and so as the lifts of m-simplices will be unique
for m > n (and all simplices of lesser dimension have already been filled in the condition),
we have a unique lift, as desired. O
Thus, setting B = Y, we see that very surjective maps have the property that partial
sections always extend to full sections; in particular, a section always exists. This motivates
the terminology: the axiom of choice fails in general in the presheaf category SSets, and a
very surjective map is a map for which choice holds in a very strong way.
Proposition 1.5.3. The class of n-very surjective maps is stable under composition and
base change. If X -- Y is n-very surjective and S is a simplicial set, then [S, X] -- [S, Y] is
n-very surjective. For a morphism X --+ Y of simplicial sets, the following are equivalent:
(i) The simplicial set X is an n-quasi-category (n-quasi-groupoid) and the morphism
X -- Y is very surjective.
(ii) The simplicial set Y is an n-quasi-category (n-quasi-groupoid) and the morphism X --4
Y is n-very surjective.
Proof. Stability under composition is clear. Suppose that X - Y is very surjective and
Z -* Y is any morphism. Let Am --+ Z be an m-simplex of Z and &Am -- X y Z a
lift of its boundary. Composing with the morphisms of base change, we get an m-simplex
of Y and a lift of its boundary to X, whence a full lift of the simplex to X. Thus we get
compatible maps A m -- Z and Am - X, whence a map A m -- X xy Z which is the
desired extension. It is easy to check that if m > n, this extension is unique.
If X -> Y is n-very surjective, let S be a simplicial set, OA m -- [S, X] an m-simplex
in [S, X] with a filling A m -+ [S, Y] of its projection to Y. This the same as a morphism
OA m x S -+ X with an extension to A m x S -+ Y in Y. But then the given OA m x S --+ X
extends to Am x S --+ X over the given filler, and uniquely so if m > n because in that case
the n-skeleton of A m x S is contained in DA m x S.
Suppose now that X -* Y is very surjective, and assume that X is an n-quasi-groupoid
(n-quasi-category). If A' -- Y is an (inner) horn, then by lifting simplices one by one
according to the definition of n-very surjective, we may lift this horn to a horn A' -+ X.
Filling it upstairs, we may map it downstairs and obtain the result. If m > n, any other
filler downstairs lifts to a filler upstairs, but by uniqueness of fillers in X, these must be
equal, hence equal downstairs, so we have uniqueness.
Lastly, we need to show that X --+ Y is n-very surjective. Suppose T, T' : am - X are
two m-simplices in X with the same boundary and which map to the same m-simplex r in
Y, with m > n. Form an (n+l1)-shell whose kth face is Um-_l 9kT = am-_lkr', 0 < k < m-1,
and whose mth and (m+l)th faces are T and r' respectively. This shell maps to the boundary
of the uam, and so by very surjectivity the filler in Y lifts to X, showing that this shell fills.
But the mth horn of this filler can also be filled by the mth degeneracy of -r'. As m + 1 > n,
uniqueness of fillers above dimension n in the n-quasi-category X shows that 7 = 7', as
desired.
For the other direction, assume that Y is a n-quasi-groupoid (n-quasi-category), X -- Y
is n-very surjective, and A~ -+ X is an (inner) horn. Composing with X - Y, we obtain
a horn A" - -+ Y which we may fill to an m-simplex. The kth face of this m-simplex has
been filled downstairs and its boundary has been lifted upstairs, so we may lift the interior
by the definition of very surjective. Now, the m-simplex itself has been filled in downstairs
and its boundary has been lifted upstairs, so we may fill that as well. Every filler of this
horn clearly arises in this fashion, so if m > n this filler is unique as both steps characterize
the filler uniquely.
1.5.2 Equivalence and Loose n-Quasi-Categories
Definition 1.5.4. Let X and Y be simplicial sets. We say that X and Y are n-(quasi-
)equivalent if there is a simplicial set P and n-very surjective morphisms 7rx : P --+ X and
7ry : P - Y (so that if X or Y is e.g. an n-quasi-category then P is also an n-quasi-
category).
As before, we will habitually omit "oo-" in the terms oo-(quasi-)equivalent and oo-
equivalence.
Proposition 1.5.5. The relation of n-quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation on sim-
plicial sets.
Proof. The relation in quastion is clearly reflexive and symmetric. For transitivity, suppose
that P -- X, P -- Y, Q -, Y, and Q -+ Z are n-very surjective. Then P xy Q -- P --+ X
and P Xy Q -- Q -+ Z are n-very surjective, so that X is equivalent to Z. O
Recalling the definition of this equivalence relation, it is clear that n-quasi-equivalence
is the smallest equivalnce relation so that P - X whenever there is an n-very surjective
morphism P -+ X.
The work in [Mak97] suggests that this notion of equivalence (which is "semantic" in
nature) should be sharply faithful to an appropriate notion of "syntactic equivalence." We
will not attempt to make this formal here, although at times it will be a guiding principle.
Definition 1.5.6. Let X be a quasi-category. We say that X is a loose n-quasi-category if
X is equivalent to an n-quasi-category.
Before we prove the main result about loose n-quasi-categories, we will need a few
combinatorial lemmas about general quasi-categories.
Lemma 1.5.7. Let X be a quasi-category and m > 1 an integer. Define a relation - on m-
simplices by saying that i - pu' if there is an (m + 1)-simplex T with 8mT = p1, t9m+17 = p',
and for k with 0 < k < m we have OkT = um-lk/i = u-m-lOkn '. Then - is an equivalence
relation. Moreover, we obtain the same relation if we use the "jth, condition (0 < j < m),
namely that p - p' if there is an (m + 1)-simplex 7 such that j9T = i , Oj+17 = - ', and for
k with O0 k < m +1 and k j, j +1 we have 9kT = akcjl.
Proof. Notice that equivalent m-simplices have equal boundaries.
Reflexivity is given by taking T = armp. For symmetry, suppose that T witnesses that
Ap p'. Define a Am+ 2 by letting its (m + 2 )th boundary be 7-, its (m + 1)th boundary
be amp, and by letting its kth boundary with 0 < k < m be amum-_lOkII. Filling this
inner horn, an extracting its mth boundary, we obtain a witness to 1' ' p. Finally, for
transitivity, let 7 witness 1p - p' and 7' witness p' - p". Then we can form a Am+' whose
(m + 2 )th boundary is T, whose mth boundary is 7', and whose kth boundary for 0 < k < m
is amm-_laikp. Filling this inner horn, the (m + 1)th face of the filler gives us a witness to
For the last part, we first check one direction. So, given T witnessing p - /' as in the
initial definition of -, form a Am+2 whose (m + 2)th face is ujl/, whose jth face is Um/I,
whose (j + 1)th face is r, and whose kth face for k $ j, j + 1, m + 1, m + 2 is Ujum-lOk-1/.
Filling this inner horn, we can extract its (m + I)th face which will witness that p - /' in
the "jt"h sense.
Conversely, we can use essentially the same (m + 2)-horn, only this time it will be a
Am + 2 whose (m + 1)th face witnesses equivalence in the jth sense. We are done. O
In the sequel, we will also use the term "homotopic" to refer to this relation.
Given a quasi-category X and an integer m > 1, we can thus form an equivalence
relation on r-simplices by saying that two r-simplices are equivalent if their m-skeleta are
equivalent (in the sense of the lemma). We may then form a simplicial set Trm(X) whose set
of r-simplices is the set of r-simplices of X modulo this equivalence relation. This simplicial
set has the property that if two r-simplices agree on their m-skeleton, then they are equal.
Moreover, irm(X)op = Irm(XoP).
Lemma 1.5.8. Let X be a quasi-category, m > 1 an integer, and - the equivalence relation
defined in the previous lemma. Let r be an (m + 1)-simplex of X. Moreover, assume that
for each integer k with 0 < k < m + 1, we are given an m-simplex I'k with /1 k -", k-r. Then
there is an (m + 1)-simplex rT with kTr' = Ilk and for all k.
Proof. We will prove this assuming that all the /k but one are equal to DkT; the general
case follows by iterating the special case, changing one face at a time. For the rest of the
proof, let k denote that unique index such that I'k T krT.
After possibly passing to the opposite category, we may assume that k > 0. Let (
witness that kT pu. Form a Am+2 where for r with 0 < r < m, r - k, the r th face is
amOrT, the kth face is (, and the (m + 2 )th face is T. Filling this, the (m + 1)th face will
have the properties we desire. O
Proposition 1.5.9. Let X be a quasi-category. The morphism of simplicial sets X --+
rn(X) has the property that any morphism X --+ Y with Y an n-quasi-category factors
uniquely as X --+ 7rn(X) - Y.
Proof. The morphism X -+ rrn(X) is an epimorphism, so uniqueness is immediate. Suppose
that X - Y is a morphism, with Y an n-quasi-category. We need only show that if two
r-simplices ( and (' in X are equivalent, then they map to the same simplex in Y. In the
case r = n, we have an (n + 1)-simplex T which agrees with aon on An+l, but whose nt h
face is ('. Mapping this An+1 forward to Y, it has only one filling, which must be both the
image of T and the image of oan. We conclude that ý and (' map to the same n-simplex in
Y. In the case r > n, two equivalent r-simplices ( and (' map to simplices in Y with equal
n-skeleta, whence equal simplices. O
Theorem 1.5.10. Let X be a quasi-category. The following are equivalent:
(i) The quasi-category X is a loose n-quasi-category.
(ii) There is an n-quasi-category Y and a very surjective morphism X -- Y.
(iii) For every monomorphism of simplicial sets E -- 9 which is an isomorphism on
(n + 1)-skeleta, every map E -- X extends to a map 0 -4 X.
(iv) For every k > n + 2, every morphism OAk --+ X can be extended to a morphism
A, -- X.
Moreover, in this case 7rn(X) is an n-quasi-category and the morphism X --* rn(X) is very
surjective.
Proof. The implication (ii)=*(i) is immediate from the definition of equivalence.
For (i)•(iii), let P admit very surjective maps to X and to an n-quasi-category Y, say
irx and 7iy respectively. Let E - O be a monomorphism of simplicial sets which is an
isomorphism on (n + 1)-skeleta. If E -- X is a morphism, we may lift this to a morphism
a : E -+ P, which then projects down to a morphism ry o 3 : -+ Y. By Corollary 1.1.4,
we may extend this map to 9, and so by Proposition 1.5.2 we may extend a to a morphism
-7: O -- P, so that rX o 7r extends a to O, as desired.
The implication (iii)=(iv) is clear.
Finally, we prove (iv)•=(ii). Let X satisfy (iv). I claim that X - irn (X) is very
surjective. Indeed, let &A r -- X be an r-shell and Ar --+ 7rn(X) a filling of its projection in
7rn(X). If r > n + 2, then by assumption we may fill the shell in X, and the projection of
this filler agrees with the given filler along n-skeleta, so this filler is in fact a lift. If r < n,
then as X -- 7rn(X) is an isomorphism along (n - 1)-skeleta, any representative of the given
r-simplex in r,,n(X) (which is an equivalence class of r-simplices in X) will fill the given shell
in X. So the only case left to consider is r = n + 1. In this case, fix one representative 3 of
the given (n + 1)-simplex in 7rn(X). The boundary of a is equivalent to the given shell in
X, so by Lemma 1.5.8 the given shell can as well be filled in X. This completes the proof
of the claim.
Now, as X --+ rn(X) is very surjective, we conclude that 7rn(X) is a quasi-category.
I claim that 7rn(X) is an n-quasi-category, which will complete the proof that (iv)=-(ii).
Indeed, suppose we are given two fillings T7,T' : Ar - in(X) of the same inner horn
A' -- rn(X), with r > n. If r > n + 2, r and -' agree on their n-skeleta, and so must be
equal. If r = n + 1, we may (by lemma 1.5.8) lift T and 7' to (n + 1)-simplices ? and ~ in
X whose kth horns agree. We may then form a An+ 2 in X whose mth face is oam+1Om for
0 < m < n, m = k, and whose (n+ 1)th and (n + 2 )th faces are F and V' respectively. Filling
the horn and extracting its kth face, we see that OkT-' - djS, so that OkT' = k'r. Thus, T
and 7' agree on their n-skeleta, and so must be equal in this case as well. We are done. OE
1.5.3 Truncation
We now use Theorem 1.5.10 to define a useful truncation operation on quasi-categories.
Corollary 1.5.11. Let X be a quasi-category, n > 1 an integer. Then there is a loose n-
quasi-category X n and a monomorphism X -+ X n such that every morphism X --+ Y with Y
an n-quasi-category factors uniquely through X n . In particular, the morphism X --+ 7rn(X")
is initial in the category of n-quasi-categories under X.
Proof. Define Xnn+l = X, and for k > n + 1, inductively define XkE to be the simplicial
set obtained from X~n_, by adding one additional k-simplex for every unfilled k-shell, and
giving the new k-simplices their associated k-shells as boundaries. Let Xn = U0=0-nl X n;
by the theorem, Xn is a loose n-quasi-category. If k > n + 2 and Y is an n-quasi-category,
then every k-shell in Y has a unique filler, and so these new simplices will have (inductively)
exactly one possible destination, showing that every morphism X -4 Y extends uniquely
to X n -- Y. This certainly shows that such morphisms also factor through X -+ · n(Xn);
for uniqueness, a different factorization through 7rn(X n ) would give a different factorization
through X n as Xn _- rn,(X n ) is epimorphic, which would be a contradiction. Ol
In the sequel, for a quasi-category X, we will let I1n(X) denote the n-quasi-category
under X which is initial in the category of all such (the corollary proved that n,(X) exists
and is canonically isomorphic to -7r(Xn)).
Corollary 1.5.12. Let X be a quasi-category. The quasi-functor X -4 l-n(X) is an iso-
morphism of simplicial sets on (n - 1)-skeleta, and for k = n, n + 1, any filler Ak -+ In(X)
of the image of a shell OAk -+ X in X lifts to a filler of the shell in X.
Proof. Given OAk -- X with a filler of its image Ak -4 IIn(X) = 7rn(Xn), we can lift the
filler along the very surjective morphism X n -4 7r (Xn), and then the filler must live in X,
as the loose n-quasi-category X n only possesses additional simplices in dimensions n + 2
and higher. Moreover, the passage from X n to 7rn(X n ) only involves taking equivalence
classes of simplices in dimensions n and higher, so X --+ In(X) is an isomorphism along
the (n -- 1)-skeleton. O
Corollary 1.5.13. There is a natural extension of IIn to a functor QCat -+ nQCat.
Proof. We need only say what [In does on morphisms. But given a morphism of quasi-
categories X -4 Y, the composition X --* In(Y) factors uniquely through X -+ IIn(X),
giving a map FIn(X) --+ In(Y). It is easy to check that this assignment is functorial. O
Corollary 1.5.14. If m > n, the forgetful functor nQCat -+ mQCat is right adjoint to
IIn.
Proof. Immediate from the fact that IIn(X) is the initial n-quasi-category under X. O
Corollary 1.5.15. If m > n, then In o IIm is naturally isomorphic to In-.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous corollary and the fact that the forgetful
functors nQCat -- mQCat -* QCat and nQCat -- QCat are naturally isomorphic. O
1.5.4 Loose n-Quasi-Categories for n < 1
Another application of Theorem 1.5.10 is to sensibly extend the notion of loose n-quasi-
category to nonpositive n-values, although only the case n = 0 is even remotely interesting,
and so the following definition should probably only be seen as a integrative digression.
Definition 1.5.16. Let X be a quasi-category, n an integer (which could be nonpositive).
We say that X is a loose n-quasi-category if for each k > n + 2 and each k-shell OAk - X
of X, there is a k-simplex Ak - X which fills it.
Of course, Theorem 1.5.10 shows that this definition is compatible with what we have
written earlier.
Recall that we may consider a poset to be a simplicial set by thinking of it as a category
and then taking the nerve of this category. Characteristically, a poset is a category which
is skeletal and in which all Hom-sets are empty or singletons.
Proposition 1.5.17. Let X be a quasi-category. Then X is a loose 0-quasi-category if and
only if X is equivalent to a poset, and in this case X admits a very surjective map to a poset
(in fact, any poset it is equivalent to) which is unique up to isomorphism. Moreover, X is
a loose (-1)-quasi-category if and only if X is equivalent to A0 or the empty simplicial set,
and X is a loose n-quasi-category for n < -2 if and only if X is equivalent to AO.
Proof. Suppose that X is equivalent to a poset Y. Let P be a simplicial set and rx : P -- X,
ry : P -+ Y very surjective maps. I claim that for any section s : X -- P, the composition
7ry o s is very surjective. Indeed, let &Ak -+ X be a shell in X and Ak -- Y a filler in Y.
If k > 2, fillers exist in X and are unique in Y, so this case is easy. For k = 0, we need
to show that objects in Y lift to X. Let y be a 0-simplex in Y, and lift it to an object p
in P, projecting down to an object x of X. Since both p and s(x) map to x, they have
1-morphisms between them in both directions (over 1x in X). Projecting these down to Y,
we see that ry (s(x)) is isomorphic to y, hence equal to y. Similarly, given a lift to X of
a the boundary of a A' in Y, we can lift this boundary to P via s which will lie over the
given boundary of the given A1; filling it by very surjectivity of -ry, we map the filler back
to X and are done. But then X is a loose 0-quasi-category as fillers of k-shells exist in Y
for all k > 2, and these all lift by very surjectivity. It is easy to see that any very surjective
map between posets is an isomorphism, which gives uniqueness.
Conversely, if X is a loose 0-quasi-category, it is in particular a loose 1-quasi-category,
and then ir,(X) is a category with the property that for any three morphisms f : x -- y,
g : y --+ z, and h : x --+ z, h = gf. This clearly implies that rl (X) has Hom-sets which are
empty or singletons, so that a skeletal subcategory Y of rli(X) will be a poset. Moreover,
the functor rl (X) -- Y is very surjective as it is surjective on objects and fully faithful.
Therefore X is equivalent to a poset.
If X is a loose (-1)-quasi-category, the poset it is equivalent to will have the property
that any two objects x and y have that x < y. This clearly implies that the poset is either
empty or a singleton. Conversely, if X is equivalent to the empty poset or the singleton,
then the existence of the very surjective map to either of these two cases will clearly imply
that X is a loose (-1)-quasi-category. Being a loose (-2)-quasi-category in addition is the
same thing as imposing the existence of a point, hence the result. O
After this proposition, it makes sense to define Ho(X) to be the initial poset under X,
and it exists for the same reasons the other HIn(X) exist.
Definition 1.5.18. We say that a simplicial set X is contractible if X is equivalent to AO,
or (equivalently) a (-2)-quasi-category.
1.5.5 The Slice Construction
We now proceed with more constructions reminiscent of those from ordinary category theory.
The first notion we generalize is that of slice (and coslice) categories.
Definition 1.5.19. Let X be a simplicial set, x an m-simplex of X. The slice quasi-category
X/x is defined to be the simplicial set whose r-simplices are the (r +m+ 1)-simplices a of X
whose target m-simplex (i.e. the boundary simplex whose vertices are r + 2,. ... , r + m + 2)
is x. These simplices carry an induced simplicial set structure from X. Define x\X dually,
or what is the same thing, as (XOP/xoP)OP.
We will not return to "coslice" quasi-categories until the next section, although most
if not all of what is done in this section would hold as well if we replaced uses of slice
quasi-categories with coslice quasi-categories.
It is immediate from the definition that for each m-simplex x we have a "forgetful quasi-
functor" X/x -4 X which just takes an r-simplex in X/x (which is an (r + m + 1)-simplex
in X) to its boundary face with vertices 0,..., r. Moreover, if x is a boundary simplex of
f, then a similar procedure produces a morphism X/f -- X/x, and these morphisms are
compatible with the correpsonding boundary morphisms in A. There are also degeneracy
maps induced by corresponding degeneracies. The morphism X/x -* X could be thought of
as a morphism of this second type where the boundary simplex is "the unique (-1)-simplex
in the boundary;" the null simplex.
In the case where X is an n-quasi-category or n-quasi-groupoid, we should make sure
that taking slices respects these properties.
Proposition 1.5.20. Let X be an n-quasi-category or an n-quasi-groupoid, x an m-simplex
of X. Then X/x is an n-quasi-category or an n-quasi-groupoid, respectively.
Proof. Let a : A" --+ X/x be a horn in X/x, inner in the n-quasi-category case. Then we
can think of a as a morphism Ar..,r+m+1 
--* X, which has a filler in X (unique, if r > n)
by Lemma 1.2.2; this of course gives a filler in X/x. O
1.5.6 Quasi-isomorphisms
Proposition 1.5.21. Let X be a quasi-category and f : x - y a morphism in X. Then
X/f -- X/x (induced from x being the domain of f) is very surjective.
Proof. An m-simplex of X/x together with a lift of its boundary to X/f amounts to the
data of the (m + 2)th face of a (m + 2)-simplex in X, together with its zeroth through mth
faces. We thus have a horn, a +2 in X, which is inner and thus can be filled, giving the
desired m-simplex in X/f. OE
This proposition begs the question of what happens if we use the quasi-functor induced
from the codomain of a morphism.
Definition 1.5.22. Let X be a quasi-category and f : x -- y a morphism in X. We say
that f is an quasi-isomorphism if the quasi-functor X/f - X/y (induced from y being the
codomain of f) is very surjective.
The next lemma is key.
Lemma 1.5.23. Let X be a quasi-category and x an object of X. Then the morphism 1x
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The data of an m-simplex of X/x and a lift of its boundary to X/1x consists of an
(m + 1)-simplex u of X with target x along with a Aim,m+2 whose target morphism is 1,
and whose intersection with the (m + I)th face of Am+2 agrees with a. We thus are given
an (arbitrary) Am+2 with target morphism 1x, and desire to fill it. Call the given horn
A: A•m -4 X.
Let k < m be the largest integer such that for all subsets S C [m] of size k, the simplex
of A with vertices SU {m +1, m + 2} is the kth degeneracy of some k-simplex. We will prove
the result by induction on m - k.
For the base of the induction, suppose m = k. Then am+lam+lA (i.e. the (m + 1)th
degeneracy of the (m + I)th face of A will fill the given horn.
Now, assume the induction hypothesis. We will form a morphism A : Amm+3 X
whose (m + 1)th (partial) boundary is A; filling this horn (using Lemma 1.2.2) will thus
fill A. To this end, start with a partial filling of Am+3 wherein only A is filled in on the
(m + I)th face. We will number vertices as in the ambient Am+3 . For every subset S C [m]
of size k + 1, let the simplex with vertices S U {m + 1, m + 3} be the (k + 1)th degeneracy
of the simplex of A with vertices S U {m + 3}. Moreover, for every subset S C [m] of size
k. let the simplex with vertices S U {m + 1, m + 2, m + 3} be the (k + 1)th degeneracy of
the simplex of A with vertices S U {m + 2, m + 3}. Note that since by assumption this last
simplex was a kth degeneracy, we get the same result by taking the kth degeneracy of this
simplex. Therefore, these two sets of simplices are compatible with one another (they are
clearly compatible amongst themselves).
First, let us fill in the (m + 2 )th face of A. Inductively assume we have filled in all
r-simplices of this face which contain the vertex m + 3; we may base the induction at
r = k + 2 (as A gives all such faces which contain m + 3 but not m + 1). The only unfilled
(r + 1)-simplices containing the vertex m + 3 will be those with vertices S U {m + 1, m + 3},
where S C [m] has r elements. Each such is a Ar+l with the property that for each subset
T C S of size k + 1, the simplex with vertices T U {m + 1, m + 3} is a (k + 1)th degeneracy.
But we know that r + 1 • m + 2, so
(r -1)- (k + 1) m- k-1 < m -k,
and so by the inductive hypothesis we may fill this horn in. We thus have filled in the
(m + 2 )th face of A.
Next, we fill in all remaining simplices of A. It will be enough to produce a filling such
that for all S C, [m], the simplex with vertices S U {m + 1, m + 2, m + 3} is filled. We fill
all such by inducting on ISI, noting that we have covered the case |SI = k by assumption,
and in any case we will have ISI 5 m. Let |SI = r. If we have filled in all such simplices of
dimension less than r + 2, then of the simplex with vertices S U {m + 1, m + 2, m + 3} we
will have a At+2 filled in (the (m + 1)th face comes from A, the (m + 2)th from the preceding
paragraph). Moreover, this horn has the property that for every subset T C S U {m + 1}
of size k + 1, the simplex with vertices T U {m + 2, m + 3} is a (k + 1)th degeneracy of a
(k + 1)-simplex. Therefore, as
r - (k + 1) < m -k-1 <m -k,
we can fill this horn by the induction hypothesis, which completes both inductions, and the
proof. O
In the following theorem, we denote by S" the (nerve of the) groupoid with two objects
0 and 1 and one isomorphism (in either direction) between them. The name comes from the
fact that the geometric realization of this simplicial set is the infinite-dimensional sphere.
Theorem 1.5.24. Let X be a quasi-category and f : x -- y a morphism in X. The
following are equivalent:
(i) The morphism f is a quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) There is a quasi-functor S' -+ X taking 0 -- 1 to f.
(iii) The quasi-functor X -+ IIl(X) maps f to an isomorphism in the (1-quasi-)category
III(X).
(iv) There is a morphism g : y -+ x, a 2-simplex with zeroth face f, first face ly, and
second face g, and another 2-simplex with zeroth face g, first face 1x, and second face
f.
Proof. We first prove that (i)=(ii). Assume that f is a quasi-isomorphism. An n-simplex of
SO is just a sequence of n composable morphisms, which is characterized by a length-n + 1
sequence of objects in S', i.e. binary sequence. The nondegenerate simplices are precisely
those with no two consecutive digits the same, i.e. the alternating sequences, of which there
are two in each dimension. Let a, be the nondegenerate simplex with target object (last
digit) 0, and Tn the nondegenerate simplex with target object 1. We would like to find a
quasi-functor S' -- X which takes ao to x, TO to y, and 71 to f.
We will inductively prove that given a partial quasi-functor S0  -- X defined for am
with m < n and Tm with m < n, we may extend it to an and Tn+1. But of Tn+1 we
have filled in a horn, specifically a An+, because the inner faces are all degenerate and the
zeroth face is taun. But by assumption this horn has a target morphism of f. Since f is
a quasi-isomorphism and X/f - X/y is very surjective, we can fill in the horn, producing
our desired Tn+1 and un.
To show (ii)=(iii), notice that the image of f under X -- II1(X) is the image of the
isomorphism 0 -- 1 under S' -+ X -4 HII(X), and so is an isomorphism.
For (iii)=4(iv), let f: x -- y denote the image of f under X -+ Hi1(X). We know that
f is an isomorphism, so there is a morphism p in 11 (X) such that fg = 1, and 1f = lx in
HII(X). By Corollary 1.5.12, we can lift g to a morphism g : y -* x in X, and then the fact
that f and ý are inverse lifts to the desired pair of 2-simplices, again by the same corollary.
Finally, we will show (iv)-=(i). To do this, we need to prove that for every k > 0 and
every k-shell &Ak - X/f with a filling of its image Ak _ X/y, there is a lift of this filler
to X/f. Actually, we will prove by induction on n that this filler lifting property is true for
both X/f -4X/y and X/g -- X/x for every k < m.
First, let us prove this for m = 0. By symmetry, it is enough to consider X/f -+ X/y.
We are tasked with filling a A2 whose target morphism is f. To this end, form a A.3 whose
zeroth face is the given 2-simplex with sides f, ly, and g, and whose second face is the first
degeneracy of the first face of the given horn; this can be filled by Lemma 1.2.2, and the
first face of the filler will be a filler of the given horn.
Now assume that the filler lifting property is true for X/f -- X/y and X/g -- X/x for
each k < m. Again, by symmetry it is enough to consider X/f - X/y. We desire to fill
an arbitrary Am+2 whose target morphism is f. To wit, we will form a Aml,m+3 whose
partial (m + 1)th face is the given horn; this will fill in X and give us the filler we want.
We start with only this partial (m + 1)th face filled in. We start by filling in all simplices
whose vertices are of the form S U {m + 1, m + 2, m + 3}, S C [m], inducting on ISI.
To begin, we put in the given 2-simplex with sides f, ly, and g as the simplex with
vertices {m+1, m+2, m+3}. Now let ISI = r < m, and suppose that we have filled in all such
simplices of dimension less than r + 2. Of the simplex with vertices SU {m + 1, m + 2, m + 3},
we have filled in its zeroth through (r - 1)th faces, and also its rth face as this is contained in
the Am+2 we started with. We can fill in its (r + 2 )th face as at the moment this is partially
filled as a A'+' with target morphism g, and this can be filled by the induction hypothesis
(as r + 1 < m + 2). Thus we complete the induction on ISI.
We have now filled in the zeroth through mth faces of the desired horn. We need only
fill in the (m + 2)th face. But as is easily verified, what we have already filled in comprises
a m+2 in this face, and moreover the face has a target morphism of ly. Therefore, by
Lemma 1.5.23. we can fill in this face, producing our desired Am+ 3  and finishing the
'm+l,m+31
proof. O
Note that if X were the 2-quasi-category associated to the sub-2-category of Cat con-
sisting of all categories, all functors, and all natural isomorphisms, condition (ii) in the
theorem can be rephrased "f is an adjoint equivalence of categories," and condition (iv) "f
is an equivalence of categories," so that we recover the classical theorem that equivalences
of categories are adjoint equivalences.
Corollary 1.5.25. Let f be a morphism in a quasi-category X. Then f is a quasi-
isomorphism if and only if the image of f in Xop is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. In Theorem 1.5.24, condition (iv) (say) is symmetric with respect to the operation
of taking the opposite quasi-category. O
Corollary 1.5.26. Let X be an n-quasi-category. Then X is a n-quasi-groupoid if and
only if all its morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms (i.e., if and only if III(X) is a groupoid).
In particular, an n-quasi-category which is a quasi-groupoid is an n-quasi-groupoid, and
moreover any quasi-category which has fillers of all horns of the form A' (or all horns of
the form Am) is a quasi-groupoid.
Proof. Suppose that in X, every morphism is a quasi-isomorphism. By symmetry, it is
enough to show that we can fill every Am, and whenever m > n such horns fill uniquely.
But the data of such a A m is the same as an (m - 2)-shell in X/f and a filling of its
image in X/y, where f : x y is the target morphism in the horn. By very surjectivity
of X/f -+ X/y and the fact that X/f is an n-quasi-category, morphism X/f -+ X/y is
actually n-very surjective (after Proposition 1.5.3). But then the horn fills in any case, and
fills uniquely if m - 1 > n, i.e. m > n, as desired.
For the other direction, we can fill all horns of the form Am in a quasi-groupoid, which
clearly shows that for every morphism f : x y, X/f -- X/y is very surjective. O
Definition 1.5.27. Let X be a quasi-category. We say that X is a loose n-quasi-groupoid
if X is equivalent to an n-quasi-groupoid.
Corollary 1.5.28. Let X be a quasi-category. Then X is a loose n-quasi-groupoid if and
only if X is a quasi-groupoid and X is a loose n-quasi-category, and in this case Hn(X) =
irn(X) is an n-quasi-groupoid.
Proof. If X is a loose n-quasi-groupoid, then certainly X is both a quasi-groupoid and a
loose n-quasi-category. Conversely, if X is a quasi-groupoid and a loose n-quasi-category,
then as X --+ 7r(X) is very surjective, every morphism in 7rn(X) is a quasi-isomorphism,
so that 7rn(X) is actually an n-quasi-groupoid equivalent to X. O
Remark 1.5.29. We can thus extend this definition to n < 1 as we did for quasi-categories.
It is immediate from this that a loose n-quasi-groupoid is equivalent to a point if n < -2,
equivalent to a point or the empty simplicial set if n = -1, and equivalent to a (discrete)
set if n = 0.
Corollary 1.5.30. Let f, g, h be morphisms in a quasi-category X, and let h be "a compo-
sition" of f and g, in the sense that there is a 2-simplex in X whose zeroth, first, and
second faces are g, h, and f, respectively. If any two of these morphisms is a quasi-
isomorphism then so is the third. In particular, "compositions of quasi-isomorphisms are
quasi-isomorphisms," and when h is an identity morphism, "left or right inverses of quasi-
isomorphisms are quasi-isomorphisms."
Proof. Project f, g, and h down to III(X), so that h = 9f. O
Corollary 1.5.31. Let f be a morphism in a quasi-category X with the property that f has
left and right inverses, in the sense that there are two 2-simplices, one with f as its zeroth
face, the other with f as its second face, and both with degenerate first faces. Then f is a
quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Project down to II1(X). O
Corollary 1.5.32. Let F : X -- Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories, and f a
quasi-isomorphism in X. Then F(f) is a quasi-isomorphism in Y.
Proof. Given a morphism S' -+ X taking 0 - 1 to f, the composition S' -- X -- Y
takes 0 --+ 1 to F(f). O
1.5.7 Fill Spaces and Hom Spaces
We now return to equivalences between quasi-categories.
Definition 1.5.33. Let X and Y be simplicial sets. A morphism F : X - Y will be called
an n-equivalence if there is a simplicial set P and n-very surjective morphisms 7rx : P -- X
and Try : P --+ Y such that there is a section s : X -- P with F = ry o s. As usual, an
oc-equivalence will also be known simply as an equivalence.
Notice that as very surjective morphisms always admit sections, simplicial sets X and
Y are n-quasi-equivalent if and only if there is a morphism F : X -- Y which is an n-
equivalence.
In the next section (Theorem 1.5.44) we prove that there is a characterization of equiva-
lences between quasi-categories which is almost identical to the usual definition for categories
(and shows that the usual notion is a special case of this one).
Definition 1.5.34. Let F : X -+ Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories. We say
that F is essentially surjective if for every objects y of Y there is an object x of X such
that F(x) is quasi-isomorphic to y.
Definition 1.5.35. Let X be a simplicial set, E -- 0 a monomorphism of simplicial sets,
and a : E -+ X a morphism. Define a simplicial set Fill(a, O) to be the simplicial set of all
fillers of a to E. More precisely, if a is represented by 1 - [E, X], then
Fill(a, 8) = 1 x [,x] [E, X].
In the case that X is a quasi-category and E --+ O is {0,..., n} -4 A", the morphism a
consists of an ordered n-tuple of objects (Xo,..., xn), and so we define
Homx(xo,..., n2,) = Fill(a, An).
Keep in mind the case n = 1.
Notice that if X is an n-quasi-category, it is immediate that Fill(a, O) is an n-quasi-
category.
Proposition 1.5.36. Let X be a loose n-quasi-category (n a possibly nonpositive integer),
k > 0 an integer, and E -- a monomorphism of simplicial sets which is an isomorphism
on k-skeleta. Then for any a : C-+. X, the n-quasi-category Fill(a, O) is a loose (n - k - 1)-
quasi-groupoid (where we define oc - k - 1 - oo).
Proof. First we prove that Fill(a, O) is a quasi-groupoid. Given a horn A' -- Fill(a, O),
we would like to show that this horn fills. By definition, the horn is the same data as a
morphism Am x 0 --+ X, and in order for our filler to land in Fill(a, 9), we ought to have
that A m x E - X factors through a. Therefore, we are given a morphism
A' x OUA m x E--+X,
and we wish to fill this to A m x E. Notice that as the 0-simplices of e are all in E, all
1-simplices in A m x e of the form A' x x} are in the above data and are identity morphisms
in X.
As usual, to prove this by induction it will be enough to consider the case -E - O =
A's L-- A'. According to the proof of Lemma 1.2.6, we see that in order to fill this diagram
we only need to fill one non-inner horn, which will be a Am+' whose target morphism is
an identity morphism. Therefore, as identity morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms, the horn
fills, and we have proven that Fill(a, 8) is a quasi-groupoid.
To show that Fill(a, O) is a loose (n - k - 1)-quasi-groupoid, consider an r-shell OA' -+
Fill(a, O) where r > n - k + 1. This data is the same as a morphism OA' x E -+ X which
we must fill to Ar x e providing that A r x E -4 X factors through a. Progressively filling
the skeleta of E, we reduce to the problem of filling a given
Ar x OA8 U Ar x A, - X
to Ar x A,, where s > k + 1. Applying Lemma 1.2.5 will fill all of this by inner horn filling
except the last step, where we will have the shell of an r + s-simplex. But
r+s > (n-k+ 1) + (k+ 1) = n+ 2,
so this last shell fills because X is a loose n-quasi-category. The proof is complete. O
Remark 1.5.37. Notice the special case that in a loose n-quasi-category X, if x and y
are objects of X then Hom(x, y) is a loose (n - 1)-quasi-groupoid. We thus recover that
a category has Hom-objects which are sets and that a poset has Hom-objects which are
singletons or empty. Moreover, a 2-quasi-category has Hom-objects which are (equivalent
to) groupoids, as was discussed in §1.3. We will show later (in Proposition 2.5.3) that these
notions are compatible with one another.
Remark 1.5.38. One might ask why we assumed that X is a loose n-quasi-category in the
above proposition, instead of an n-quasi-category. In the latter case, the result as stated
cannot be strengthened, as is easy to see upon recalling Lemma 1.2.6, where we had to fill
horns of dimension less than that at which point we know fillers to be unique. The result
is not so bad though; the filler spaces are certainly equivalent in a canonical way to their
truncations to the appropriate level, and so one might just use the truncations as filler and
Hom-spaces (as we did implicitly in the case of 2-quasi-categories).
1.5.8 Equivalences of Quasi-Categories
Definition 1.5.39. Let F : X --+ Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories. We
say that F is a homotopy equivalence if there is a quasi-functor G : Y -- X and quasi-
isomrphisms GF -+ lx and FG -- ly in [X, X] and [Y, Y] respectively. In this case, G is
called a homotopy inverse to F.
Remark 1.5.40. The terminology is lifted from topology because in the special case that X
and Y are quasi-groupoids, X and Y are the same thing as Kan complexes, and this is the
right notion of homotopy equivalence in that context. In the sequel, we will occasionally
refer to the morphisms GF - 1 and FG -+ 1 as "homotopies."
Lemma 1.5.41. Let F : X -+ Y and G : Y -4 X be quasi-functors between quasi-categories
which are homotopy inverse to one another, say via homotopies p' : FG -+ 1 and i : GF -+
1. Then we can find a quasi-isomorphism p : FG -- 1 such that there is a 2-simplex in
[X, Y] whose zeroth, first, and second faces are 1F, pF and FP, respectively.
Proof. Consider the (ordinary) categories II1([X, X]), IH1([X, Y]), and II 1([Y, Y]). The
functors [X, X] - [X, Y] and [Y, Y] -+ [X, YJ induced from composition by F then de-
scend to functors AF : H1l([X,X]) -- HI1([X,Y]) and PF : 1 ([Y,Y]) -- 111([X, Y]). I
claim that AF is an equivalence of categories. Indeed, the functor of left composition
AG: HI ([X, Y]) -+ HI ([X, X]) is an inverse, because the quasi-isomorphisms GF - 1 and
FG -+ 1 induce natural isomorphisms AGF = AGAF -- 1[X,X] and AXG = AFAG ' I[X,Y]"
But then AF is fully faithful, so we may find a unique isomorphism ( which maps to pF(0)
under AF.
According to Corollary 1.5.12, we may lift p to a morphism p : fg - 1, and by Theorem
1.5.24 this morphism will be a quasi-isornorphism. Again by Corollary 1.5.12, we may then
lift the fact that AF(M) = PF(W) to a 2-simplex in [X, Y] whose faces are 1F, cpF and FP/,
as desired. O
Lemma 1.5.42. Let F : X -+ Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories, and suppose
that for any objects x, x' E X the induced morphism Homx(x, x') --+Homy(F(x),F(x')) is
a homotopy equivalence. Then for every m > 0 and every morphism a : MAm - X, the
morphism Fill(a, A m ) - Fill(F(a), Am) is surjective on connected components.
Proof. Fix a : 9A m -* X, and let T be an object of Fill(F(a), Am ), so that T is simply a
filler of F(a) to A m . We wish to show that there is a filler of a so that there is a morphism
A m x A' -- Y where A m x {0} = T, Am x {1} = a, and aA m x A' - Y is the projection
onto dA m followed by a.
First, consider the case where &oa is the degeneracy of say x'; let x be vertex 0 of a.
Therefore, o0T is the degeneracy of F(x') and vertex 0 of T is F(x'). Consider now the
(m - 1)-fold zeroth degeneracy of T. This (2m - 1)-simplex contains within it a A' x
Am-1, obtained by sending (i,j) E [1] x [m - 1] to mi + j, and this subcomplex has
as source and target (m - 1)-simplices the (m - 1)-fold degeneracies of F(x) and F(x'),
respectively. Moreover, T is contained in this. Call T' the corresponding (m - 1)-simplex
of Hom(F(x), F(x')). As the boundary of T' contains only degeneracies of simplices of a,
there is a morphism a' : dAm- 1 -+ Hom(x, x') such that the boundary of 7' is F(a').
Let g : Homy(F(x), F(x')) -- Homx(x, x') be a homotopy inverse to the map
f : Homx (x, x') -- Homy(F(x), F(x'))
induced from F, and choose p : fg -+ 1 and 0 : gf -+ 1 so there is a 2-simplex as in Lemma
1.5.41. Then g(T') is an (m - 1)-simplex of Homx(x, x'). Notice that the boundary of g(r')
is just g(f(a')). Using 0, we can assemble a morphism
A' x Am -1 U {0} x Am- 1 -- Homx(x,x')
where the restriction to {0} x Am -i is g(T') and the restriction to {1} x DA m -1 is a'. This
diagram fills (after say Lemma 1.2.6), and so gives a morphism A' x Am- 1 - Homx(x, x').
Composing this last morphism with f, we obtain a morphism
A' x A-' - Hom (F(x), F(x'))
where the restriction to A' x &Am - 1 is induced from fo. Moreover, 'p induces a morphism
A' - [Am-1, Homy(F(x), F(x'))] whose source is f(g(r') and whose target is 7'. These
two morphisms in [Am-l, Homy(F(x),F(x'))] match at their respective sources, and so
make a morphism A 2 x Am- 1 ~ Homy (F(x), F(x')) (with the morphism induced from cp
as the first face). Moreover, the restriction of this to A2 x OA m - 1 matches with fX along
one leg and Wcf along the other, so the 2-simplex we have from Lemma 1.5.41 allows us to
fill this in to A2 x OA m - 1 in such a way that the zeroth face of the 2-simplex factors as the
projection to dA m -1 followed by F(o').
We therefore have a morphism
A x Am - 1 u A2 x A m - 1 -+ Hom(F(x), F(x')).
By Lemma 1.2.6 and the fact that Hom(F(x), F(x')) is a quasi-groupoid, this morphism fills
to a morphism A2 x A m -1  Hom(F(x), F(x')). Consider the zeroth face of the 2-simplex,
which is a morphism A' x Am - 1 -+ Hom(F(x, ), F(x')) whose restriction to A' x a m - 1
factors as the projection followed by F(a'), and where the target of the 1-simplex factors
through F. If we look at this as a morphism A' x Am -' x [1] -, Y, we can restrict it to
A' x A m - Y (where A m - A m --1 X A' is such that A m - A m - 1 X A' -+ Y is T). But
then the source of this 1-simplex is T, the target is in the image of F, and A' x DA m clearly
factors as the projection followed by a.
Now, for the general case, let k be the largest integer such that the target k-simplex
of a is the k-fold degeneracy of an object. We will prove the statement by induction on
m - k, and notice that we have treated above the case m - k < 1, so that we may assume
m > 2. We start by assembling a partial (m + 1)-simplex from a, calling it p. The (partial)
mth face of 1 will be a, and for 0 < r < m - 1, r f 1, the rth face will be the (m - 1)th
degeneracy of the rth face of a. The (m + 1)th face will be a filling of the first horn in a.
Notice now that if we succeed in filling the first face of p, this becomes an inner horn whose
filled face will fill a.
Mapping this forward to Y, we see that we can fill in the mth face of F(1I) with T itself,
and so this becomes a Am+l which we proceed to fill to an (m + 1)-simplex T'. The first
face of T' has a boundary which is the image of the first face of a', and moreover this face of
a' has a target simplex of dimension k + 1 which is the degeneracy of an object. Therefore,
by the induction hypothesis, we can find a filling of the first face of a' and moreover we can
find a morphism A' x A m -- Y connecting the first face of 7' with the image of the first
face of a' while keeping the boundary constant.
Fill out the rest of a', as we now have a A m + l. We can fill out the homotopy above to
A' x Am+ 1 U A1 x Am+l by letting the rt h face in the first component be constantly the
degeneracy (0 < r < m, r # 1), the first face be as defined above, and the (m + 1)th face be
constantly the image of the (m + 1)th face of a'. The source in the second component is 7',
the target the image of a'. This then fills according to Lemma 1.2.6 to A1 x A' +l , and we
extract from this a homotopy from 7 to the image of the mth face of a' which is constant
along the boundary. We are done. OI
Lemma 1.5.43. Let S be a simplicial set, X a quasi-category, and f a morphism in [S, X].
Then f is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if for every 0-simplex s C S, the restriction of
f to Is, X] _ X is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Because there are restriction quasi-functors [S, X] -. [s, X] for each point s E S,
if f is a quasi-isomorphism then all restrictions will be quasi-isomorphisms. Conversely, it
will be enough to show that f has left and right inverses. First, we will show that f has
a left inverse. Moreover, by induction it is enough to show this in the case S = A m and
we already know that f lam has a left inverse. This means that we have filled in part of a
map A m x A 2 - X, specifically we have an inverse diagram on 9Am x A 2 -- X and have
filled in A m x i 1A2 with the degeneracy of the source of f, and A m x 02A2 with f itself.
We wind up with a morphism Am x A2 U OAm x A2 _ X which we would like to fill to a
morphism A m :> A 2 -- X.
Notice that this is precisely the situation of the key step of the proof of Lemma 1.2.6,
and that in that proof only inner horns were filled until the very last step. We thus can fill
everything except possibly the Am+ 2 at the end. But this Amn + 2 is the zeroth horn of the
simplex (in the notation of the lemma)
0122... 2 2 2
0 0 0 1 ... m-2 m-1 m
whose source morphism is the restriction of f to the vertex 0 of Am. By assumption, this
morphism is a quasi-isomorphism, and so the horn can be filled.
This completes the (inductive) proof that f has a left inverse, and by symmetry we
conclude that f has a right inverse as well. Thus f is a quasi-isomorphism, as desired. D[
Theorem 1.5.44. Let F : X -- Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories. The follow-
ing are equivalent:
(i) The quasi-functor F is an equivalence.
(ii) There is a quasi-functor G : Y -+ X such that GF _ 1x in [X, X] and FG ý_ ly in
[Y, Y].
(iii) The quasi-functor F is essentially surjective and for every two objects x, x' E X, the
induced morphism Homx(x, x') -,Homy (F(x), F(x')) is a homotopy equivalence.
(iv) The quasi-functor F is essentially surjective and for every m > 0 and every shell
a: aA m -, X, the induced morphism Fillx(a, a m ) --, Filly(F(a), Am ) is surjective
on connected components.
Proof. (i)-=(ii). Suppose that F is an equivalence. By definition, we may find a quasi-
category P and very surjective morphisms lrx : P --+ X and 7ry : P -- Y as well as a
section s : X --+ P such that F = 7ry o s. Let t : Y --+ P be any section, and let G = -rx o t.
I claim that FG is quasi-isomorphic to Ix in [X, X], and FG is quasi-isomorphic to ly in
[Y, Y]. By symmetry, it is enough to consider GF.
To show that 1x and GF are quasi-isomorphic, let us first define a quasi-functor A'
[X, X] whose source and target are 1x and GF. Indeed, we are given a morphism aAl -+ X
(the vertex 0 goes to lx, vertex 1 to GF) and moreover we have a good choice of lift of
this to [X, P], namely we lift 1x to s and GF to t o ry o s. Projecting this to [X, Y],
both morphisms are F, so that we may fill the projected 1-shell with the degeneracy of
F. Because [X, P] -- [X, Y] is very surjective (by Proposition 1.5.3), this filler lifts, and
so projects to a 1-simplex in [X, X] as desired. A similar procedure produces a 1-simplex
where 0 maps to GF and 1 maps to 1x.
But then we have a aA2 -+ [X, X] whose zeroth and second faces are these last 1-
simplices and whose first face is 1GF. By construction, we can lift this to a morphism
aA2 -_ [X, P] whose projection to [X, Y] is the boundary of a degenerate 2-simplex. Filling
this with the degeneracy, lifting the filler back to [X, P] and projecting to [X, X], we obtain
a 2-simplex which witnesse that 1x -* GF and GF -- lx are inverse in one direction. A
similar argument shows they are inverse on the other side. By Theorem 1.5.24, we are done
with this implication.
(ii)=>(iii). If y is an object of Y, then F(G(y)) is quasi-isomorphic to y, so that F is
indeed essentially surjective.
Fix quasi-isomorphisms GF -- l x and FG -- ly. Let x and x' be objects in X. Let
us first produce a map g : Homy(F(x), F(x')) -+ Homx(x, x') which will be a homotopy
inverse to the map f : Homx(x, x') -, Homy(F(x), F(x')) induced from F. Certainly we
have an induced map G: Homy(F(x), F(x')) -, Homx(GF(x), GF(x')).
The given quasi-isomorphism GF - 1x inductively defines a morphism
A' x GF(Homx(x, x')) [A', X]
whose target consists only of simplices in Homx (x, x'). But then inductively (as GF(Homx(x, x'))
is a subcomplex of Homx(GF(x), GF(x'))) we can extend the morphism above to
A' x Homx(GF(x), GF(x'))
in the following manner.
On 0-simplices of Homx(GF(x), GF(x') whose image is not already defined, consider
the A'1 x A' U A' x A~ in X which is the morphisms GF(x) -+ x and GF(x') -+ x' on the
first component and is the desired 0-simplex of Homx(x, x') on the other. Recalling that
GF -- 1 is a quasi-isomorphism, we can fill this, and we obtain a 0-simplex of Hom(x, x').
But then given a morphism defined on the k-skeleton of Homx(GF(x), GF(x')), we may
extend it to an unfilled (k + 1)-simplex in the same fashion, only this time with a
(&Ak+l x A) x A' U (A k+ l x A1 ) x A'0
the first compoenent is the inductively defined construction, the second the given (k + 1)-
simplex. This is a diagram of the shape
OAk+l A 1 U Ak+ l x A
in [A', X] where all the morphisms {j} x A' are quasi-isomorphisms, and so can be filled.
Thus is a map Homx(GF(x), GF(x')) -* Homx(x, x') defined. Notice that in addition to
this we have a "mapping cone" A' x Homrx(GF(x), GF(x')) -+ [A',X] which extends the
mapping cone induced from GF -- 1. We let g the composition of this newly constructed
map with G above.
Now consider the composition gf. By construction, gf agrees with GF followed by
the map constructed above. Extend GF - 1 to S' -- [X, X], and let 1 -- GF be
the resulting inverse morphism. We inductively define a morphism A2 x Homx(x,x')
[A', X] whose first face will factor through Homx (x, x') and in fact be the desired morphism
1 -+ gf. We start by letting the map on 1 2 A2 x Homx (x, x') be induced from 1 -+ GF
above. Let the map on 00A2 x Hom(x, x') be induced from the mapping cone defined in the
previous paragraph, so that in fact it is induced from GF --+ 1 by construction. Therefore,
the restriction to {0} x Homx(x,x') is the identity on Hom(x,x') and the restriction to
{2} x Homx(x, z') is gf.
To complete the desired filling, recast the data we have as a morphism
A2  1  [ Hom(x,'), X],
so that the restrictions to the two boundary vertices of A' are the constant maps x and x',
respectively. We can thus use the given 2-simplex witnessing GF -+ 1 and 1 -+ GF being
inverses to add 2-simplices to this diagram, specifically extending it to
A 2 x XA U  x 1  [Homx(x, x'), X ] .
But we can fill this according to Lemma 1.2.6, and so we obtain a morphism
A 2 x Homx(x,x') -4 [A', X]
whose first face factors through Homx(x, x'). We have produced the desired homotopy
1 -- gf.
To finish the implication, we are left with producing a homotopy 1 -+- fg. According
to Lemma 1.5.41, we may assume that the quasi-isomorphism 1 -+ FG is such that F
applied to this on the right and  applied to 1 -4 GF on the left comprise the Al of
a 2-simplex whose first face is IF. The construction of g was by means of a morphism
Al x Homx(GF(x), GF(x')) -* [A', X]; composing with F on one side and G on the other,
we obtain a morphism
A' x Homy(F(x), F(x')) -- [A', Y]
whose restriction to {0} x Homy(F(x), F(x') is the morphism
Homy (F(x), F(x')) -+ Hom(FGF(x), FGF(x'))
induced from FG, and whose restriction to {1} x Homy (F(x), F(x')) is just fg.
Consider this last datum as a 1-simplex in [Homy(F(x), F(x')), [A', Y]]. The morphism
1 -* FG induces another 1-simplex in this simplicial set whose target is now the induced
morphism
Homy (F(x), F(x')) -- Hom(FGF(x), FGF(x')).
We thus have a, A2 in this simplicial set. Consider it as a morphism
A2 x A' - [Homy (F(x), F(x')), Y];
we can extend this to a morphism from
A x Al u A2 x OA 1
by using the 2-simplices F - FGF - F which exist (and fit) by our choice of 1 -, FG.
Filling this according to Lemma 1.2.6, we get a morphism
A 2 x A' [Homy(F(x), F(x')), Y]
which is constantly F(x) and F(x') along ,1A2 x WAl. Therefore, if we consider the
corresponding 2-simplex in [Homy(F(x), F(x')), [A', Y]], its first face is a 1-morphism in
[Homny(F(x), F(x')), Homvy(F(x), F(x'))]
whose source is 1 and whose target is fg. We are done with this implication.
(iii)•(iv). This just follows from Lemma 1.5.42.
(iv) =(i). Let P be the simplicial set whose m-simplices are ordered pairs (x, y) of an
m-simplex in X and an m-simplex in Y together with a quasi-isomorphism F(x) -* y in
[Am , Y]. I claim that the natural projections P -+ X and P -+ Y are very surjective.
Indeed, first we show that the map P -- X is very surjective. An m-simplex X in X
together with a lift of its boundary amounts to the data of x together with a morphism
aA m X A' u A m x {0} -- Y where the first component is the quasi-isomorphism part of the
data of the lift and the second component is just F(x). We can extend this to A m x A'1 -- Y
(because of the quasi-isomorphism assumption), and so can extract A m x {1} -f Y to be y
with the quasi-isomorphism as given by the full extension.
Secondly, we must show that P -+ Y is very surjective. First off, 0-simplices lift because
of essential surjectivity. For m > 0, an m-simplex y in Y together with a lift of its boundary
consists of the data of a morphism MAm x A1 U Am x {1} -+ Y, which, again because of
the quasi-isomorphism condition, we may fill to a morphism Am x A' -- Y. Let x' denote
the m-simplex of Y which is the image of A"" x {0} in this morphism. The simplex x' has
a boundary which is in the image of F (as it was a lift to begin with), but its interior may
not be.
By assumption, we know there is a morphism Am x A' -+ Y where Am x {0} --+ Y is in
the image of F, Am x {1} -- Y is x', and OAm x A 1 --+ Y is constantly the boundary of x'.
Attaching this to the quasi-isomorphism from before, we obtain a morphism A m x A2 --+ Y.
By construction, we can add degeneracies of the morphism Ox' - Oy to obtain a morphism
Am x A2 U am x A2 - Y,
which then fills according to Lemma 1.2.6. The first face of the resulting morphism A2 2-
[Am , Y] will then agree with the given data along the restriction to [OA m , Y], but also have
the property that its source is in the image of F, say it is F(x). Then (x, y) with the first
face examined above is our desired lift.
To finish, we need only show that F factors as a section of P -+ X followed by the
projection to Y. But we can produce a section X -+ P by sending an m-simplex x of X to
(z, F(x)), with the morphism F(x) -- F(x) being the identity. This section composed with
the projection to Y is evidently F, and so the proof is complete. O
Remark 1.5.45. The theorem in particular demonstrates that equivalence of 1-quasi-categories
is the same thing as the ordinary notion of equivalence of categories.
Corollary 1.5.46. Let F : X - Y be an equivalence between quasi-categories, and let
P(F) be the simplicial set whose m-simplices are ordered triples ((, T, f) where ( and -r are
m-simplices of X and Y respectively, and f : F(() -4 T is a quasi-isomorphism. Then the
projections P(F) -- X and P(F) -+ Y are very surjective. Let G : Y -* X be a quasi-
functor. Then G is quasi-inverse to F if and only if G factors as a section of P(F) -+ Y
followed by P(F) -- X.
Proof. The first statement follows from the proof of (iv)=(i) in Theorem 1.5.44. For the
second, one direction is proven in (i)--4(ii) of Theorem 1.5.44. For the other direction, if
we fix a quasi-isomorphism p : FG -+ ly, we can define the section we want by taking an
m-simplex T of Y to (G(r), T, p(7)) E P(F). O
Remark 1.5.47. Thus the equivalence witnesses P(F) are particularly nice. Not all equiv-
alence witnesses are so nice. Consider for example the identity quasi-functor 1x : X -+ X.
That this quasi-functor is an equivalence is witnessed by the very surjective morphisms
X -- X and X -+ X. But the identity quasi-functor has more quasi-inverses than just
itself! In this case, P(1x) is the "path space" consisting of the quasi-isomorphisms of X.
Corollary 1.5.48. Let F : X -- Y and G : Y -+ X be equivalences of quasi-categories such
that F and G factor through the same simplicial set P very surjective onto both X and Y.
Then F and G are quasi-inverse to one another.
Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of (i)=>(ii) in Theorem 1.5.44. O
Corollary 1.5.49. Quasi-inverses of equivalences between quasi-categories are equivalences.
Proof. Immediate from (ii) in Theorem 1.5.44. O
Corollary 1.5.50. Let F, G, and G' be quasi-functors between quasi-categories with F :
X -- Y and G, G' : Y -- X. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The quasi-f:unctors G and G' are respectively left and right quasi-inverses to F.
(ii) The quasi-functor F is an equivalence, G G', and both are quasi-inverse to F.
(iii) The quasi-functor F is an equivalence, G - G', and G is a quasi-inverse to F.
Proof. For (i)=*(ii), we have that
G - GFG' G '.
Therefore
FG _ FG' .ly
and
G'F  GF _ 1x.
Clearly (ii)•= (iii), and for (iii)=*(i) we have that
FG' _ FG _ ly.
Corollary 1.5.51. Let F : X --+ Y be an equivalence of quasi-categories and G be a left
(right) quasi-inverse to F. Then G is a quasi-inverse to F.
Proof. Let G' be any right (left) quasi-inverse to F and apply the previous corollary. O
Corollary 1.5.52. Let F, F' : X -+ Y be two quasi-functors between quasi-categories with
F being an equivalence, and suppose that F " F' in [X, Y]. Then F' is an equivalence.
Proof. Let F have a quasi-inverse G. Then 1x -- GF _ GF' and ly _ FG -_ F'G, so G is
also a quasi-inverse of F', showing that F' is an equivalence. Ol
Corollary 1.5.53. Compositions of equivalences between quasi-categories are equivalences.
Proof. Let F : X -+ Y and F' : Y -+ Z be equivalences of quasi-categories with quasi-
inverses F' and G' respectively. Then 1z 2- F'G' ~ F'FGG' and lx _ GF " GG'F'F, so
GG' is a quasi-inverse of F'F. O
Corollary 1.5.54. Let F : X --+ Y and G : Y -* Z be quasi-functors between quasi-
categories. If any two of F, G, and GF are equivalences, then so is the third.
Proof. As we have already treated the case where F and G are equivalences, let F and
GF be equivalences, with H a quasi-inverse of F. Then H is an equivalence, so GFH is
an equivalence, but then G L- GFH is an equivalence as well. The case of G and GF is
handled similarly. 0
Definition 1.5.55. Let X be a quasi-category, and let Yo be a set of objects in X. The
full sub-quasi-cateogry of X with objects Yo is the simplicial subset Y of X consisting of all
simplices of X whose vertices lie in Yo.
Definition 1.5.56. Let F : X -, Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories X and
Y. We say that F is fully faithful if for every x, x' E X the induced morphisms F :
Homx(x, x') --+ Homy (F(x), F(x')) are homotopy equivalences.
Corollary 1.5.57. Let F : X --+ Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-functors, and let
F(X) C Y denotes the full sub-quasi-category of Y containing the objects that objects in X
map to. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The quasi-functor F is fully faithful;
(ii) For any m > 1 and any a : MAm • X, the induced morphism
Fillx (a, A m ) -Filly (F(a), A m )
is surjective on connected components.
(iii) The induced quasi-functor F : X -+ F(X) is an equivalence.
Proof. To begin, (i)=.(ii) is a special case of Lemma 1.5.42. Secondly, (ii)=4(iii) follows
from Theorem 1.5.44 and the fact that F is essentially surjective onto F(X). Finally, for
(iii)4=(i), if F : X -+ F(X) is an equivalence, then as F(X) is a full sub-quasi-category of
Y, Homx(x, x') -4 HomF(x)(F(x), F(x')) = Homy(F(x), F(x')) is a homotopy equivalence.
1.6 Limits and Colimits
We will need a good theory of limits (and colimits) in quasi-categories in order to perform
many of the constructions we will want to use.
1.6.1 Terminal and Coterminal Objects
First we will treat terminal and coterminal (initial) objects, later generalizing to limits and
colimits of diagrams.
Definition 1.6.1. Let X be a quasi-category, x E X an object. We say that x is a terminal
object if the natural morphism X/x -+ X is very surjective, and say that x is initial or
coterminal if x\X --X is very surjective.
The main thing to say about terminal and coterminal objects is that they are unique
up to "canonical" quasi-isomorphism.
Proposition 1.6.2. Let X be a quasi-category, and T the full sub-quasi-category containing
all terminal (resp. coterminal) objects, which is to say T consists of all simplices of X all of
whose objects are terminal (or coterminal). Then T is a loose (-1)-quasi-category. In par-
ticular, if X has a terminal (resp. coterminal) object, then T is a loose (-2)-quasi-category,
and every morphism between two terminal (coterminal) objects is an quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. As the statement for terminal objects is dual to that for coterminal objects, it will
be enough to consider terminal objects. Therefore, suppose that OA m -+ T is an m-shell in
T with m > -1 + 2 = 1. The target object of this m-shell is a terminal object, say x E X.
But then the m-shell consists of the data of an (m - 1)-shell in X/x together with a filling
of its projection to an (m - 1)-shell in X. As X/x -+ X is very surjective, we find that the
filler lifts, which is to say the m-shell we started with has a filler. We thus have shown that
T is a loose (-1)-quasi-category.
If X has a terminal object, then T is nonempty, so can fill a 0-shell and is a loose (-2)-
quasi-category. If x -+ y is a morphism between terminal objects, then it is a morphism in
T, and as T is a quasi-groupoid, the morphism is an quasi-isomorphism. O
Remark 1.6.3. We should say a word or two about the use of "canonical" in this context.
In the situation of a quasi-category, it is too much to hope for a limit (or a terminal object)
to be well defined up to canonical isomorphism, as two isomorphisms might be related
(canonically) without being equal. The next best possiblity is that the quasi-category of all
solutions to a particular problem be (empty or) a "contractible" quasi-groupoid, but this is
just what it means for a quasi-category to be a loose (-1)-quasi-category.
Proposition 1.6.4. Let X be a quasi-category, and let x be an object which is quasi-
isomorphic to a terminal object y. Then x is itself terminal.
Proof. As x is quasi-isomorphic to y, there is a morphism f : x -, y such that X/f --+ X/x
and X/f --, X/y are both very surjective, as well as being the same upon composition with
X/x -4 X and X/y -+ X. Given a monomorphism E -- 8 and a morphism e -- X with a
lift E --+ X/x, lift E to X/lf and project down to X/y, so that E -- X/y is in fact a lift of
the original O --+ X. But then we can lift E -- X to X/y, whence to X/x. Projecting this
last back down to X/x, we obtain our desired lift of R. O[
Therefore if X has a terminal object x then the full sub-quasi-category of all terminal
objects is the full sub-quasi-category of all objects quasi-isomorphic to x.
Proposition 1.6.5. Let F : X -+ Y be an equivalence of quasi-categories. Then for every
object x E X, F(x) is a terminal object if and only if x is.
Proof. Suppose that x E X is terminal, so that X/x -- X is very surjective. We know that
we can factor F as a section s of a very surjective morphism 7rx : P -+ X followed by a
very surjective morphism iry : P - Y. If we are given a morphism A m - Y and a lift
iA m -+ Y/F(x), this is the same data as a morphism OAm+l -- Y whose target vertex is
F(x). We can thus lift this to a morphism OAm +l -- P whose target vertex is s(x), and
then the projection of this to X fills there (as x is terminal), so that the filler lifts and
projects back down to Y, giving the filler we were after.
Conversely, let G be a homotopy inverse to F. If F(x) is terminal, then by what we
have already proven G(F(x)) is also terminal. As x is quasi-isomorphic to G(F(x)), we
conclude that x is terminal as well. O
1.6.2 Diagram Quasi-Categories
We now lay the groundwork for a theory of limits and colimits in a quasi-category.
Definition 1.6.6. Let X be a quasi-category, D a simplicial set, and p : D -* X a morphism
(a "diagram"). We define the quasi-category X/p to be the fibre product
X/p = X x [D,Xl [D, X]lp,
where the morphism X -- [D, X] is the diagonal, also known as the morphism correpsonding
to the projection X x D -- X.
We intend X/p to be interpreted as the quasi-category of objects of X over p. There is,
however, another simplicial set which could reasonably be said to represent this idea.
Definition 1.6.7. Let X be a quasi-category, p : D -, X a diagram in X. We define the
simplicial set (X/p)' to be the simplicial set whose m-simplices are pairs (x, a) where x is an
m-simplex of X and a is a lift of p to x\X over x\X -+ X. The boundary and degeneracy
maps are induced by those in X, and thus we have a natural morphism of simplicial sets
(X/p)' - X.
Luckily, these two simplicial sets X/p and (X/p)' are actually equivalent to one another.
Proposition 1.6.8. Let X be a quasi-category and p : D - X a diagram. Then there
is a simplicial set P which admits very surjective maps P -- X/p and P --+ (X/p)', and
such that moreover composing these two morphisms with the corresponding projections to
X produces the same projection P --+ X.
Proof. Form a simplicial set D* whose simplices are defined as follows. For every m-simplex
a in D and integer r > 0, there is a unique (m + r)-simplex ar in D* whose first r
vertices are v and whose target m-simplex is a. For i > r, we take Oi(ar) = (Oi-ra)r and
ai(ar) = (ai-ra)r, and for i < r, we take Oi(ar) = ar-1 and aiar = ar+1. We then have
a natural inclusion D -+ D* taking a to a0 . One can think of D* as "D together with an
initial object."
For every integer m > 0, we may consider the simplicial set D* obtained by removing
from D* x Am+l the vertex (v, m+ 1) and all incident simplices. There are natural inclusions
Di_ - D* corresponding to the faces of ,,+lA m + l, and natural degeneracy maps
Dm+ 1 -- D* corresponding to the degeneracies of Om+lAm+l. Moreover, we have inclusions
D* x A'm -- Dm and D -+ D*, the latter by taking D to the target vertex of Am+l, so that
both are compatible (in the obvious way) with boundary and degeneracy maps. Therefore
we may define a simplicial set whose m-simplices are the morphisms D* -+ X such that
the restriction to D* x Am factors through the projection D* x Am -- Am and such that
the restriction to D is p. Call this simplicial set P.
We immediately see that P admits natural projections P --+ X/p and P --+ (X/rho)'.
The first is defined by composing D x A m +l - D m - X. The second is defined by
observing that for every r-simplex T in D, there is a unique (m + r + 1)-simplex in D m
whose target r-simplex is (r, m + 1) and whose first (m + 1) vertices are (v, i), i = 0,..., m.
Mapping this to X via a given m-simplex in P, the m-simplex with only v's maps to an
m-simplex x in X, and thus the (m + r + 1)-simplex as a whole maps to an r-simplex in
x\X, which we take to be the destination of T in a lift D -+ x\X. All together, this defines
a lift D -- x\X which we take to be the image of the m-simplex in P. It immediately
follows that P -* X/p --+ X = P - (X/p)' -+ X.
We are left only with showing that both maps P -+ X/p and P -- (X/p)' are very
surjective. Let us treat P -- X/p first. Suppose we are given an m-simplex A m -4 X/p
together with a lift of its boundary OA m -~ P. This consists of the data of a morphism
D x A m +  - X and morphisms Dn_1 - X for each boundary simplex of am+lAn+l;
we also know that all simplices which do not involve the target copy of D are given to us
by virtue of our assumptions (they are degeneracies recoverable from other data). We are
therefore missing precisely all those simplices which contain a vertex involving v and whose
projection to Am+l is all of Am+l. Let us hereafter refer to vertex (v, i) as the "ith top
vertex."
Suppose that a simplex of D* surjects onto Am+l and has vertices
(x0, i0), (Xl, ii),..., ( ir).
Then the sequence io, il, ... , ir must be nondecreasing and comprise all of [m+ 1]. Moreover,
the xj must all be v for all j less than or equal to some k < m (say k = -1 if there are no
such), after which point the xj come exclusively from D. Therefore, for all j 5 k, xj = v
and ij = j, and for j > k, xj E D and ij • ij- 1 + 1. Finally, let h denote the number of
vertices over k + 1 in Am+ l. Given a simplex of D* which surjects onto Am+l , we have
thus produced a triple (k, r, h), which we shall refer to as its signature.
Given an unfilled simplex with signature (k, r, h), there is a unique index £ such that
it = k and ij+1 = k + 1, and so we can ask the question of whether or not the simplex is an
eth degeneracy when projected to D*. Moreover, there is a bijection between simplices with
such a degeneracy and of signature (k, r + 1, h) and simplices without such a degeneracy
and of signature (k, r, h) given by omitting vertex £ in one direction (this will not have a
degeneracy by our construction of k) and producing fth degeneracy in the other. We will
construct by lexicographic induction on (k, r, h) a filling of all simplices without such a
degeneracy and signature (k, r, h) and all simplices with such a degeneracy and signature
(k, r + 1, h) by filling the horn implicit in the bijection above. The base k = 0 is given.
Indeed, consider a simplex of signature (k, r + 1, h) which has a degenerate projection as
above, and let £ be as above. The zeroth through (k - 1)th faces of the simplex are contained
in the data we started with, and its kth face has signature (k - 1, r + 1, h), so is already
filled. The (k + 1)th through (f - 1)th faces have signature (k, r, h) and the degeneracy,
so have been filled. The (f + 1)th face does not have a degeneracy, but its signature is
(k, r, h - 1), and so is filled. Finally, the jth face for e + I < j < r has the degeneracy
and is of signature (k, r, h - 1) or (k, r, h) and so is filled. As the £th face of the simplex
has signature (k, r, h) and no degeneracy, by construction we have no filled yet and so we
may fill this fth (inner) (r + 1)-horn. Therefore we have filled out our data to proven that
P -- X/p is very surjective.
We are left with showing that P -* (X/p)' is very surjective. Given an m-simplex
A m -- (X/p)' and a lift of its boundary OAm -+ P, we have the data of a morphism defined
on part of D* taking values in X; specifically, we are given a morphism defined on all faces
D*i_ 1 as well as all faces which contain the vertices (v, i) for 0 < i < m followed only by
vertices in D x {m + 1} c D*. The form of our desired filling thus forces a particular
restriction to &m+1Am+ l x D*, the degeneracy induced from the projection to X. We
conclude that the simplices we are missing are precisely those which surject onto Am+l and
which contain a vertex of the form (x, i), where i < m and x E D.
We will again use an induction on signature, only this time the induction will be down-
ward in k (but still upward in r and in h), and we use a different bijection. Notice that
there is a bijection between unfilled simplices with ik+1 = k +1 and simplices with ik+1 = k,
by adding (or eliminating, in the other direction) (v, k + 1) at index (k + 1). This is well-
defined by how D* was constructed from D. Thus do we again find a collection of horns;
for simplicity, we will call the signature of such a horn the triple (k, r, h) corresponding to
the omitted face. We prove by lexicographic induction on (k, r, h) (again, downward in k)
that we can construct a filling of all horns with this signature.
Indeed, the base is clear again (k = m was the datum of the filling in (X/p)'). For the
induction step, consider a horn with signature (k, r, h) (so that it is a A'k+l). The zeroth
through kth faces have been filled by the data we started with. We know that in the horn
ik+2 = k + 1. If ik+3 = k + 2, then the (k + 2 )th face is the filled face of a horn with
signature (k + 1, r, h') for some h', and so has already been filled. If, as is the other case,
ik+3 = k + 1, then the (k + 2 )th face is the interior of a filled horn of dimension r - 1 and
the same k-value, and so has been filled already. In any case, the jth faces for j > k + 2 are
interiors of filled horns of dimension r - 1 and the same k-value (or in the given data), and
so have been filled already. We conclude that we do indeed have a h+l.
This horn certainly fills, even if k + 1 = 0, because in this case the morphism from
the zeroth vertex to the first vertex is an identity morphism in X (being as io = ii = 0).
Therefore, the induction and the proof are complete. EO
Corollary 1.6.9. Let X be a quasi-category and p: D -* X a diagram. Then (X/p)' is a
quasi-category and there is an equivalence of quasi-categories F : X/p --+ (X/p)' such that
X/p -+ (X/p)'+ X = X/p - X,
where X/p -- X and (X/p)' -- X are the structural projections.
Proof. The simplicial set (X/p)' is a quasi-category because it is equivalent to the quasi-
cateogry X/p. If P -- (X/p)' and P -, X/p are morphisms as in the statement of the
proposition, then as the compositions with the projections to X are the same, any equiva-
lence F: X/p -- (X/p)' produced from a section of P -- X/p will be what we want. O
Of course, we may dualize this entire discussion, defining p\X, (p\X)', and proving that
these two quasi-categories are also equivalent to one another.
1.6.3 Limits and Colimits
The preceding discussion motivates the following definition:
Definition 1.6.10. Let X be a quasi-category and p : D -- X a diagram. We say that an
object in X/p is a limit (of the first type) of p if it is terminal in X/p. At times we will
also use the term limit to refer to the image of this object under the natural quasi-fimctor
X/p -- X, and the object itself will then be referred to as a limit diagram (of the first type).
A limit (diagram) of the second type is by definition a terminal object in (X/p)', and of
course here the term limit applies to the underlying object of X as well. We dually define
colimits and colimit diagrams.
We observe that a limit (considered as an object of X) can be just as easily thought of
as an object of X/p as it can be thought of as an object of (X/p)'. In practice, when (e.g.)
we will be looking at fibre products in a quasi-category, the presentation as an object of
(X/p)' will be a bit more manageable. Nonetheless, X/p is a formally simpler construction,
and so should come in handy. Of course, all these remarks apply to colimits as well.
One should also note that as there is no preferred composition law in a quasi-category,
these notions of limit and colimit are properly seen as notions homotopy limit and homotopy
colimit. That the homotopy-weak notions are forced upon us in this context is one appealing
feature of quasi-categories. For example, the fibre products of stacks that we care about
are the "2-fibre products," which are the homotopy fibre products in Cat.
We will return to limits and colimits when we discuss adjoint quasi-functors in the next
chapter.
Chapter 2
Fibrations
2.1 Fibrations
Before we can discuss more notions which generalize ordinary category theory, we need the
notion of right fibration.
Definition 2.1.1. Let f : X -+ Y be a morphism of simplicial sets, and 0 < n < oo as
usual. We say that this morphism is a left (resp. right) n-fibration if the morphism
[A', X] - X [A', S]
is n-very surjective, where the map [A1 , X] -+ X is induced from the inclusion of the target
(resp. source) object Ao0 -- A 1, the map [A', X] -+ [A', S] is obtained by composition,
and the map [A', S] -* S is restriction to the target (resp. source). We sometimes omit
the n in the case of n = oo as usual, and will also refer to right n-fibrations being fibred in
n-quasi-groupoids.
The meaning of the definition of fibred in n-quasi-groupoids is that a morphism in X
is to be "essentially the same thing" as a morphism in S together with a lift of its target
to X. Another way of saying this is that "pullbacks along morphisms in S exist and are
canonical." This should remind the reader of the familiar notion of a category fibred in
groupoids, and in fact we will show that this notion generalizes the familiar one. Another
way to phrase this is that "the space of pullbacks of an object in X along a morphism in S
is contractible."
The terms right and left fibration are intended to evoke Joyal's definitions in [Joy02].
We will show in the next proposition that our notion is in fact the same as his. In fact, his
notion of mid fibration is also expressible in terms similar to the above, only the horn in
that context is not Al or A' but A2. There seems, however, to be no so easily expressible
notion of "n-fibration." As Joyal's definition is relatively easy to check, the proposition will
also serve for us as a computational tool.
Proposition 2.1.2. Let f : X -+ S be a morphism of simplicial sets. Then f is a (left,
right) n-fibration if and only if for every (left, right) horn : Am - X upstairs and every
filler a : A m -+ S of f o T in S, there is a lift of a to a filler of r, and moreover this lift is
unique whenever m > n.
Proof. First, assume that f possesses the horn-filling condition for right n-fibrations de-
scribed in the proposition statement, and let A m -+ X x s [A', S] be an m-simplex with a
lift OA m -+ [A', X] of its boundary upstairs. We thus have a morphism
OAm x AluAm x A --+ X
together with a filling of its projection in S to a map A m x A' -- S. But as we may fill
delA m x A' U Am x A' to Am x A1 by a succession of inner horn fillings followed by a filling
of a AmVl (by Lemma 1.2.6), we may successively lift the filling in S to the desired filling
in X. If m > n, then these lifts will all be unique as we are only filling (m + 1)-horns.
The same argument applies for left n-fibrations.
Conversely, let Am -- X be a horn with 0 < k < m in X and A m a filling of this horn in
S. Construct a shape E = Am x A 1UA m x {1} - X by using the morphism E -- Am which
takes (i, e) to k if e = 1 and i < k; otherwise map the point to i. This is well-defined because
k > 0 and so Am x { 1} maps to a degeneracy of a simplex in Am. The morphism E -+ Am
admits a section, as we can take Am to Am x {0}. Moreover, we can fill E to E = A m x A'
in S by using the given filler of the horn. Therefore, we have a map Am -+ [A', X] together
with a filling of this to A m - X x s [A', S]. As [A', X] -* X x s [A, S] is n-very surjective,
the filler lifts (giving a filler of the horn via the section) and uniquely if m > n. But in this
last case, any other lifted filler of Am in X produces a different lifting in [A', X], and so if
m > n fillers of A' over S are unique.
Again, the left n-fibration case is analogous. O
Notice that after this last proposition it is automatic that if a simplicial set X is fibred
in n-quasi-groupoids over an n-quasi-category S, then X is itself an n-quasi-category (this
of course remains true if S is an m-quasi-category for m < n). Moreover, the condition
of being fibred in n-quasi-groupoids is stable under pullback of simplicial sets (by a proof
similar to the proof of stability of n-very-surjective maps, using the condition in Proposition
2.1.2).
We will want a loosening of the above notion of fibration for certain purposes.
Definition 2.1.3. Let X -+ S be a right (left) fibration. We say that this morphism is
a loose right (left) n-fibration if for every k > n + 2 and every Ak -+ S with a lift of its
boundary OAk -* X, there is an extension of this lift across the interior of the k-simplex.
We will also refer to loose right n-fibrations as morphisms fibred in loose n-quasi-groupoids.
Proposition 2.1.4. Let X -- S be a (loose) right n-fibration such that S is a (loose)
n-quasi-category ( resp. n-quasi-groupoid). Then X is a (loose) n-quasi-category (resp.
n-quasi-groupoid). Similarly for left fibrations.
Proof. As usual, we treat right fibrations and observe that the same arguments work for
left fibrations.
First let us treat the n-quasi-category case. If A' -- X is an inner horn, we may project
it down to S and fill it there to A m -- S; this filler lifts to a filler of the horn in X as X --+ S
is a right fibration. If m > n and there are two fillers of an m-horn in X, these two must
map to a single filler in S as S is an n-quasi-category. But as X -- S is a right n-fibration,
this filler can lift to only one filler in X, so that the two fillers in X that we started with
must have been equal all along.
For the n-quasi-groupoid case, notice that the same arguments as above can be made
for right horns, so that right m-horns fill in X and uniquely if m > n, and moreover by
the above argument X is an n-quasi-category. But then by Proposition 2.1.2 X must be an
n-quasi-groupoid, as we wanted.
Finally, the loose cases are treated by observing that the definition of loose right n-
fibration permits a similar argument, only this time lifting fillers of k-shells for k > n+2. O
In particular, the fibre over a 0-simplex of S is always a (loose) n-quasi-groupoid (as
Ao is a 0-quasi-groupoid and a loose (-2)-quasi-groupoid), somewhat justifying the term
"fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids."
Proposition 2.1.5. Let X -+ S be a right (left) fibration. Then X -- S is a loose right
(left) n-fibration if and only if the morphism
[An+2, X] - [aAn+ 2, X] X [An+2,s] [An+ 2, S]
is very surjective.
Proof. We may as well prove this only for the case of a right fibration.
First consider the case n = -2. Then we are to prove that X --+ S is very surjective
(i.e. fibred in loose (-2)-quasi-groupoids, by definition) if and only if
X = [Ao, X] -- [&Ao , X] x [o,s] [A o, S]= * = S,
is very surjective, which is tautological. For the remainder of the proof, assume n > -2.
If X -- S is a loose right n-fibration, then a morphism
Ak ~, [An+2, X] x [on+2,S] [An+ 2, S]
with a lift of its boundary to [An+2, X] is a morphism
A n + 2 X OA k U aA n + 2 x Ak _- X
together with a filling of this morphism to An +2 x Ak in S. But all the missing simplices
here in the lift are of dimension n + 2 and higher, and so can be lifted by the definition of
loose right n-fibration.
Conversely, let k > n + 2 and let Ak -+ S be a morphism with a lift of its boundary
upstairs OAk -- X. Form a shape
E = A k - n - 2 X aAn + 2 U aAk- n - 2 X An+2
so that there is a projection map E -+ OA k given by taking a vertex (i, j) to the vertex
i + j of OAk if i = 0 or j = n + 2, and taking (i, j) to i + j + 1 otherwise. As E contains no
nondegenerate k-simplices, this map is in fact well-defined. We thus produce a morphism
E -- X' with a filling to Ak-n- 2 X A n + 2 , Ak in the base.
According to the fact of the assumed very surjectivity of
[An+2, X] ,+ [OAn+ 2, X] x [an+2,sj [An+2, S],
we can lift the filler in S to a morphism A k - n- 2 x A n + 2 -+ X. If k = n + 2, this filler is
precisely the filler we are looking for.
Otherwise, let X' = Xx s Ak, so that X' is a right fibration over a category and so is a
quasi-category itself. Moreover, the morphism Ak-n-2 x A n + 2 - X clearly factors through
X'. Consider the k-simplex in Ak-n-2 x An+2 with vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1),..., (0, n + 2), (1, n + 2),..., (k - n - 2, n + 2).
By assumption, this simplex agrees with the OAk we started with except possibly at the
(n + 2)th face. I claim that nonetheless this (n + 2 )th face is equivalent in the quasi-category
X' to the (n + 2)th face of OAk (in the sense of Lemma 1.5.7).
To see the equivalence, note that the (k - 1)-simplex in question has vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1),... ,(0, n + 1), (1, n + 2),.. ., (k - n - 2, n + 2).
As 1 + (n + 1) + 1 1 1 + (n + 2), the k-simplex with vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1),...,(0, n), (0, n + 1), (1, n + 1), (1, n + 2),...,(k - n - 2, n + 2)
has degenerate jth faces for j $ n + 2, n + 3 in the appropriate way to witness that the face
we are interested in is equivalent to the face with vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (0, n), (0, n + 1), (1, n + 1), (2, n + 2),...,(k- n- 2, n+ 2).
Continuing inductively in the obvious fashion, we can show that for each i with 0 < i <
k -- n - 2, the above simplices are equivalent to the simplex with vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (0, n), (0, n+ 1), (1, n + 1),..., (i, n + 1), (i + 1, n+ 2),..., (k - n - 2, n+ 2).
But then using the k-simplex with vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1), ... ,(0, n), (0, n+l), (1, n+l),..., (k-n-3, n+1), (k-n-2, n+1), (k-n-2, n+2),
all of whose faces save the (k - 1)th and kth are degeneracies in the appropriate way, we see
that the simplex in question is equivalent to the simplex with vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1),..., (0, n), (0, n + 1), (1, n + 1),..., (k - n - 3, n + 1), (k - n - 2, n + 1).
As this last simplex is contained in E and maps to the (n + 2)th face of our original shell,
we have proven the claim.
But now by Lemma 1.5.8, we conclude that there is a k-simplex in X' whose boundary
is the the given k-shell. But this k-simplex must map to Ak downstairs, and so composing
with the projection X' -+ X we obtain a filler of the original k-shell which lives over the
k-simplex in S that we started with. We are done. O
Proposition 2.1.6. Let X -- S be fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids and E a simplicial
set. Then [E, X] --+ [E, S] and E x X -+ E x S are fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids.
Similarly for left fibrations.
Proof. As usual, we treat only the right fibration situation. For the case of being fibred in
n-quasi-groupoids, we need to check that
[a , [IE, X]] -+ [A , [X, S]] x[r,s] [E, X]
is n-very surjective. But by formal nonsense, this morphism is just the induced morphism
[E, [aW, X]] - [E, [A', S] xs X],
so what we want follows from Proposition 1.5.3. Similarly,
(nA,e x X] -> [A,, x S] xcxs (E x X)
is formally the same morphism as
[A,, E] x [A1, X] [A, E] x ([A, S]s x) ,
which is also immediately very surjective.
Being fibred in loose n-quasi-groupoids is also expressible by an axiom of this form (by
the previous proposition) and so the same formal argument finishes the proof. O
Proposition 2.1.7. Let X -- S and Y -- S be morphisms of simplicial sets such that
Y -- S is fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids, and let [X, Y]s denote the fibre product
[X, Y]s = [X, Y] x[x,s] 1
where 1 -- [X,S] represents the morphism X -- S. Then [X, Y]s is a (loose) n-quasi-
groupoid.
Proof. By the preceding proposition, [X, Y] --+ [X, S] is fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids,
so taking the fibre over the object 1 --+ [X, S] we obtain that [X, Y]s is a (loose) n-quasi-
groupoid. O
Remark 2.1.8. A special case of the last proposition which one should keep in mind is that
where X -- S is also fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids, so that Hom objects between
simplicial sets fibred in (loose) n-quasi-groupoids are actually themselves (loose) n-quasi-
groupoids. In the sequel, we will compare this to an "internal" Hom.
We will usually only use the notion of right fibration in the case where the base S is an
ordinary category. The more general definition is nonetheless pedagogically useful in the
proof of the main theorem of this section.
2.2 The Large Simplicial Sets nFib/S and LnFib/S
Definition 2.2.1. Let S be a simplicial set. Define the (large) simplicial set nFib/S by
letting the m-simplices be the simplicial sets fibred in n-quasi-groupoids over (Am)op x S
(the op is to account for the fact that the quasi-groupoid-valued "functors" corresponding
to fibred categories are contravariant), together with simplicial sets isomorphic to pullbacks
under all nonidentity morphisms Ak -- Am. Boundary and degeneracy maps are given by
rearranging (or truncating) the data in the obvious fashion. As usual, let Fib/S denote
ooFib/S.
Similarly define LnFib/S by replacing the words "fibred in n-quasi-groupoids" with
"fibred in loose n-quasi-groupoids."
The choice of pullbacks, while a bit ugly, seems necessary unless we want to regard the
sets of simplices of nFib/S and LnFib not as sets but as groupoids (or categories). This
sort of concern will fade into the background once we begin to regard nFib/S and LnFib/S
not as simplicial sets so much as quasi-categories.
To prove the main theorem about nFib/S and LnFib/S, we need a few lemmas.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let S and T be simplicial sets, n an integer. Then there is are isomorphisms
of (large) simplicial sets [SOP, nFib/T] --+ nFib/(S x T) and [SOP, LnFib/T] -+- LnFib/(S x
T).
Proof. This follows immediately upon observing that an m-simplex of [Sop, nFib/T] is just
a morphism Am x Sop -- nFib/T. But an r-simplex in nFib/T is by definition a right
n-fibration X -- T x (Ar)op, so a morphism A m x Sop -- nFib/T is literally the same
thing as a right n-fibration X -+ (Am )"p x S x T, which of course is the same thing as an
m-simplex of nFib/(S x T). A similar argument holds for the loose case. O
Remark 2.2.3. After this lemma, it makes sense to identify nFib/(S x T) and LnFib/(S x T)
with [Sop, Fib/Tj and [SOP, LnFib/T] respectively, and we will do so freely. In particular,
take note of the case of T being a point, so that e.g. nFib/S = [S, nFib/*].
Lemma 2.2.4. Suppose X -- S is a right fibration. Then X -+ S is fibred in loose n-quasi-
groupoids if and only if all fibres over 0-simplices in S are loose n-quasi-groupoids.
Proof. One direction follows from the fact that loose right n-fibrations are stable under fibre
product.
For the other direction, assume that all fibres of X over 0-simplices in S are loose n-
quasi-groupoids. Let m > n + 2 and let aA m -* X be an m-shell together with a filling
Am --+ S in S. We may as well pull back along this filler and assume from here on that
S = A m . We will prove by descending induction on r that any m-shell in X the image of
which in S is contained in an m-simplex whose source r-simplex is the degeneracy of 0 can
be filled in X (over this simplex).
If r = m, this follows from the fact that fibres over 0-simplices in S are loose n-quasi-
groupoids. Assuming the induction hypothesis, let 9A m - X be an m-shell in X the source
(m - r)-simplex of whose image in S is the degeneracy of 0. Make this shell a part of the
(r + 1)th face of an (m + 1)-simplex. First, pull back a 1-simplex from the (m + 1)th vertex
to the (r + 1)th vertex over the 1-simplex from 0 to the image of the target 0-simplex of the
shell. Now, inducting on the size of S C [m] - {r + 1} we fill in the simplex with vertices
SU {r + 1, m + 1} as this will have a •Al'l+ already filled in and then we can use the fact
that X --+ S is a right fibration.
But now we are left with a Amm+l together with the (m - 1)-simplex with vertices
[m] - {r + 1} (which was in our original data). Consider the (m + 1)th face of this, which
is an m-shell whose source (r + 1)-simplex maps to the degeneracy of 0 in S, and so fills by
the induction hypothesis. We are left, finally, with a A'+' which of course fills as X -+ S
is a right fibration. The induction, whence the proof of the proposition, is complete. O
Lemma 2.2.5. Let Z -- S be fibred in loose n-quasi-groupoids over an n-quasi-category S.
Then II,(Z) = 7rn(Z) -- S is fibred in n-quasi-groupoids.
Proof. As Z --+ 7rn(Z) is very surjective, a right horn in 7rn(Z) will lift to Z, and so the
data of a filler of the horn in S will give a filler of the horn in Z, which projects down toa
filler of the horn in irn(Z). Therefore, 7rn(Z) is a right fibration.
For the uniqueness condition, let A' -4 7rn(Z) be a right horn in 7rn(Z) with m > n,
together with a filler of its image in S to A m . If k < m, then the filler exists and is unique
in wn(Z) so that because fillers of such horns are unique in S, the filler is a lift, and so the
unique lift.
If k = m, suppose that we have two fillings of a single horn A' -- Z. I claim that these
two fillings have the same mth face. If m > n + 1, the mth faces have the same n-skeleton,
and so must be equal because irn(Z) is an n-quasi-category. If m = n + 1, we can form
a A"'m1 by letting its zeroth face be one filler, its first face the other, and its jth face for
1 < j _ m be the zeroth degeneracy of the (j - 1)th face of the horn (or either filler). This
horn projects into the zeroth degeneracy of the filler in S, and so the filler lifts. Extracting
the (m + 1)th face of the filled horn upstairs, we see that the two fillers have equivalent mth
faces. As these faces have dimension n, they must be equal in 7rn(Z), proving the claim.
But now both fillers have the same boundary, which is of dimension at least n. As 7rn(Z)
is an n-quasi-category, the two fillers themselves must therefore be equal. We are done. El
Lemma 2.2.6. Let X -+ S be fibred in loose n-quasi-groupoids over an arbitrary simplicial
set S. Then there is a right n-fibration irn(X/S) - S which is initial in the full subcategory
of X\SSets/S consisting of the right n-fibrations.
Proof. We define an equivalence relation on m-simplices of X by saying that two m-simplices
are equivalent if and only if they lie over the same m-simplex in S and are equivalent in
the sense of 7rn for quasi-categories. This is clearly an equivalence relation, and we define
7rn(X/S) to be the simplicial set obtained by taking the quotient of the m-simplices of X by
this relation; there is of course a natural map 7rn(X/S) - S, and it is easy to see that for any
m-simplex A m - S we have a natural isomorphism 7rn(X/S) xs Am - 7rn(X xs Am). But
rn (X x sA m ) is fibred in n-quasi-groupoids over A"m by Lemma 2.2.5, and so irn (X/S) x sA m
is as well. But then if Am - 7rn(X/S) is a right horn with a filling to A m -- S downstairs,
any lift of this filler will factor uniquely through irn(X/S) xs Am , and so this filler will lift
and uniquely if m > n, which shows that 7rn(X/S) -+ S is a right n-fibration.
But then if Y -+ S is any other right n-fibration over S and under X, then for any
Am -- S the map Am xs X -* A m xs Y factors uniquely through rn,(X/S) xs A m =
7rn(X xs A m ) over A m , which shows that X -+ Y factors through rn(X/S), as desired. O
Finally, we have a relativization of the Hn functors from the last chapter.
Proposition 2.2.7. Let X -- S be a right fibration. Then there is a right n-fibration
IHn(X/S) -- S which is initial in the full subcategory of X\SSets/S consisting of the right
n-fibrations.
Proof. Let Xo = X. Given Xin, form a simplicial set X,+1 together with a morphism
X•+ 1 --+ S by inductively adjoining an m-simplex whenever m > n + 2 and there is an
m-shell OA m --+ X n together with a filling A m -- S downstairs which cannot be lifted.
Taking Xn to be the union of the Xi, we see that X" is fibred in loose n-quasi-groupoids
over S as right horns A q -, X n with fillers Aq - S can be filled by a lift as long as q < n + 2
(as we added no new q-horns), and if q > n + 2 then we can fill the missing face by lifting
the (q - 1)-shell filler downstairs, and then fill the interior similarly.
Let Hn(X/S) = rn(Xn/S). Any right n-fibration Y over S with a map from X over S
will admit a unique extension to X n -- Y over S as fillers downstairs of q-shells upstairs
in Y for q 2 n + 2 lift uniquely in Y. Therefore, we get a unique map fnl(X/S) --* Y, as
desired. O
2.3 The Main Conjecture
In this section we outline progress towards a proof of the following:
Conjecture 2.3.1. For any simplicial set S, the large simplicial sets Fib/S and opFib/S
are quasi-categories.
To prove this, it would be enough to show that opFib/* is a quasi-category, as Fib/S and
and opFib/SOP are isomorphic simplicial sets and opFib/S is isomorphic to [S, opFib/*]. To
achieve this latter end, we will relate opFib/* to a certain quasi-category of Kan complexes.
2.3.1 A quasi-category of spaces
Definition 2.3.2. Let a be a finite ordinal. We define the simplicial set C(a) to have
n-simplices which are tuples (So,..., Sn) of subsets of a such that min Si = min a and
max Si = max a.
We have a union map
C([p, q]) x C([q, r]) - C(p, r]),
given by taking ((Si)i, (Ti)i) to (Si U Ti)i. Notice also that if o : a - f is a map of ordinals
with ýp(max a) = max 3 and ýp(min a) = min 3, we get an induced map C(•p) : C(a) -- C(3)
given by S H o(S).
Definition 2.3.3. Let Sn consist of all tuples [(Xi)o<i<n, (fij)<i<j<n], where the Xi are
Kan complexes, fij : Xi x C[i,j] -- Xj, and subject to fii = 1x, and whenever i < j < k
we have a commutative diagram
Xi x c([i, j]) x c([j, k]) -"' - X• x C([j, k])
ixu fjk
Xi x C([i, k]) 
- Xk
We would like to fold the Sn into a single large simplicial set S. To do this, we fix some
notation.
Definition 2.3.4. Let p : [m] -- [n] be a morphism of finite ordinals and ( = [(Xi), (fij)] E
Sn. We define ýo*( = [(Yi), (gij)] E Sm by letting Yi = X,(i) and defining gij : Yi x C[i, j]
Yj to be the composition of
fW(i)m(j) : XW(i) x C[o(i), P(j)] -- Xw(j)
with C(p) : C[i, j] --+ C[cp(i), p(j)].
As C((p)C(b) = C(cp), these maps p* :Sn -4 Sm are (contravariantly) functorial in (p,
and therefore give us a large simplicial set S.
This simplicial set is designed to function as a kind of coherent nerve of the Kan-complex-
enriched category of Kan complexes. The simplicial sets C[i, j] are "cubes" and the fij give
homotopies and higher homotopies between the various compositions. More specifically, if
we set gij = fij lxx {{i,j}}, then for example fo3 gives a square whose vertices are g23912g01,
g23902, 913901, and go03
Proposition 2.3.5. The large simplicial set S is a quasi-category.
Proof. If we are given an inner horn An - S that we wish to fill, we have its source and
target faces, implying that we are given all the fij we want except for (parts of) fon, which
we think of as a morphism C([n]) - [Xo, Xn]. The partial map we have is defined on
Uk n C([n]), where U, consists of all simplices (So,...,Sr) of C([n]) such that either
nSi = {O, n} or USi 2! [n] - {k}.
To see this, note that the simplices forced by the jth face of the horn are precisely those
with j not in any Si. The simplices forced by compatibilities in our desired filler are those
with some j contained in all the Si, as this is the precise case in which we can break each
Si into Si n [0, j] and Si n [j, n], so that our simplex shows up in C([O, j]) x C([j, n]).
We conclude that the simplices we have yet to fill are precisely those simplices (So, . . , Sr)
with [n] - {k} C USi and nSi = {0, n}. Given such a simplex C, let b be least with k ý Sb,
and let T = T(C) = Sb U {k}. I claim there is a bijection between simplices C with T(C)
preceding Sb in ( and those not, given by adding or removing T(() just before Sb. Indeed,
removing T(C) results in a simplex where nSi remains the same and USi loses only k if
it changes; therefore it remains unfilled. It cannot be degenerate as Sb-2 in the original
( must contain k, therefore cannot equal Sb. Adding T(C) cannot result in a degenerate
simplex as if we are adding it then Sb-1 5 T(C). Moreover, the value of r - b remains fixed
under this operation, so T(C) does as well. Call ( of degenerate type if T(() is the (b - 1)th
vertex of C, and of nondegenerate type otherwise.
We can fill in all of C([n]) by induction on r and r - b, filling in simplices ( as above
of degenerate type together with the corresponding simplex of nondegenerate type. These
comprise a horn if the other faces of C have been filled already. This will be true, as if we
look at the face opposite any vertex other than Sb or T, if it was not filled at the outset the
T-value will remain the same and the face will be of degenerate type and lesser dimension.
If we look at the face opposite Sb and it was unfilled at the outset, the face will be of
nondegenerate type but its value of r - b will be less than that of C, so that this also will
have been filled by the induction hypothesis. We are left with a left horn in C, which we
can fill as [Xo, Xn] is a Kan complex. This completes the proof. E
2.3.2 The morphism D : S -- opFib/*
We begin by setting up a bit of new formalism.
Definition 2.3.6. Let a be a finite ordinal. Define a simplicial set -E(p) to have as n-
simplices sequences (So, S1,...,Sn), where Si C a and maxSi = maxa for all i, and
moreover
min So 5 min S1 < ... < min S,.
Boundary and degeneracy maps are according to the sequence.
We define a projection E(cp) -+ a taking (So, ... , Sn) to (min So,..., min S,).
We have a union map
([p, q]) x C([q, r]) -- ([p, r])
given by taking ((Si)i, (Ti)i) to (Si UT i )i; this extends the union map for C. Also, if • : a
p3 is a map of ordinals with p(max a) = max /3, we get an induced map E(c) : E(a) -- E(3)
given by S - (yp(S); this also extends the corresponding maps for C.
Notice that C[i, n] is the fibre of E[n] -+ [n] over i E [n]. Thus E[n] functions as a kind
of amalgamation of the C[i, n] for all i < n.
Definition 2.3.7. Let ( = [(Xi), (fij)] E Ss be an s-simplex of S. Let D(),n be the set
consisting of all tuples (y, ao,... ,an) where y : [n] -- [s], ai : E[i] -ý Xy(i), subject to the
axiom that
E[i] x C[i, j] U j]
ai x C((i) aj
x'(,) x C[y(i), y(j)] A-) X(j)
commutes.
For any q = (y, ao,..., an) E D(()n and any p : [m] -+ [n], we define the pullback along
p to be
0* 7 = (7(p, a%(O) o E(P1[o]) ,..., %,(m)0 o E(PI[m])).
The tuple p*q as in the definition above is an m-simplex because of the commutative
diagram:
E[i] x C[i,j] u[j]
[c(i)] x C[po(i), p(j)] u [W(j)]
As the assignment q H-+ o*r is evidently functorial in 0, we see that D(() is in fact a
simplicial set.
Notice that D(() comes equipped with a morphism D(() -+ A given by taking (y, ao,... , an)
to 7.
Proposition 2.3.8. Let ( be an s-simplex of S. Then the morphism D(() -- A" is a left
fibration.
Proof. Suppose we are given a left horn A"' -+ D(() which we fill to A m -+ A" downstairs.
The m-simplex downstairs forces y for the lift we want, so we endeavor to fill in the required
maps ai : E(q('[i]) -+ X,(i). As the horn contains the mth face of A m , we have already
determined ai for each i < m. Therefore, if we find an aom consistent with the given data,
we will be done.
Let us investigate what of E([m]) has been mapped to Xy(m), and what remains.
Recall that r-simplices of E([m]) are sequences (So,..., ST), where Si C [m], m E Si,
and the min Si form a nondecreasing sequence in [m]. Nondegenerate simplices are those
sequences as above so that no two consecutive terms are equal.
Let us look at the fth face of the horn. In the eth face we retain precisely those simplices
(So,..., Sr) such that for each i we have e 1 Si. Notice that if some simplex (So,..., S') is
forced by two different boundaries, say e and £', then each Si contains neither e nor £' and so
the simplex is contained in the intersection of the th and e£th boundary faces. Agreement
here of what we are forcing in am is thus implied by these being faces of a single horn.
We should also consider the image of the union map E([j]) x C([j, m]) --+ E([m]) for each
j with 0 < j < m. The union map is an injection with image those simplices (So,..., S,)
such that j E Si for all i. If j < j' and a simplex (So,..., Sr) is in the image of both
corresponding union maps, then j,j' c Si for all i and the agreement is implied by the
compatibility axiom from S:
-•[1 v /.[. 4/1 v Pld? ,ml
l7] X C[i,m] x cu', mJ
Therefore the simplices ( = (So, ... ,Sr) we have yet to fill are those such that Usi 2
[m] - {k} and nSi = {m}.
For such a simplex, we know at least one of the Si cannot contain k by the intersection
condition, as k < m. Let b = b(C) be least so that k 0 Sb; thus we know that k E Sb-1. We
say that C is large if Sb-1 = Sb U {k}, and say it is small otherwise. Notice that in any case
min Sb- I < k and min Sb- 1 min Sb, so
min Sb-1 5 min {k, min Sb} = min Sb U {k} < min Sb.
Thus we can always add Sb U {k} just before Sb and obtain another simplex of E([m]).
I claim that adding and removing v = Sb U {k} just before the bth vertex induces a
bijection between small and large nondegenerate unfilled simplices. That this takes non-
degenerate simplices to nondegenerate simplices is immediate from the minimality of b.
Removing Sb U {k} will not change n Si as Sb C Sb U {k} will remain, and at worst USi
will lose k, in which case we still have U Si 2 [m] - {k}. Therefore the face opposite v is
unfilled. But as we are adding and removing the same vertex (the minimal Si not containing
k does not change under this operation), these operations are inverse, and we indeed have
our bijection.
Let us now fill in all these simplices, inducting, for a large unfilled simplex C, on its
dimension r and on r - b, and filling corresponding pairs under the above bijection simul-
taneously. Given such an unfilled (, its faces other than its (b - l)th and bth faces are either
filled at the outset or large and of lesser dimension, so filled by the induction hypothesis.
Its bth face is either filled or unfilled and small but with a lesser value of r - b. In any case,
this face too is filled by the induction hypothesis. Therefore all we need fill of ( is the (left)
horn wherein only ( and O,( are omitted. This we can fill, so completing the proof. O
We therefore obtain an assignment D taking an n-simplex ( to the left fibration D(() -+
A n .
Proposition 2.3.9. The map D respects boundaries and degeneracies, so that it defines a
morphism of large simplicial sets S -+ opFib/*.
Proof. Fixing an n-simplex ( of S and ordinal maps 3 : [r] --+ [m] and y : [m] -- [n], we need
to show that for any tuple (ao, ... -, at) of maps ai : ý[i] -- Xa(i), the tuple (3, aco,..., ar)
is an r-simplex of D(y*() if and only if the tuple (y/,3, ao, ... , a) is an r-simplex of D(().
But this follows from the commutative diagram:
E[i] x C[i, j] u [j]
1 x c(-Y)
We are now in a position to state the a second conjecture (predicated on Conjecture
2.3.1).
Conjecture 2.3.10. The functor D : S -- opFib/* is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
2.3.3 Two projections, one very surjective
our plan to prove Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.10 is to produce a large simplicial set P together
with projections rl : P -- S and 7r2 : P -+ opFib/*, both very surjective, so that D factors
as a section of rl followed by 7r2. In this section we will construct P and show that 7rl is
very surjective; afterwards, in what is the heart of the argument, we show that ir2 is also
very surjective.
Definition 2.3.11. Define the simplicial set P so that P, consists of all tuples ((, Z, 4)
where ( is an m-simplex of S, the simplicial set Z is a left fibration over A m , and 4 :
D(() -4 Z is an equivalence of left fibrations over Am. Define projections 7rl : P -- S and
7r2 : P -* opFib/* to take ((, Z, V') to ( and Z, respectively.
Note that D can be described as the section ( - ((, D((), 1D(t)) of nl1 followed by 7r2.
The bulk of the work in the proof that rl is very surjective is packed into the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.3.12. Let W -+ S and Z' -4 aA m x T be left n-fibrations, and suppose we are
given a monomorphism T -- + S and a morphism W' = W x s T - Z' over T which is an
equivalence over 0-simplices. Then there is a left n-fibration Z - S whose pullback along
T -+ S is Z' and such that there is a morphism W -- Z over S extending the given map
W xs T -- Z'.
Proof. A straightforward induction shows that it is enough to consider T + S = A m •
A m , and for the case m = 0 it is enough to take Z = W. In the sequel, then let m > 0.
Let p : Z' --+ W' be a quasi-inverse to the given morphism (which exists by Theorem
2.4.4 and the fact that the morphism is in fact an isomorphism on fibres over 0-simplices).
Given a q-simplex a : Aq - W, we can compose with W - A m and take the fibre product
with BA m -- A m to obtain a simplicial subset F(a) of Aq. Define a simplicial set Y to
have q-simplices which are ordered pairs (a, 3) where a is a q-simplex of W and 3 is a lift
of F(a) - W to 3 : F(a) -- Z' along p. Then Z' = Y xAm OA m , as for any q-simplex
(a, 3) of Y lying over MAm , the data of a is redundant and we are left with the q-simplex
0 of Z'.
I claim that Y is a left fibration over Am . Indeed, let Aq --4 Y be a left horn with a
filling Aq -- A m . If the filling lies over OA m , then the horn is contained in Z' and can be
filled there. If the interior of the horn lies over the interior of Am , we fill the image of the
horn in W to produce our a's, so that the 3's of the missing face and the interior of the
horn are all we need. If the missing face does not lie over OAm, then we have no new
data to find.
Otherwise, the filler we just lifted will have a kth face which lives in W' and comes
equipped with a lift of its boundary to Z' along p. Taking fibres over this kth face (as a
morphism A q--1 Am), we see that as p restricted to these fibres is an equivalence of
quasi-categories, it must be surjective on connected components of Fill spaces (by Theorem
1.5.44), and so the lift of the boundary must have a filler in Z' mapping into the connected
component of the kth face we just found. We conclude that this kth face is equivalent (in
the sense of Lemma 1.5.7) to a (q - 1)-simplex in the image of p, and so (working in the
fibre over Aq of W) we may replace the filler of the horn with another which has this
(q - 1)-simplex as its kth face (and this filler will map where we want it to because we are
working in the fibre). We thus obtain a filler lift in W together with a lift of its kth face to
Z' , as desired.
As Y has fibres over 0-simplices which are n-quasi-groupoids, we can let Z = irn(Y/S x
(Am") p x (AS)OP), so that Z' is still the fibre of Z over (&Am)oP, and now Z is a left
n-fibration. We have in addition a commutative diagram of simplicial sets
W *- Z,
where q is the projection Z -- W.
Let P' be a simplicial set with very surjective maps onto W' and Z' such that the given
W' -- Z' as well as p factor as sections of the respective very surjective maps composed
with the other (we know that such exists by the construction of p). By performing the same
construction on P' as we did on Z', we obtain a simplicial set P which is very surjective
onto both Z and W, and which comes equipped with a morphism P' -- P compatible with
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all the projections, so producing a commutative diagram:
W' - P' - Z'
W +-- P ---- , Z.
Let i' : W' -- P' be the section which gives rise to the map W' - Z', so that we can
compose to produce a morphism W' -* P. Using the facts that P - W is very surjective
and W' -+ W is a monomorphism, we can find a lift W - P making the diagram
W' P
W ----- W
commute, which by construction is a section of P -+ W. But then if we compose this section
with the projection P -+ Z, we clearly obtain a map W -- Z which extends the given map
W' --+ Z'. as we wanted. O
Proposition 2.3.13. The morphism rl : P - S is very surjective.
Proof. To lift an m-simplex ( downstairs to fill the boundary of an m-simplex (&(, Z', 4)
upstairs, we apply Lemma 2.3.12 to the given map D(() x am OA m = D(8O) -+ Z', noting
that as this map is an equivalence of left fibrations, it will induce equivalences of fibres over
0-simplices. O
To prove Conjecture 2.3.1, it would then be enough to prove the following:
Conjecture 2.3.14. The morphism 72 : P --* S is very surjective.
We believe the proof of Theorem 2.4.12 can be adapted to prove this conjecture. In the
following sections, we will assume that Conjectures 2.3.1 and 2.3.10 are true, and develop
a few consequences.
2.4 1-Simplices in nFib/S and LnFib/S
We now have two competing notions of morphism between simplicial sets X and Y fibred
over S. We can look at the "external" quasi-groupoid [X, Y]s of morphisms over S, and we
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can also look at the "internal" quasi-groupoid HomFib/s(X, Y). These two quasi-groupoids
are in fact homotopy equivalent to one another in a natural way, as we will show in §2.4.2.
2.4.1 Equivalence of Right Fibrations
Our first step is to establish a natural notion of equivalence of right fibrations (in Theorem
2.4.4), analyzing certain Hom spaces occurring in right fibrations along the way.
Lemma 2.4.1. Let X -+ A' be a right fibration (so that X is a quasi-category), let x and y
be objects of X over 0 and 1 respectively, and let z - Y be a 1-simplex over 0 o 1 .
Consider {0} U aoA 2 as a subcomplex of A 2 and let a : {0} U 00A2 -- X be defined by taking
{0} to x and a0A2 to f. Then the natural morphisms of simplicial sets
Fill(a, A2)
Hom(x, y) Hom(x, z)
(corresponding to the first and second faces of A2) are very surjective. In particular, there
is a homotopy equivalence of quasi-groupoids Homx (x, y) -- Homx(x, z).
Proof. To show very surjectivity of Fill(a, A2) -+ Hom(x, z), notice that an m-shell of
Fill(a, A2) together with a filler of its image in Hom(x, z) amounts to a morphism
(A x Am) U (A2  aAm) X,
as 00A2 x A, --+ X is forced by the fact that the filler ought to land in the Fill space.
But this shape can be filled by inner horn fillings by Lemma 1.2.6, and so as we have a
filler in A' (the appropriate degeneracy of the nondegenerate 1-simplex in A'), we can lift
the filler to fill the shape in X, giving a morphism Am x A2 --+ X agreeing with a on
A m x ({0} U a 0A2), i.e. an m-simplex in Fill(a, A2), as we wanted.
For very surjectivity of Fill(a, A2) -* Hom(x, y), we proceed similarly, only this time
the partially filled shape will be a morphism
(A x Am) U (A2 x agAm ) -- f x.
As this shape can be filled by a succession of inner horn fillers followed by a filling of a
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right horn (again by Lemma 1.2.6), we can lift the given filler in A' to X, obtaining the
m-simplex in Fill(o, A2) that we want. O
Lemma 2.4.2. Let X -- A' and Y --+ A' be right fibrations (so that X and Y are quasi-
categories), and let F : X --4 Y be a morphism over A'. If the restrictions of F to the
fibres of X and Y over 0 and 1 are homotopy equivalences of quasi-groupoids, then F is an
equivalence of quasi-categories.
Proof. By Theorem 1.5.44, it will be enough to show that F is essentially surjective and a
homotopy equivalence on Hom spaces. Essential surjectivity is immediate as F is essentially
surjective on fibres over objects in A', and every object in X lies in one such fibre.
Now let x and x' be objects in X. We will argue that
Homx(x, x') - Homy(F(x), F(x'))
is a homotopy equivalence, completing the proof.
If both x and x' lie over the same 0-simplex e in A1', then all 1-simplices from one to
the other will lie over the degeneracy of e, from which it follows that
Homx(x, x') = Homx (x, x')
and Homy(F(x),F(x')) = Homy,(F(x),F(x')). But then as X,--- Y, is a homotopy
equivalence,
Homx, (x, x' ) --- > Homy (F(x), F(x'))
is a homotopy equivalence (by say Theorem 1.5.44), whence
Homx(x, x') -- Homy(F(x), F(x'))
is a homotopy equivalence as well.
If x lies over 1 and x' lies over 0, then Homx (x, x') = Homy (x, x') = 0 and the statement
is vacuous.
Finally, suppose that x lies over 0 and x' lies over 1. Let x" x' lie over 0 - 1,
and define the corresponding a : {0} U 0A 2 --+ X as in Lemma 2.4.1. Then we have a
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commutative diagram
Homx(x, x") < -- Fillx (a, A2) -Homx(x, x')
Homy(F(x), F(x")) --- Filly (F(a)), A2 ) Homy(F(x), F(x'))
with all horizontal arrows homotopy equivalences (in fact, very surjective maps) by Lemma
2.4.1. Since the leftmost vertical arrow is also a homotopy equivalence, we conclude that
the rightmost is a homotopy equivalence, as desired. O
Definition 2.4.3. Let X and Y be right fibrations over a simplicial set S, and let F : X --
Y be a morphism of simplicial sets over S (i.e. such that
x F
commutes). Then we say that F is an equivalence of right fibrations over S if there is a
simplicial set P and very surjective morphisms P -+ X and P -+ Y such that F factors as
a section of P -- X followed by P -+ Y and such that
P
//
commutes.
Theorem 2.4.4. Let X and Y be right fibrations over a simplicial set S, and let F : X -- Y
be a morphism of simplicial sets over S. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The morphism F is an equivalence of right fibrations over S.
(ii) There is a morphism G : Y - X over S and 1-simplices lx -- GF and ly
FG in the quasi-groupoids [X,X]s and [Y,Y]s (so that the 1-simplices are quasi-
isomorphisms).
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(iii) The morphism F induces homotopy equivalences on all fibres over O-simplices in S.
Proof. That (i)=>(ii) follows by the same argument as in Theorem 1.5.44, after we notice
that [X, P]s is very surjective onto both [X, Y]s and [X, X]s (and symmetrically for Y),
since all three are obtained by changing base along the morphism 1 -+ [X, S] corresponding
to the projection X --* S.
For (ii)=(iii), notice that for a 0-simplex s of S, we have restricted morphisms F, :
X, - Y, and G. : Y, -- X,, and moreover as the homotopies 1x -k GF and ly -- FG
are in [X, X]s and [Y, Y]s respectively, they also restrict to homotopies 1x, -- GF, and
ly, -- F8 G,, completing the proof that F is a homotopy equivalence on fibres.
To show that (iii)*(i), note that by Lemma 2.4.2 we have that for any 1-simplex f :
A1 -- S, the restriction to fibre products Ff : Xf -- Yf is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
It follows from this that for any 0-simplices x and x' in X lying over the source and target
of a 1-simplex f in S, the induced morphism
Homx (, x') -- Homy (F(x), F(x'))
is a homotopy equivalence.
Consider now a morphism : Ar' -+ S. The fibres XC and YC are quasi-categories, and
I claim that Fý : XC -- Yt is an equivalence of quasi-categories. Indeed, FE is essentially
surjective because every object of YC lies in a fibre over a 0-simplex s of S, and the morphism
X, -- Y, is a homotopy equivalence (so essentially surjective).
Let x and x' be objects of XC, and consider the quasi-groupoid Homx, (x, x'). If x and x'
map to vertices i and j of Ar, then as there is a unique morphism i --+ j in Ar corresponding
to a 1-simplex f in S, the induced morphism
Homxf (x, x') -- Homx, (x, x')
is in fact an isomorphism of simplicial sets. After similar remarks for Y, we conclude that
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we have a commutative diagram
Homy (F(x), F(x')) - Homy (F(x), F(x'))
demonstrating that
Homx (x, x') -- Homy(F(x), F(x'))
is a homotopy equivalence, whence by Theorem 1.5.44 that Fý is an equivalence of quasi-
categories.
For every ( as in the previous paragraph, define the simplicial set Pg as in the proof
of Theorem 1.5.44 to have m-simplices which are ordered triples (a, T, o) where a is an
m-simplex of XC, T is an m-simplex of Yý, and p : F (o) -- is a quasi-isomorphism.
As these quasi-isomorphisms must map to quasi-isomorphisms in [Am, A r ] and the only
quasi-isomorphisms in this 1-quasi-category are the identities, we see that the diagram
\/Ar
commutes.
Moreover, if ý is an r-simplex of S factoring through an s-simplex C of S, then it is clear
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Homx (X, X') ~ . Homx,(2, z')
that the natural morphism Pý -+ PC is a morphism of simplicial sets such that
/1\
PC
commutes, and that these morphisms Pý -+ PC are compatible with one another in the
obvious sense. Therefore, we can define P to be the colimit of the Pý. We end up with a
simplicial set P with morphisms P -+ X and P -- Y such that
P
X Y
S
commutes.
I claim that P -+ X and P - Y are very surjective. Indeed, given the data of an m-
simplex in X and a lift of its boundary to P, we can map the simplex down to an m-simplex
( of S, and then pulling back along (, the m-simplex of X and the lift of its boundary to
P restrict to an m-simplex of Xý and a lift of its boundary to Pý. As Pý --+ Xý is very
surjective, the interior can be lifted and then mapped back to P, as desired. Similar remarks
hold for Y. and so we are done. O
Remark 2.4.5. Note that for formal reasons the corollaries following Theorem 1.5.44 have
corresponding versions here.
Remark 2.4.6. This theorem gives one sense in which a simplicial set fibred in quasi-
groupoids acts as a quasi-groupoid-valued pseudo-functor: To check that a morphism of
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right fibrations is an equivalence, it is enough to check the equivalence fibrewise. Note that
it is not enough that fibres be homotopy equivalent to one another only; there must be
a map delivering the homotopy equivalence. This corresponds to the "natural" part of a
natural isomorphism of functors.
2.4.2 Relating the Two Notions of Morphism
Lemma 2.4.7. Let X be a right fibration over S, and suppose A' -m- X is a right horn
with a filler A m -- S downstairs. Then the filled faces of any two lifts of this filler are
equivalent (in the sense of Lemma 1.5.7)
Proof. Form a morphism Am+l -• X whose jth face for j < k is the (k - I)th degeneracy
of the jth face of the horn, whose kth face is one filler, whose(k + 1)th face is the other, and
whose jth face for j > k + 1 is the kth degeneracy of the (j - 1)th face of the horn. Then
this is a right horn with a filler downstairs (which is the kth degeneracy of the original filler)
and so fills, providing for the equivalence we were looking for. O
Definition 2.4.8. Let Xo,..., X, be simplicial sets, and fi : Xi_ 1 - Xi morphisms of
simplicial sets. Define the simplicial set C(fl,..., fs) to have m-simplices which are ordered
2s + 1-tuples
(ro.... , Ts-1, 1 o, ... I as)
such that -1 < ro _ rl < ... < r s-1 _ rs :- m, for all i, ai is an ri-simplex of Xi, and
for all i < s, fi+l(ai) is the target ri-simplex of ai+i. Here for notational simplicity every
simplicial set is defined to have a unique (-1)-simplex (think of this simplex as empty).
Define
aj(ro, r is-1,oo,...,as) = (rh,.. . araI,_,. 8 a -1, ),
where r i = ri - 1 and a' = &j+ri-,mai f j > m - ri and otherwise ri = ri and a' = ai;
define degeneracies similarly. This clearly comprises a simplicial set.
Notice that C(fl,..., f,) comes with a natural map to (A')op, namely that which takes
an m-simplex (ordered (2s+1)-tuple (ro, .... , Ts-1, o0, - -. , as)) to the nonincreasing sequence
of elements of [s] consisting of ri-ri- 1 instances of i (where we define r-1 = -1 and rs = m).
It is immediate that the fibre of this morphism over i is Xi. We will henceforth think of
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C(fi,..., f,) as a simplicial set together with a morphism
C(fi,..., f,) -(A+)oP
Notice moreover that there are natural maps ai : C(gl,... g,-1) -- C(fl, .. , f,), where
(gi,... , gs-1) is obtained from (fl,..., f,) by either omitting fl (this is 0o) omitting f, (this
is O,), or by composing fi with fi+l (this is Di). In fact, these maps are easily seen to be
simply the pullbacks
C(g, ... g, 0) C(f, .U . fM)
4 4(a1)op sop
Finally, note that if f : X -- Y is a morphism, there is a natural map X x (Al)OP -- C(f)
given by taking an m-simplex ((, e) (where c is a nonincreasing sequence of (m - r) 1's and
(r + 1) O's) to (r, a, f ()), where a is the target r-simplex of (.
Proposition 2.4.9. Suppose Xo,..., X, are right n-fibrations over S and fi : Xi-1 -+ Xi
are morphisms over S. Then C(fi,..., f,) has a natural map to S and is a right n-fibration
over S x (AS)OP.
Proof. Define a map to S by taking an m-simplex (ro, ... , T,-1, a, .... as) to the image of
as under X, -+ S; it follows that the image of ai is the target ri-simplex of this simplex.
Now, let A' -+ C(fi ... , f,) be a right horn together with a filler downstairs A m -
S x (As)Op. Let i be the greatest element of [s] occurring in the projection of the filler to
(AS)op. The horn has aj filled in for all j < i because rj < ri and so aj, being as it is
the target rj-simplex of the horn, is already filled. The horn in C(fl,..., f,) only defines a
right horn in Xi (i.e. not our desired ai), but we can fill it over S (uniquely if m > n) as
Xi is a right n-fibration; call this filler ai. Finally, this filler extends uniquely to a filler of
the horn in C(fi,..., f,), as we are forced to define aj = fj(fj-("" fi+l(a) ... )) for each
j > i. We are done. EO
Remark 2.4.10. Let TFs denote the full subcategory of SSets/S consisting of the right fibra-
tions over S. Then the preceding proposition, together with the remarks which precede it,
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establish that C actually defines a canonical quasi-functor
C : Fs - Fib/S,
because to define a quasi-functor on (the nerve of) a category we need only tell to which
s-simplex we send a given chain of composable morphisms (fi,..., f,) (and check that these
assignments are compatible). Theorem 2.4.12 below gives a sense in which this quasi-functor
is "an equivalence of simplicially enriched categories." Of course, Fib/S is not a category,
so this statement should be taken "in quotes only."
Let Xo,... X, be right n-fibrations over a simplicial set S, and let fi be an m-simplex in
[Xi_1, Xi]° , so that we may think of fi as a morphism f : Xi- 1 x (Am)OP - X i x (A m )op
over S x (Am)op. Then C(fl,..., fs) is a right n-fibration over S x (Am)oP X (As)op, and
so can be identified with a morphism
C(fl,..., fs) : Am x A'" - nFib/S
whose restriction to Am x {i} is constantly Xi for all i. Therefore, C(fl,..., f,) identifies an
m-simplex in HomnFib/s(Xo,... X,). As this mapping (fi, ... , fn) -* C(fl,..., fn) clearly
respects boundaries and degeneracies, we conclude that we have a morphism of simplicial
sets
C: [Xo, X 1]OP x ... x [X 1, Xs]OP --- HOmnFib/s(Xo, X1, ... ,Xs).
Notice moreover that this morphism is a monomorphism, as for example we may recover
fi(a) for an r-simplex a by looking at the unique simplex of C(fi,..., fs) of the form
(0,..., 0, r, r,..., 0,... ,o0,a,...),
where of course the r's begin at index i and a is at the term for simplices in Xi. Here fi (a)
is simply the term following a.
Definition 2.4.11. Let Xo,...,X, be right fibrations over S, fi : Xi-1 -- Xi morphisms
over S, and Z an s-simplex with ith object Xi in Fib/S, i.e. a right fibration over S x (A')op
with given isomorphisms Zi, L- Xi. We define an embedding of (fi,..., fs) into Z to be a
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morphism
over S x (AS)op compatible with the given isomorphisms over each i E [s].
Theorem 2.4.12. Let Xo...,X, be right n-fibrations over S. Define the simplicial set
P(Xo,... ,X,s) to have m-simplices which are ordered (s + 2)-tuples (fl,..., fs, Z, ýp) of m-
simplices fi in [Xi 1, Xi]', an m-simplex Z in HomnFib/s(Xo,..., Xs), and a morphism
o : C(fi,..., f~) -- Z over S x (Am)oP x (AS)OP respecting the given fibres Xi x (Am)op
over i. Then the natural projections
[Xo, Xi]OP x ... x [Xs- 1, X ]O
'(XoHOMFbS(, X,)
HOmnFib/S(Xo, ... , Xs)
are both very surjective. In particular, the morphism of quasi-groupoids
C : [Xo, X 1] p x .... x [Xs 1, Xs] --- HomnFib/s(Xo,..., X)
defined above is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Notice that C being a homotopy equivalence follows from the fact that we have a
canonical section
[Xo, Xl]O x --. x [X,_l, XS] p -- + P(Xo,...,X
,
)
given by taking an m-simplex (fi,..., f8) where fi: Xi-1 x (Am)Op -- Xi to
(fl, .. . , fs, C(fl,..., fs), lc(i,...,f.)),
and this section clearly factorizes C. It remains to prove the very surjectivity statements.
First we treat the morphism
P(Xo,..., XS) -- [Xo, XI]OP x ... x [Xs z1, Xs]° p
Given an m-simplex (fl,..., f,) of [Xo, X 1]OP x ... x [X,- 1, Xs]~P and a lifting of its boundary
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to a right n-fibration Z' over Sx (OAm)Op x (AS)'P together with a morphism C(f, ... , f) -
Z', where
fi filX_ 1 X(OAm)op
we will fill in Z' to a right n-fibration Z admitting an extension of the given morphism to
a morphism C(fl,..., f,) -+ Z.
If m = 0, Z' = 0 and we may simply take Z = C(fi,..., f,). We thus assume that
m > 0. But then what we want follows from the scaffolding lemma, Lemma 2.3.12.
Now we treat the morphism
P(Xo, ... , X) - HomnFib/S(Xo, ... , X) ,
which will complete the proof. Given an m-simplex of HomnFib/S(Xo,... ,Xs) together
with a lift of its boundary upstairs, we have a right n-fibration Z over S x (Am)op x (AS)op
and morphisms ff : Xi- 1 x (OA m )op -- Xi x (&Am)op over S x (OAm)OP together with
a morphism C(f',..., f'.) - Z over S x (A m )oP x (As)op. We wish to extend the ff to
morphisms fi : Xi-1 x (A m )op , Xi x (Am)op over S x (Am)op such that C(f',..., f') - Z
extends to C(fl,..., fs) -- Z.
Our plan of attack will be to build up the simplicial sets Xi x (A m )op from Xi x (xAm)op
simplex by simplex, extending the morphisms fi' as appropriate, so as to allow the desired
extension of the map to Z.
More precisely, suppose we are given morphisms gi : Yi-1 - Y where the Yi are sim-
plicial sets with Xi x (&Am)oP C Yi g Xi x (Am)op and we are given also an extension of
C(f1,..., f,) -+ Z to C(gl,... ,gs) --+ Z. Let j be least so that Yj = Xi for all i > j. Let
( be a q-simplex of Xj such that ( is not contained in Yj but 4O is so contained. We will
show that we can extend gj+l to hj+l defined on Yj U ý (with no hypothesis here if j = s) so
that if hi = gi for i •f + 1, we can extend the given map to a map C(hl,..., hs) -* Z. We
base the induction on the case Yi = Xi x (An m )op for all i with gi = fe, and then clearly
this inductive step will give the desired extension.
First we will define hj+, (if necessary, i.e. if j < s). Indeed, as 0( is in Yj, this boundary
defines a morphism
OAq x (A)op -- C(g)+) C(gl, . . gs) --- Z.
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Defining the map Aq x {0} -* Z to be (: Aq _ Xj - Z itself, we obtain a shape
Aq x {0} U aAq x (Al)o p -+ Z
which can be filled in S x (Am)oP x (As)op by the map defined by
: Aq - Xj S x (Am)op
and the morphism (Al)OP -4 (AS)OP giving the 1-simplex from j + 1 to j. As the shape
above can be filled by right horns (by Lemma 1.2.6), we can lift the filler downstairs and
obtain a full-blown morphism Aq x (A')o p -_ Z. We define hj+1 (ý) to be the q-simplex
Aq x {1} -4 Z, which of course factors through Yj+i = Xj+1 . Notice moreover that by
construction hj+jl() lies over the same q-simplex in S x (Am)op as ý, so that hj+l is a
morphism over S x (Am)OP.
We now form an extension of C(gi,..., gs) -+ Z to C(hl,..., hs). The nondegenerate k-
simplices (ro, . ,r T-1, 0,..., as) which we must fill are characterized by the criterion that
aj is a (possibly nullary) degeneracy of (. We map ( E Xj C C(hl,..., hs) to ( E Xj C Z
(as we must).
First let us treat the case of unmapped nondegenerate k-simplices (ro, ... , rs-1, o, ... , as)
for which rj = k. As we have already filled in the unique nondegenerate k-simplex of this
sort with rj_1 = -1, we know that rj_1 > 0. Moreover, k > rj-1 as no simplex in Yj_1
maps to (any degeneracy of) ( under hi. Say a k-simplex as above is of degenerate type
if aj is an (k - rj-1 - 1)th degeneracy, and of nondegenerate type otherwise (a simplex of
degenerate type is not necessarily degenerate as a simplex).
I claim that; every k-simplex of degenerate type has a (k - rj_1 - 1)th face which is of
nondegenerate type, and every (k-1)-simplex of nondegenerate type is an (k-rrj -1)th face
of a unique k-simplex of degenerate type. Indeed, suppose that a k-simplex of degenerate
type has an (k - rj_1 - 1)th face which is of degenerate type; then we would have aj being
an (k - rj_l)th degeneracy as well. This would imply that the simplex as a whole was a
(k - rji_l)th degeneracy, contradicting our assumption that the simplex was nondegenerate.
Conversely, given a (k - 1)-simplex (ri,... , rl , a,. a ') of nondegenerate type, any
k-simplex of degenerate type whose (k - rj-1 - 1)th face is this simplex must have aj =
0 k-rij_ lal, with all ai = a' for i < j; this clearly forces only one k-simplex of degenerate
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type, and this simplex will actually work because there are nonempty simplices over indices
less than j. Thus the claim is proven.
It is clear that in a k-simplex like what we are considering, oa cannot be an ith degeneracy
for any i < k - rj-1 - 1, for then the whole simplex would be degenerate. Therefore the ith
boundaries for any such i must lie in C(gl,..., gs).
By induction on k > 1, we now simultanously fill in the map on all k-simplices of
degenerate type and all (k - 1)-simplices of nondegenerate type by filling in the map on
corresponding pairs of such. For the base case k = 1, there is nothing to do, as here aj
must be the zeroth degeneracy of a 0-simplex which must be (, and ( cannot be mapped to
by any 0-simplex in Yj_ 1.
For the induction step, consider an unmapped k-simplex of degenerate type; its (k -
rj_l)th boundary will also be unmapped by construction. Its ith faces for i < k - rj-1 - 1
will already be mapped as they lie in C(gl,..., gs), and its ith faces for i > k - rj1 - 1 are
(k - 1)-simplices of degenerate type, and so also have already been mapped. We conclude
that we have already mapped the A _ _of the k-simplex of degenerate type in question.
But k > rj-1 + 1 (otherwise aj-1 would map to a degeneracy of ý) and we have a filler in
S x (Am)op x (AS)OP (namely that given by the k-simplex in C(hl,..., hs)), and so we can
lift that right horn filler to fill the horn and extend the map. Thus we complete this case.
If j = s, this case is in fact everything and so we are done. We thus take j < s for the
remainder of the proof.
Consider the map Aq x (A1)OP --+ Z produced above. Let Ct denote the (q + 1)-tuple of
(q - t) 1's followed by t + 1 O's. I claim that for all t < q, the image of the q-simplex (A', Et)
under this map is equivalent (in the sense of Lemma 1.5.7) to the image of the q-simplex
At = (ro,... ,rs-1,ao,. .. ,a ) c C(gi,. .. ,g),
where rj 1 = -1, rj = t, rj+ = q, aj is the target t-simplex of 6, and ac+l is hj+1(S).
Indeed, we induct on t.
For t = -1 both images are h(S). Given the statement for t - 1, we look at the image
of the (q + 1)-simplex (aqt A q, aq-t-let). All faces of this simplex arise from the morphism
C(gi,. . ., gs) -* Z except for its (q - t)th and (q - t + 1)th faces. As the latter is equivalent
to the image of Ot-1 by the induction hypothesis, we may replace this (q + 1)-simplex with
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one whose (q - t + 1)th face also arises from the morphism C(gl,..., gs) -- Z.
But then the (q - t)th horn of this new simplex can be filled so that the filled face is
the image of (Aq, Et). Moreover, consider the (q + 1)-simplex (ro,..., rs-1, ao,..., as) of
C(gi,...,gs) where rj-i = -1, rj = t, rj+l = q + 1, aj is the target t-simplex of (, and
aj+l = eq-thj+l((). The image of this (q + 1)-simplex also fills the horn in question, and
in this case the missing face is the image of pt. By Lemma 2.4.7, we obtain that the image
of 3t is equivalent to the image of (Aq, ct), as desired.
But now, applying the claim in the case t = q - 1, we see that the image of fq-1 is
equivalent to the image of (Aq, e-_1). We conclude that there is a (q+ 1)-simplex in Z which
shares all its faces with the image of (o0 Aq, c'), where ~' is the (q+ 2)-tuple consisting of one
1 followed by (q + 1) O's, except for its first face, which is the image of f-,1. Finally, map
the (q + 1)-simplex (ro, ... , r- 1, ao, ... , as) of C(hl, ... , hs) with rj-1 = -1, rj+l = q + 1,
aj = -, and aj+l = -ao to this (q + 1)-simplex we have found. By construction, it agrees
with all preceding data.
We now imitate the construction following the mapping of ( to map all unmapped k-
simplices with rj = k - 1, rj+l = k, and aj+l a zeroth degeneracy. Again, a k-simplex of
(non)degenerate type will be a k-simplex as above with aj (not) a (k-rj 1-2)th degeneracy.
These fall into pairs as before, and the same induction will fill in all such simplices.
To fill in what remains of C(hl,..., hs), we once more define classes of simplices of
degenerate and nondegenerate type, only this time the terms shall refer to whether or
not aj+l is a (rj+l - rj - 1)th degeneracy (in the usual notation). Again, degenerate
and nondegenerate simplices are in bijection with one another by means of taking the
(rj+l - rj - 1)th face, and for similar reasons. Here notice that the simplices we filled in
above correspond under this bijection (the two inductions we performed were in fact on
the simplices of nondegenerate and degenerate type in the new sense). Thus the bijection
is exact on the unmapped simplices. We prove by induction first on the dimension k of
a degenerate simplex, then on the dimension rj of aj, that we can fill in the degenerate
k-simplices and nondegenerate (k - 1)-simplices (in corresponding pairs, as above).
The base of induction on k is established by observing that every simplex of degenerate
type of dimension less than or equal to q + 1 is already filled in (we know rj < rj+l < q + 1,
and so in order for aj to be a degeneracy of (, it must be in fact (, and then aj+l = uohj+l(()
and we are in the second inductive filling performed above). The base of induction on rj is
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established by noting that if rj < q, then the simplex must already be filled (again because
aj is not a degeneracy of ().
But then given a k-simplex of degenerate type, its ith faces for i < k - rj - 1 are (k - 1)-
simplices of degenerate type, so filled, and its ith faces for i > k - rj - 1 have lesser rj (so
that even if they are nondegenerate at least rj drops), and so are filled as well. We thus
have a Ak r in Z over a filled k-simplex in S x (Am)op x (AS)op. But k > rj + 1 because
otherwise rj+l = rj + 1 as
r j +1 = k > rj+l > rj,
and then aj+l = aohj+l(aj) so that we are covered by the second induction above. Thus
this is a right horn, and the filler can be lifted, completing the induction and the proof. O
Corollary 2.4.13. Let X and Y be two right n-fibrations over S, and let f, g : X Y
over S. Then f - g in [X, Y]s if and only if C(f) - C(g) in HomnFib/s(X, Y)
Proof. Immediate. O
Corollary 2.4.14. Let X, Y, and Z be right n-fibrations over S, and let f : X - Y,
g : Y -- Z, and h : X -- Z be morphisms over S. Then gf - h in [X, Z]s if and only
if there is a 2-simplex in nFib/S with zeroth, first and second faces C(g), C(h), and C(f)
respectively.
Proof. By the preceding corollary, we need only show that C(gf) ý- C(h) if and only if there
is a 2-simplex as in the corollary statement. But C(gf) is the first face of the 2-simplex
C(f, g) in nFib/S. If C(gf) 0_ C(h), then there is a 2-simplex with zeroth and first faces
C(gf) and C(h) respectively, with the second face degenerate. We then can form an inner
3-horn whose second face is this 2-simplex, and whose zeroth face is C(f, g) and third face
is the zeroth degeneracy of C(f). Filling this, we obtain the desired 2-simplex.
Conversely, use the same 3-simplex, only this time the horn will have the zeroth, first
and third faces filled so that we can conclude that the second face also fills, whence C(gf) -
C(h), as desired. O
Corollary 2.4.15. Let f : X -+ Y be a morphism of right n-fibrations over S. Then f is
an equivalence of right fibrations if and only if C(f) is a quasi-isomorphism.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.4.4, f is an equivalence if and only if there is a morphism g : Y - X
over S with gf _ 1x in [X, X]s and fg ý_ ly in [Y, Y]s. By the preceding corollary, this
happens if and only if there is a morphism g : Y -+ X over S such that there are two
2-simplices with sides C(g), 1x, and C(f) and C(f), ly, and C(g), respectively. But this
happens if and only if there is a g : Y --+ X with C(g) a quasi-inverse to C(f). By Theorem
2.4.12, any quasi-inverse Z to C(f) is quasi-isomorphic to some C(g) which is then also a
quasi-inverse to C(f), so we are done. O
Remark 2.4.16. After this corollary, we will use the terms "equivalence" and "quasi-isomorphism"
interchangeably when referring to morphisms of right fibrations.
Proposition 2.4.17. Let S be a simplicial set and n > -2 an integer. Then the quasi-
category LnFib/S is a full sub-quasi-category of Fib/S.
Proof. An m-simplex of Fib/S is a right fibration X --+ S x (Am)op. If the 0-simplices of
this m-simplex are contained in LnFib/S, then certainly the fibre of X over each object
in S x (Am)OP is a loose n-quasi-groupoid. But then X itself is fibred on loose n-quasi-
groupoids by Lemma 2.2.4, and so the m-simplex in question is contained in LnFib/X, as
desired. O
Corollary 2.4.18. The inclusion quasi-functor nFib/S -- LnFib/S is an equivalence of
quasi-categories, and it has a quasi-inverse given by inr.
Proof. The inclusion quasi-functor is essentially surjective, as a loose right n-fibration X
over S is clearly equivalent (i.e. quasi-isomorphic) to 7rn(X/S). The inclusion functor also
induces homotopy equivalences on Hom spaces, as for any two right n-fibrations X and Y
we have a commutative diagram
[X, Y]s c HOmnFib/S(X, Y)
HomFib/S(X, Y)
two of whose arrows are homotopy equivalences by Theorem 2.4.12. We conclude that the
inclusion quasi-functor is an equivalence of quasi-categories.
To see that 7r, is quasi-inverse to the inclusion quasi-functor, note that 7rn is actually
a section of the inclusion quasi-functor, and so as it is a left quasi-inverse, it must be a
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quasi-inverse.
Remark 2.4.19. What these last two corollaries show is that no information is lost by
considering a right n-fibration to be in Fib/S as opposed to nFib/S, and in fact nFib/S is
equivalent to the natural full sub-quasi-category LnFib/S.
2.5 Existence of Limits in nFib/S and LnFib/S
In this section, under the assumption of Conjecture 2.3.1, we prove that the quasi-categories
nFib/S and LnFib/S have all limits, and in fact that these limits are given quite explicitly.
2.5.1 Slice Quasi-Categories as Right Fibrations
We first prove an easy proposition putting slice quasi-categories into the context we have
so far developed in this chapter.
Proposition 2.5.1. Let X be a (resp. loose) n-quasi-category, x E X an object. Then the
quasi-functor X/x -- X is a (resp. loose) right (n - 1)-fibration.
Proof. Let A' -+ X/x be a right horn; it is straightforward to see that this is the same
data as a morphism Am+' --+ X whose target is x. Filling in the projection of this horn in
X/x to X is the same thing as assigning an (m l1)th face to this last m+,. We conclude
that a Am upstairs with a filler downstairs is the same thing as a Am +l' in X. As this is an
inner horn, it can be filled.
If X is an n-quasi-category and m + 1 > n, then this inner horn can be filled uniquely.
We conclude that in this case X/x -- X is a right (n - 1)-fibration.
Moreover, an m-shell upstairs together with a filler downstairs is the same thing as an
(m + 1)-shell in X. Therefore, if X is a loose n-quasi-category, then X/x is a loose right
(n - 1)-fibration. O
Definition 2.5.2. Let X be a quasi-category, x, y E X objects. Define the quasi-groupoid
Home (x, y) to be the fibre over x in the right fibration X/y --+ X.
It is immediate that if X is a (resp. loose) n-quasi-category that Hom-n (, y) is a (resp.
loose) n-quasi-groupoid. In fact, in the case of a 2-quasi-category X this Home is the same
as the groupoid Hom, defined in §1.3. There is a natural quasi-functor a : Hom. (x, y) -Y
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Homx(x, y), defined by taking an (m + 1)-simplex T with target object y and source m-
simplex the m-fold degeneracy of x to the A' x A m inside the (2m + 1)-simplex am+lTr (the
prism is defined by mapping (i, j) to (m + 1)i + j).
Proposition 2.5.3. The quasi-functor a is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Let Em be the subposet of A' x Am+l which omits (0, m + 1). We fix embeddings
A' x A m --+ Em and Am+l -- Em where the first takes (i,j) to (i,j) and the second takes
i to (0, i) if i < m and i to (1, m + 1) otherwise. There are m + 1 (m + 2)-simplices in Em,
and so we define (i to be the (m + 2)-simplex with vertices
(0,0, ... , (, i), (1, i), ... , (1, m), (1, m + 1).
Moreover, we identify 6i, 0 < i < m + 1, to be the (m + 1)-simplex with vertices
(0,0),..., (0, i - 1), (1, i),..., (1, m + 1),
so that bi is the only m-simplex shared by (i and (i-_ (for i > 1), and the (m + 1)-simplex
identified above is 6m+1. Notice also that 6i is the ith face of both _i- and ýi.
We now define a simplicial set P(x, y) whose m-simplices are morphisms Em -* X with
{0} x Am being the m-fold degeneracy of x and {1} x Am + 1 (i.e. bo) being the (m + 1)-fold
degeneracy of y. The ith boundary map is defined to be the ith boundary map on A' x Am+l
(which clearly restricts to Em); degeneracies are defined similarly.
We then clearly have projections P(x,y) -- Homx (x,y) and P(x,y) -* Hom, (x,y)
given by composing with A' x A m -+ Em and Am+ l -, Em respectively. Moreover, a
factors as a section of the second projection followed by the first.
We claim that these two projections are very surjective. Indeed, for the first, an m-
simplex in Homni (x, y) with a lift of its boundary upstairs has all simplices of Em forced
except for the 6i for i > 1 and the ýi for i > 0 (60 is fixed because we need it to be the
degeneracy of y). But then ýo has its first horn filled in, so we can fill in the horn in X,
which will fill in the second horn of (1, and so on, until at the last stage we fill in the
(m + 1)th horn of 6m, which fills in Em.
For the other projection, consider an m-simplex in HomI (x, y) with a lift of its boundary
upstairs. Given that {0} x A m and {1} x Am+' must be degeneracies of x and y, respectively,
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we conclude that of A1 x A m -- E we have filled in Al 1 x A m UA1 x A m . By Lemma 1.2.5,
we can fill this in to only omit the (m + 1)-simplex with vertices (0,0), (1,0),...,(m, 0).
But now it is apparent that we have filled in all simplices of Em except for this last (m + 1)-
simplex, bi for 1 < i < m, and ,i for 0 < i < m. We thus have filled in the mth horn of em,
so can fill it in X, which gives us the (m - 1)th horn of ým-1, and so forth, until we are left
with only 0o and the remaining (m+1)-simplex above. But this data comprises the (m+2)th
horn of *0. As the target 1-simplex of ýo is the degeneracy on x (a quasi-isomorphism), we
can fill this horn as well, completing the proof. E
2.5.2 (Projective) Diagrams as Right Fibrations
Proposition 2.5.4. Let X be a quasi-category, p : D -+ X a diagram. Then X/p --+ X
and (X/p)' --+ X are quasi-isomorphic right fibrations over X.
Proof. To see that X/p is a right fibration, notice that [D, X]/p is a right fibration over
[D, X], and X/p is obtained by pulling this back along the diagonal X --+ [D, X]. For the
rest, we notice that (according to Proposition 1.6.8) there is a simplicial set P over X with
very surjective morphisms to X/p over X and to (X/p)' over X, whence (X/p)' is also a
right fibration over X and is quasi-isomorphic to X/p by Theorem 2.4.4. O
Lemma 2.5.5. Let f : X - Y be a quasi-functor between quasi-categories, and suppose
that f is an equivalence and a right fibration. Then f is very surjective.
Proof. Let 9Am -+ X be an m-shell with a filler Am -- Y in Y. As f is an equivalence,
we know that there is a filler ( of the m-shell whose image under f is homotopic (or if
m = 0, quasi-isomorphic) to the given filler. Let this be witnessed by an (m + 1)-simplex
in Y whose zeroth face is f((), whose first face is the given filler in Y, and whose r th face
for 1 < r < m + 1 is the zeroth degeneracy of the (r - 1 )th face of either filler. Then the
first horn of this (m + 1)-simplex can be lifted to X by lifting the zeroth face to the filler
we just found and the rth face for 1 < r < m + 1 to the zeroth degeneracy of the (r - 1)th
face of the m-shell we started with. As f is a right fibration, we can lift the filler of this
A''n l , and the first face of the lift is the lift we wanted to begin with. O
Lemma 2.5.6. Let f : X -+ Y be a morphism of right fibrations over S which is a right
fibration and a quasi-isomorphism. Then f is very surjective.
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Proof. It is clearly enough to check this for S = A' (after pulling X and Y back along
Ar --+ S). But in this case we know that X -- Y is a right fibration and an equivalence of
quasi-categories, so the previous lemma applies. OE
Proposition 2.5.7. Let X be a quasi-category, p : D - X a diagram, and x E X/p an
object. Then x is a limit of p if and only if there is a quasi-isomorphism X/x --+ X/p.
The limit is given by x/p (i.e. a morphism x -- p in [D, X]) if and only if there is such a
quasi-isomorphism taking lx to x/p.
Proof. Notice that for any zip E X/p, the morphism (X/p)/(x/p) -ý X/x is very surjective.
This is because ([D, X]/p)/(x/p) = [D, X]/(x/p) (where here zip refers to the 1-simplex
in [D, X] from the diagonal of x to p), we already know that [D,X]/(x/p) -+ [D, X]/x
is very surjective, and (X/p)/(x/p) is obtained from [D,X]I/(x/p) by pulling back along
X/x -4 [D, X]/x.
First suppose that x is a limit of p, say by means of a lift of x to x/p E X/p. Then
(X/p)/(x/p) -+ X/p is very surjective, so by the previous paragraph (and the fact that
both of these very surjective maps are over X) we obtain a quasi-isomorphism X/x -- X/p.
Clearly we may choose this quasi-isomorphism to take 1, to x/p.
Conversely, if X/x -- X/p is a quasi-isomorphism, let x/p be the image of 1 under this
map. Then (X/p)/(x/p) -- X/x is very surjective, and (X/p)/(x/p) --+ X/p is (at least)
a right fibration. I claim that this latter morphism is a quasi-isomorphism. To wit, I will
produce a section X/x -- (X/p)/(x/p) whose composition with the projection will yield the
quasi-isomorphism we started with; as very surjective maps are also quasi-isomorphisms,
that the projection is a quasi-isomorphism will follow.
Indeed, we induct on the dimension of simplices in X/x; filling in pairs of k-simplices
and (k + 1)-simplices, the second of which is obtained from the first by taking the (k + 1)th
degeneracy of the underlying (k + 1)-simplex in X. Indeed, the base of induction is given by
1, which already has been mapped to x/p and can be lifted to 1x/p. For the induction step,
given all such pairs of lesser dimension, we will have a AkI already filled in. This right
horn projects from (X/p)/(x/p) to X/p, and fills downstairs according to what we wish the
(k + 1)-simplex to map to. We can lift this upstairs according as (X/p)/(X/p) -* X/p is a
right fibration, and this will define the destination of the two simplices in question. Thus
the induction, and the claim, is proven.
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But now we can apply the preceding lemma to conclude that (X/p)/(x/p) --+ X/p is
very surjective, and so x/p is a limit of p as desired. O
Remark 2.5.8. We might say that a limit of p exists if and only if the right fibration X/p is
representable by an object of X.
2.5.3 Construction of Limits of Right Fibrations
Definition 2.5.9. Let D and S be simplicial sets, and let p : D --+ Fib/S be a diagram,
corresponding to a right fibration Z over Dop x S. We define L(p) to be the fibre product
L(p) [Dop, Z]
S - , [Dop, Dop x S],
where the morphism S -- [DOP, Do p x S] is the adjoint to the identity map Dop x S -
DOP x S. We think of L(p) as being equipped with a morphism Dop x L(p) -- Z over
DOP x S given by the commutative diagram
Dop x L(p) - DoP x [DOp, Z] - Z
Dop x S - Dop x [Dop, Dop x S ] -- DI p x S ,
where here the morphism DOP x [DOP, Dop x S] -- Dop x S is the evaluation map.
Observe that L(p) is automatically a right fibration over S. Notice also that the diagonal
Fib/S -+ Fib/(Dop x S) simply takes (an m-simplex) X to Dop x X.
Lemma 2.5.10. Let D and S be simplicial sets, and let p : D --+ Fib/S be a diagram
corresponding to a right fibration Z over Dop x S. Let L' be a right fibration over S, and
let a be the composition morphism
[L', L(p)]s
[Dop x L', Z]DopxS
given by composing with Do p x L(p) --- Z. Then a is an isomorphism of simplicial sets.
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Proof. An m-simplex Am x Dop x L' -+ Z in [Dop x L', Z]DopxS is the same thing as a
morphism Am x L' -+ [Dop, Z] making the following diagram commute:
A m x L' - [Dop, Z]
S 4 [Dop, S].
But such a morphism making the diagram commute is the same thing as a morphism
A m x L' -- L over S. O
Lemma 2.5.11. Let X be a quasi-category, E = {0} U 0A2 C A2 , and a : E - X a
morphism taking 0 to x and 1 to y. Then the morphism
Fillx(a, A2) -+ Homx (x , y)
is very surjective.
Proof. Given an m-simplex Am x A' -- X downstairs and a lift of its boundary upstairs to
aA m x A2 -+ X, we wish to fill in this last shape so that it is an m-simplex in Fillx(a, A2).
To do this, note that of the Am x A2 we seek, OAm x A2 -+ X is forced by the boundary
lift, Am x &0 A 2 -- X is forced by a, and A m x 92 A 2 -+ X is forced by the filler downstairs;
all else we are free to fill in. But then we have a map
aAm x A2 U A m x A2 X,
and so this can be filled by virtue of Lemma 1.2.6. O
Proposition 2.5.12. Let D and S be simplicial sets, and let p: D -- Fib/S be a diagram
corresponding to a right fibration Z over Dop x S. Then L(p), with its attendant morphism
L(p) x D'P -- Z over S x DoP , is a limit of p.
Proof. The morphism L(p) x Dop -+ Z gives an object L(p)/p in (Fib/S)/p, and so we may
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assemble a diagram
((Fib/S) p) (L(p) p)
(Fib/S)/L(p) (Fib/S)/p
where the left arrow is very surjective and the right arrow is a right fibration. We will be
done (according to Proposition 2.5.7) if we can prove that
((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p) (Fib/S)/p
is a quasi-isomorphism.
It will be enough to show this on fibres over a right fibration L' over S, which is to say
we would like to show that
[((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p)]L ,  HOmMFib/(SxDop)(L' x DoP, Z)
is a quasi-isomorphism. Let E = {0} U 00A 2 c A 2 , and let a : E - Fib/(S x Dop) assign
0 to the diagonal of L' and o0 A 2 to the diagonal of the morphism L(p) -+ Z. Let F fit in
the fibre product diagram
F FillFib/(SxDop)(a, A 2)
I I
HomFib/s(L', L(p)) - HomFib/(SxDOp)(L' x DoP, L(p) x DoP),
so that F parametrizes 2-simplices in Fib/(S x DOP) whose target morphism is L(p) - Z
and whose source morphism is the diagonal of some L' - L(p). As
FillFib/(Sx DOp) (a, A 2 ) --+ HomFib/(SxDoP)(L', L(p))
is very surjective (by Lemma 2.5.11), we see that F -+ HomFib/s(L', L(p)) is also very
surjective.
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I claim that we have a commutative diagram
HomFib/s(L', L(p)) -- [((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p)]L, HOmFib/(SxDop)(L' x Dop, Z)
HomFib/S(L', L(p)) • F , HomFib/(Sx Dop)(L x DOP, Z)
[L', L(p)]s [L' x DOP, Z]SxDOp.
Indeed, we see immediately that [((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p)]L, is the simplicial set whose m-
simplices are (m + 2)-simplices in Fib/(S x DOP) whose source (m + 1)-simplex is the
diagonal of an m-simplex in Hom-Fib/S(L', L(p) and whose target morphism is L(p) -- Z.
By applying am+laom+2 and pulling back along the morphism A2 x A m -+ A3 m+ 2 defined
by (i, j) H (m + 1)i + j, we visibly obtain a morphism
[((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p)]L, -- F
which makes the diagram commute.
Next, consider the morphism
IL', L(p)]s - HOmFib/(SxDOP)(L' x Dop, L(p) x DoP, Z)
defined by taking an m-simplex f : A m x L' -+ A m x L(p) to the image under C of the ordered
pair of the diagonal of f and the given morphism L(p) -- Z. This visibly factors through
F, so that we obtain a morphism [L', L(p)]s --+ F. Notice that a similar interpretation
(using the universal property of L(p)) gives us this same morphism as [L', Z]SxDOp -* F.
Moreover, this morphism is an equivalence by the commutativity of the following diagram:
HomnFib/s(L', L(p)) F
[LL(p)]s
[L', L(p)]s
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But now we have a commutative diagram
HomeFib/(L', L(p)) -- [((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p)]L, - HomFib/(SxDOp) (L' x DoP, Z)
HomFib/s(L', L(p)) F H- Fib/(SDoP) (L' x DOP, Z)
[L', L(p)]s [L' x DOP, Z]SxDOp.
We conclude that F - HomFib/(SxDOp)(L' x Dop , Z) is a quasi-isomorphism, whence
[((Fib/S)/p)/(L(p)/p)]L, , HomFib/(SxDop(L' x DP, Z)
is an quasi-isomorphism, and the proof is complete. O
This immediately gives us:
Theorem 2.5.13. Let S be a simplicial set. Then nFib/S and LnFib/S have all limits,
and limits are given by the L(p) construction above.
Proof. We have proven this for n = oo. If p : D --+ LnFib/S is a diagram, then L(p) is
a loose right n-fibration by construction, and the statement follows formally from the fact
LnFib/S is a full subcategory of Fib/S. Similarly, if p : D -- nFib/S is a diagram, then
L(p) is a right n-fibration, and the fact that nFib/S -- Fib/S is fully faithful gives us the
result (again, formally). O
2.6 Yoneda Lemmas
We are now in a position to produce Yoneda-type results for quasi-categories, where one
should keep in mind the interpretation that a right fibration is a kind of presheaf in quasi-
groupoids over the base. Again, in this section we are assuming Conjecture 2.3.1.
First we will develop some theory of slice quasi-categories in the context of right fibra-
tions, then apply it to prove a first Yoneda Lemma. Then for a loose n-quasi-category X
we will define a natural Yoneda quasi-functor X -- L(n - 1)Fib/X and show that it is fully
faithful (a second Yoncda Lemma).
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2.6.1 First Yoneda Lemma
If X is an n-quasi-category, x E X an object, the results of the previous section establish
X/x as being a right (n - 1)-fibration over X with fibres equivalent to Homx (x, y). We will
thus want to think of X/x as the Yoneda image of x in (n - 1)Fib/X.
Let x E X be an object, F a right fibration over X and choose an m-simplex in
[X/x, Fix. This m-simplex can be seen as a morphism A m x X/x -- F. Consider the
image of the m-simplex of A m x X/x which is the nondegenerate m-simplex of A m in the
first factor and oom+lx in the second. This is an m-simplex in F over aomx E X, and so is
literally an m-simplex in F,, the fibre of F over x. We obtain a morphism of simplicial sets
ýP : [X/x, X/y]x - Fx.
The following proposition ought to recall [MA71] 1.1.4.
Proposition 2.6.1. Let X be a quasi-category, x E X an object, and F a right fibration
over X. Then the morphism
<p : [X/x, F]x --- Fx
is very surjective.
Proof. We suppose we are given an m-simplex in Fx together with a lift of the boundary of
this simplex to [X/x, F]x. Stated another way, we begin with a partially defined morphism
X/x x A m -- F over X, defined on the union of X/x x OAm and (aor+lx, 1[m]), where of
course o'o x (an (m+1)-simplex in X) refers to the m-simplex in X/x, and 1[m] : [m] - [m]
refers to the unique nondegenerate m-simplex of Am.
We inductively fill in the unmapped k-simplices ((, 7) of X/x x A m , where here we
consider ( to be an (m + 1)-simplex in X (with target x), and consider T to be an order-
preserving map T : [k] -+ [m]. Let i be the least index such that ( is equal to a k +l - i
applied to its source i-simplex (and make this definition for all simplices degenerate and
nondegenerate). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.4.12, we say that a nondegenerate
(, 7-) is of degenerate type if r(i - 1) = r(i) (where here T(-1) := -1, r(k + 1) := m + 1)
and of nondegenerate type otherwise. Notice that if (a nondegenerate) (ý, -) is of degenerate
type then 1 < i < k as r(k + 1) = m + 1 > r(k) and r(-1) = -1 < r(0).
Notice that if ((, 7) is (nondegenerate and) of degenerate type, then the i-value of
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(Oai, Oir) is still i. This is because certainly ie9 is ak-i applied to the source i-simplex of
aij, and if ai6 were also ak_(i-1) applied to its source (i- 1)-simplex, then 4 = o i(di4) would
also be .k+l-(i- 1) applied to its source (i - 1)-simplex. I claim that there is a bijection
here between unmapped (k + 1)-simplices of degenerate type and unmapped k-simplices of
nondegenerate type given by taking (4, 7) to Oi(6, T) in one direction, and taking (4, 7) to
(aui, ai-17) in the other. By the preceding remarks, this bijection will preserve the indices
i.
First we show that the maps are well-defined. If ai(4, 7) were of degenerate type, then
i97(i) = 0iT(i - 1), and then T(i + 1) = T(i - 1) = T(i), so that (, T7) would be an
ith degeneracy, a contradiction. Moreover, (Oi6, aiT) cannot be degenerate. Suppose say
(64,OiTr) = ur(v, 7). We know that 4 = ai(Oi6) and T = ai-l(Oir), so that if r < i - 1
then (4, T) = ar(ai-1V, a -271) and if r > i then (4, T) = ar(oUiv, ai-17), in either case a
contradiction.
For the other direction, notice that (ai4, ai-r7) is a fortiori of degenerate type. If it
were degenerate, say equal to ar(V, 2,), then arv = aio and uril = ai-1T. If r = i - 1, i, then
(4, T) would be an rth or (r - 1)th degeneracy according as r < i - 1 or r > i respectively. If
r = i - 1, then ai-iu = aij, so 4 would be an (i - 1)th degeneracy and so would be equal to
ak+-(i- 1) applied to its source (i - 1)-simplex, a contradiction. If r = i, then aiy = ai-1l
and so
T(i - 1) =£72 T(i) = Ori(i) = Ui7(i + 1) = aiT(i + 1) =
showing that (4, T) is of degenerate type, a contradiction.
Now that the two maps are well-defined, we need only show they are inverse to one
another. But by our work above, if (4, T) is of degenerate type then 4 = - ai(Oj) and T =
i_ll(OiT); the other direction follows immediately from the fact that 9iai = aiai-1 = 1[k].
The claim is proved.
Now finally we extend our partial map X/x x A'm - F to a full map. We inductively
fill in the k-simplices of degenerate type and the (k - 1)-simplices of nondegenerate type,
inducting within each dimension on the index i defined above. Notice that we have filled in
all k-simplices for k < m, so we begin at k = m. We have also filled in all (degenerate and
nondegenerate) simplices with i = 0, as these are either defined by the boundary lifting or
equal to or degeneracies of the simplex (ao lx, l[k]) we started with.
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Now, given a (k + 1)-simplex ((, T) of degenerate type in X/x x Am with index i, let
us look at its rt h boundary. If r < i, then the i-value of this boundary is decremented by
1, and so we have filled in the map here. If r > i, then the i-value remains the same but
&rT(i) = OTr(i- 1), so this boundary is a k-simplex of degenerate type, and we've filled
in the map here as well. We conclude that the ith boundary is the only missing face, so
that we have defined the map on precisely the ith horn of ((, 7) in X/x x A m . But then
the image in F is also defined on an ith horn in F, in other words aA k, in X. But the
(k + 1)th face is forced by the fact that the morphism should be over X (so that this face
must be 1k+1",,), and so we actually have a A +1i in X. As 0 < i< k 4- 1, this is in fact an
inner horn, so we fill it in X and define the images of ((, T) and 0i((, T) accordingly. We
thus complete the induction, and the proof. O
Keeping in mind Theorem 2.4.12, we obtain the following form of the Yoneda Lemma.
Corollary 2.6.2. (First Yoneda Lemma) Let X be a quasi-category and x, y E X objects.
Then there is a natural morphism
P : [X/x, X/y]x - Hom (x, y)
which is very surjective.
Proof. We apply the preceding proposition in the case F = X/y, recalling that the fibre of
X/y over x is by definition Hom,(x, y). O
2.6.2 The Yoneda Quasi-functor
Definition 2.6.3. Let X be a quasi-category. Define a simplicial set Yx to have m-
simplices which consist simply of the (2m + 1)-simplices of X. The rth boundary map takes
a (2m + 1)-silmplex ( to &0r2m+1-rý, and the rth degeneracy takes ( to cUrO2m+1-rý-
It is straightforward to check that Yx is in fact a simplicial set. Moreover, Yx has
natural projections to X and X0 p given by taking ( E X2m+l to its source and target
mn-simplices, respectively.
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Proposition 2.6.4. Let X be an n-quasi-category. Then
Yx
Xx Xop
is a right n-fibration. If X is a category, then Yx -- X x XOP is in fact a right O-fibration.
Proof. Consider a right horn A' -- Yx together with a filling of its projection to X x Xop .
We thus have part of a (2m + 1)-simplex X, specifically we have the source and target
m-simplices as well as all (2m - 1)-simplices OrO2m+i-r', 0 < r < m, r = k of our desired
(2m + 1)-simplex (. As m > 1, we observe that this gives us all 0-simplices of 6.
First, we fill in the (m + 1)-simplices with vertices {0, 1, ... , m, 2m + 1 - k} and {k, m +
1,... ,2m + 1}. The first has a A' + 1 filled, the second a Am+ -k,and so both can be filled
in X as 0 < k < m. These fillers are unique if m > n - 1.
Now, let us consider the remaining unmapped simplices. These naturally fall into
quadruples consisting of all possibilities of containing or not containing k and 2m + 1 - k.
Notice moreover that any unfilled simplex which contains neither k nor 2m + 1 - k must
nonetheless contain either r or 2m + 1 - r for any r f k (otherwise it would be contained
in OrO2m+1-rO), and so its dimension must be at least (m - 1), but also at least 1 as all
0-simplices have already been defined.
We inductively fill such quadruples, inducting on the dimension s of the simplex con-
taining both k and 2m + 1 - k. Indeed, we have already filled all such quadruples for s < m.
For an s-simplex containing k and 2m + 1 - k (at indices i and j respectively, say), its pth
faces for p - i, j have been filled by the induction hypothesis (as they all contain both k
and 2m + 1 - k and are of lesser dimension) and so we are left with a A!,j (with the four
omitted simplices being the quadruple we are looking at).
I claim that [s] - {i, j} is nonconsecutive in [s]. Indeed, if it were consecutive then {i, j}
would have to be {0, 1}, {s - 1, s} or {0, s}. The first case is ruled out because if k and
2m + 1 - k are the first two vertices of our s-simplex, then as r or 2m + 1 - r must be present
for each r :f k we must have k = m and the s-simplex having vertices {m,...,2m + 1}, but
we filled this above. The second case is treated similarly. For the third case, notice that as
k -/ 0, either 0 or 2m must be a vertex in our s-simplex, so k and 2m + 1 - k cannot be the
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first and last vertices. This shows the claim.
But then by Lemma 1.2.2, we can fill the Af, ,and uniquely so if s - 2 > n. We observed
above that s --- 2 > m - 1 and s - 2 > 1, so these fillers are unique if m > n or n = 1. We
conclude that our lift of the horn filler exists in any case and is unique if m > n or n = 1.
Therefore if X is a category then Yx is a right 0-fibration, and if X is an n-quasi-category
then Yx is a right n-fibration, as we wanted. O
Remark 2.6.5. Since Yx is an object in Fib/(X x Xop), we can think of it as a quasi-functor
Yx : X --+ Fib/X. In this guise, we say that Yx is the Yoneda quasi-functor.
We now analyze the fibres of Yx. For objects x, y E X, there is a morphism p :
Hom' (x, y) -+ Yx (x, y) given by taking an m-simplex in HomX (x, y) represented by an
(m + 1)-simplex ( in X to the m-simplex am<+l of Yx.
Proposition 2.6.6. The morphism of quasi-groupoids p : Hom (x, y) -x Yx(x, y) is a
homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Define a simplicial set P to have m-simplices which are (2m + 2)-simplices of X,
with the r t h boundary map being r,a2m+2-r and the r t h degeneracy map being ar0 '2m+2-r,
and such that the source m-simplex is the degeneracy of x and the target (m + 1)-simplex is
the degeneracy of y. Then P has natural projections to Hom'x(x, y) and to Yx(x, y) (given
by taking the source (m + 1)-simplex and the (m + 1)th face, respectively), and p factors
as a section of the first (applying am+ 1 t o an m-simplex) followed by the second. We need
only show that these two projections are very surjective.
To wit, first consider P -+ Yx(x,y). An m-simplex of Yx(x,y) together with a lift
of its boundary to P consists of the data of the simplices &rO2m+2-rý, 0 < r < m and
,,r+1( of the (2m + 2)-simplex ( we wish to fill, along with its target (m + 1)-simplex (the
degeneracy of y; the source m-simplex is accounted for by the filling downstairs). Notice
that the simplices which remain to be filled are precisely those which contain m + 1, have
at least one of r and 2m + 2 - r for each r E [m], and are not the target (m + 1)-simplex.
We induct on the size SI of a subset S C [m] to fill in the simplex s(S) with vertices
S U {m + 1,..., 2m + 1}; the case S = 0 is treated by our assumed filling of the target
(m + 1)-simplex with the degeneracy of y. For the induction step, suppose ISI > 0 and set
S' = {2m + 2 -- sIs E S}; I claim that what is filled of (S) is precisely Aml+l+ ls. This
is because a simplex of i(S) is unfilled if and only if it is not contained in any ((S") with
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S" c S, it is contains either r or 2m + 2 - r for all r, and it contains m + 1. Thus such a
simplex must contain all of S and must contain all of {m + 1,..., 2m + 1} - S', which is to
say that it must contain the complement of S'. Conversely, the complement of S' is clearly
not filled at any preceding stage.
To proceed, we notice that the target 1-simplex of our Am+ + l+ s l is ly, and so as S U
{m + 1, ... , 2m + 1} - S' is not an initial consecutive segment in S U {m + 1,..., 2m + 1},
we may apply Lemma 1.2.2 and the fact that ly is a quasi-isomorphism to fill this shape by
means of right horn fillings. The induction, and this half of the argument, is complete.
Now consider P - HomX (x, y). An m-simplex of Hom (x, y) together with a lift of
its boundary upstairs consists of the data of the simplices OrO2m+2-rý, 0 < r < m and the
source and target (m + 1)-simplices, which are the filler downstairs and the degeneracy of
y respectively. The simplices which remain to be filled are precisely those which contain at
least one of r and 2m + 2 - r for each r E [m] and which are not contained in the source or
target (m + 1)-simplices. Such simplices fall into a bijection between those which contain
m + 1 and those which do not, given by removing m + 1.
Therefore we induct on the dimension k of a simplex containing m + 1. The base of the
induction is given by the fact that all simplices of dimension less than m + 1 and containing
m + 1 have been filled. At the inductive step, we have a k-horn as omitting any vertex but
m + 1 gives a face of dimension k - 1 containing m + 1, so already filled. The only way
we would not be able to fill this is if this were not an inner k-horn. But then the vertices
of the simplex would have to be {0,...,m + 1} or {m + 1,...,2m + 1}, and thus already
filled. This completes the induction, and the proof. O
Remark 2.6.7. This last proposition somewhat justifies the terminology "Yoneda quasi-
functor." In the next subsection we will give the terminology better justification.
Corollary 2.6.8. Let X be a loose n-quasi-category. Then Yx is a loose right (n - 1)-
fibration over X x XOP.
Proof. Let x, y E X be objects. Because X is a loose n-quasi-category, Homý(x, y) is a
loose (n - 1)-quasi-groupoid, so Yx(x, y) is a loose (n - 1)-quasi-groupoid. But then all
the fibres of Yx are loose (n - 1)-quasi-groupoids, so by Lemma 2.2.4, Yx is a loose right
(n - 1)-fibration over X x Xop , as desired. El
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Corollary 2.6.9. Let X be an n-quasi-category. Then Yx is a right n-fibration and a loose
right (n - 1) -fibration over X x XoP .
Proof. Immediate. O
Corollary 2.6.10. Define a quasi-functor X -- X x Xop which is the identity on X and
constantly an object y E Xop (i.e. an object in X) on Xop . Then the pullback of Yx
along this morphism is quasi-isomorphic to X/y as a right fibration over X, with the quasi-
?somorphism given by taking an m-simplex in X/y, considered as an (m + 1)-simplex in X,
to its image under a'M+.
Proof. We need only check this statement on fibres, by Theorem 2.4.4. But fibrewise this
is the morphism p, and p is a homotopy equivalence by the proposition. O
Corollary 2.6.11. The Yoneda quasi-functor Yx : X -- L(n - 1)Fib/X takes an object
y E X to a right fibration over X quasi-isomorphic to X/y, and in fact there is a natural
quasi-isomorphism 0 : X/y -+ Yx(y).
Proof. Immediate. O
Lemma 2.6.12. Let X -, Y be a monomorphism of quasi-categories which is an equiva-
lence. Then this map has a very surjective left (strict) inverse Y -- X.
Proof. Let P -+ X and P - Y witness that the given monomorphism is an equivalence,
so that we also have a section X -- P through which the mono factors. Define a section
Y -- P by first using the given section X -- P on X C Y and then extending to all of Y. I
claim that the composition of this with the projection to X is the morphism we are looking
for.
By construction it is a left inverse. Given an m-simplex of X with a lift of its boundary
to Y, we can map this boundary up to P (by means of the section from the previous
paragraph), lift the filler from X, and map the filler back down to Y. As Y -+ P was a
section, this gives a lift of the filler from X, as desired. O
Proposition 2.6.13. Let x E X be an object, F a right fibration over X. Define a mor-
phism
[Yx(x), Fix -- F
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by taking an m-simplex f : A m x Yx(x) -- F to f(a 2m+lx). Then this morphism is very
surjective.
Proof. The morphism we are interested in factorizes as
[Yx (x), F]x -- [X/x, F]x F,..
The second morphism here is very surjective by Proposition 2.6.1; therefore we need only
show that the first is also very surjective.
Consider the morphism 0 : X/x -+ Yx(x) from Corollary 2.6.11; this is visibly a
monomorphism. Suppose we are given an m-simplex g : Am x X/x -+ F together with
a lift to a morphism OA m x Y(x) - F, so that we wish to extend a morphism
A m x X/x U OA m x Yx(x) - F
to all of Am x Yx (x).
Now, in the usual way we define pairs of unmapped r-simplices of Am x Yx(x) of
degenerate and nondegenerate type. For an r-simplex 6 of Yx(x), define i(s) to be the
smallest i such that ( is ar-i applied to its source i-simplex. Notice that for xi V X/x,
i(s) > 0. We then define an unmapped r-simplex (T, () of Am x Yx(x) to be of degenerate
type if T(i(() -1) = r(i(()), and to be of nondegenerate type otherwise. The correspondence
is defined by taking a simplex (T, ý) of degenerate type to its i(()th boundary and taking
a simplex (r, ý) of nondegenerate type to (ui(ý)_17r, i(ý)(). Notice that these operations fix
i(S). I claim that they define a bijection between nondegenerate simplices of degenerate
type and nondegenerate simplices of nondegenerate type.
Indeed, if (T, () is nondegenerate of degenerate type, then T(i(()) + 1 = t(i(() + 1) (as
7 : [r] -- [m] is surjective) and so (T, ý) = (ai(E)_lO(r)T, a)i(()(). Then if (Oi()Tr, Oi(()4) =
ck(-, '), then (r,O) is ak(Oi()-lT, iai(() ') if k < i(4), cki(()",oi(~) ' ) if k = i(ý),
Uk+l(oi()7-', i()ý'') if k = i(() + 1, and ak+1(ai()-)', i(6)+1V') if k > i(() + 1, contra-
dicting nondegeneracy of (7, (). Finally, (Oi(()T, 0 i(() ) is of nondegenerate type because if it
were of degenerate type, then T7() = r(i( )- 1) = r(i() + 1) = r(i(())+ 1, a contradiction.
Conversely, if (-, () is nondegenerate of nondegenerate type, suppose that (ai()- 1lT, ri(c)ý)
is degenerate, say equal to (Uk7 , Uak'). If k < i(4) - 1 then (rT, ) is a kth degeneracy; if
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k > i(() then (T,() is a (k- 1)th degeneracy. If k = i(I)-1 then ( is of the form 0 r+l-i()",,
contradicting minimality of i((). Lastly, if k = i((), then r(i() -1) = T(i(()), contradicting
that (r, () was of nondegenerate type.
But then (cT(ý)_lr, ai(()() is evidently of degenerate type with i(()th boundary (7,r),
and we have our bijection. Notice that an r-simplex (T, () of nondegenerate type with (
(as a (2r + 1)-simplex in X) the r-fold degeneracy of its source (r + 1)-simplex (i.e., an
r-simplex in the image of 0) also has its corresponding (r + 1)-simplex of degenerate type
in the image of 0. In addition, surjectivity of 7 is preserved by the correspondence, so the
unmapped simplices really do fall into pairs here.
Inducting on the dimension r of an r-simplex (T, () of degenerate type, after that on
i(J), we fill in the map on this simplex and its i(()th boundary. As usual, this works because
the kth boundaries for k f i((), i(S) - 1 are of degenerate type and lesser dimension, and
the (i() - 1)th face can have i-value at most i(() - 1; at this stage we will thus have defined
a morphism from a Ar  to F (a right horn as i(s) > 0), and we can extend it because the
filler in X is given by the image of (, so we can lift the filler in F -- X. We are done. O
Corollary 2.6.14. Let X be a quasi-category, and let x and y be objects in X. Then the
natural morphism [Yx(x), Yx(y)]x -- Yx(x, y) is very surjective.
Proof. Immediate upon observing that Yx(x, y) is the fibre of Yx(y) over x. Ol
2.6.3 Second Yoneda Lemma
Our main objective here is to prove that the Yoneda quasi-functor 3 x : X -* Fib/X is fully
faithful.
Theorem 2.6.15. (Second Yoneda Lemma) Let X be a quasi-category. Then
Yx : X - Fib/X
is fully faithful.
Proof. We check criterion (ii) from Lemma 1.5.57. Let m > 1, a : OA m -- X, and fix an
m-simplex in Fib/X, which is to say a right fibration Z -> X x (Am)op, whose restriction
to X x (OAm)o'T' is Yx (a). We will show that we can extend a to an m-simplex ( in X such
that there is a morphism Yx(() - Z over X x (Am )op which fixes Yx(a). This will be
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enough because this morphism will give rise to (via C) a 1-simplex in Fib/[Am )op x X], i.e.
a prism A1 x A m - Fib/X, such that its restriction to A1 x OAm is constantly Yx(a), its
target {1} x A m -+ Fib/X is Z, and its source {0} x A m -- Fib/X is in the image of Yx.
The bulk of the work comes in producing the m-simplex (. For all non-target faces ijcr
(0 < i < m), let ri be the (m - 1)-simplex in Yx (oia) corresponding to the (2m - 1)-simplex
of X aoOmia. Then ri maps to a -lx in X (where x is the source object of a) and to the ith
boundary of (Am)op in the other factor. As the (m - 1)-simplices ri clearly patch together,
we obtain a right horn A' -- Z with a natural filler downstairs, namely (U~mx, l[m]). Lifting
this horn filler to an m-simplex q' in Z, the filled face is an (m - 1)-simplex x' of Yx (&oo),
i.e. a (2m - 1)-simplex of X, whose source (m - 1)-simplex is a'o-lx and whose target
(m - 1)-simplex is 90a.
We have shown that the morphism 0 : XP/x --+ Yxop (x) is a quasi-isomorphism. Pulling
back along (ooa)oP : (A"-1)OP --+ Xop, we obtain in particular that X' is homotopic to a
simplex X in Yx(Ooo) (over the identity of {x} x (Am - l)p) which, as a (2m - 1)-simplex in
X, is a0` -1 applied to an m-simplex (. We may then replace r' with another filler r whose
filled face is X a= -
I claim that 0d = a. Indeed, the target face of ( is 0 ao by construction. If m = 1, the
first face (source object) is just x as it comes from the degeneracy we filled in downstairs.
If m > 1, let 0 < i < m and let j 7 m - i have 0 < j < m - 1. Then the ith face of ( is the
same as the (m - 1)-simplex of X = _om-l with vertices
j,m,...,m + i - 2, m +i,...,2m- 1,
and this coincides with the (m - 1)-simplex in the (2m - 1)-simplex ri with vertices j, m +
1,..., 2m - 1 ifj < m - i, and j - 1, m + 1,.. °, 2m - 1 otherwise. As / = aomi&a, this last
is simply diac
To finish, we produce the desired extension
Yx (a) - Z
Yx (0)
starting by sending the m-simplex +1• of Yx(l) to r1 (by our work above, this is corn-
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patible with the map already defined on Yx (u)).
We follow the usual pattern for this sort of proof. Let a be an unmapped nondegenerate
r-simplex of Yx ((), and let i, be the minimal i such that a as a (2r + 1)-simplex of X is
(, +1- i applied to an (r + i)-simplex. Notice that as a is unmapped, it cannot be a-o+ (or
any boundary thereof) and so as a is nondegenerate and its target r-simplex is a degeneracy
of (, i( must be positive. We say that a is of degenerate type if a is of the form -2r+1-i, 3 ,
and say that ca is of nondegenerate type otherwise.
To an a of dlegenerate type we associate its ih boundary in Yx(() (an operation which
fixes i,), and to an a of nondegenerate type we associate aiaU2r+2-iOa (in X). The claim,
as usual, is that this establishes a bijection.
Indeed, first let a be of degenerate type, so that it is clear that a = Uai, a2r,_i, i• 2r+1-i a.
If ai, 0 2r+1-i anl were degenerate, say equal to gkr2r-3-k3, then we have
rkOr2r-1-kOria-1U2r~-i_-13  k < ia - 1
=kia-1l2r-ia ia-102r-i_-20 k = i- - 1
a -= Cri,,o2,r-i, ckU2r_3k•Q =
Ui,+1 O2r-i,-20iG 2r-ia-2!3 k = ic
Uk+12r-2-k ia 02r-22
-
iO k > ick
As all of these are degenerate r-simplices of Yx (i), we obtain our contradiction. If (i 192r+1-i a
were of degenerate type, then it would be of the form U2r-1-ioP, and then we would have
a = OJi 2r-iU2r-1-ia -= Uic2r-1-ic 2r1-i3
,
so that a would be degenerate, again a contradiction.
For the other direction, let a be of nondegenerate type. Suppose that
Oi• 2r+2-iaCf = UckOr2r+l-k!3 .
If k < iC - 1, then there would be a 3' with a = Uk2r-l-k3', and a would be degenerate.
If k = 1i - 1, then a would be of the form aj,-17 contradicting the minimality of Zi. If
k 7= i, then ao would be of the form U2r,+1-i 7, and would be of degenerate type. Finally,
if k > i,, then there would be a 3' with a = lk-1U2r-kp'
, 
and a would be degenerate. We
conclude that J•io2,r+2-io• is nondegenerate. It is visibly of degenerate type.
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But then as these operations are clearly inverse to one another, we have our bijection.
The bijection takes unmapped simplices to unmapped simplices because neither operation
will alter surjectivity onto (Am)op, and the operation is not defined when i, = 0, i.e. when
we are considering (a degeneracy of) the one simplex we mapped above.
We now induct on the dimension r of an unmapped nondegenerate r-simplex a of de-
generate type, as well as on in, filling both it and its corresponding (r - 1)-simplex of
nondegenerate type. All simplices with r < m have been mapped already (they lie over
(OAm)oP), and i, = 0 has been covered by our base case. But now for an arbitrary a, all
faces except the (ia - 1)th and it, are of degenerate type of lesser dimension, so have been
filled. The (iQ - 1)th face might be of nondegenerate type, but it has lesser i-value and so
is also filled already. We are left with a Ai in Z, and the filler downstairs is forced by
the image of a. Lifting the filler, we complete the induction, the map extension, and the
proof. O
Corollary 2.6.16. Let X be a quasi-category. If X is an n-quasi-category, then
Yx :X - nFib/X
is fully faithful. If X is a loose n-quasi-category, then
Yx: X - L(n - 1)Fib/X
is fully faithful.
Proof. Immediate. O
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